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The (Non-)Local Density of States of Electronic Excitations in Organic Semi-
conductors The rational design of organic semiconductors for optoelectronic devices relies
on a detailed understanding of how their molecular and morphological structure condition the
energetics and dynamics of charged and excitonic states. Investigating the role of molecular ar-
chitecture, conformation, orientation and packing, this work reveals mechanisms that shape the
spatially resolved densities of states in organic, small-molecular and polymeric heterostructures
and mesophases. The underlying computational framework combines multiscale simulations of
the material morphology at atomistic and coarse-grained resolution with a long-range-polarized
embedding technique to resolve the electronic structure of the molecular solid. We show that long-
range electrostatic interactions tie the energetics of microscopic states to the mesoscopic structure,
with a qualitative and quantitative impact on charge-carrier level proles across organic interfaces.
The computational approach provides quantitative access to the charge-density-dependent open-
circuit voltage of planar heterojunctions. The derived and experimentally veried relationships
between molecular orientation, architecture, level proles and open-circuit voltage rationalize the
acceptor-donor-acceptor pattern for donor materials in high-performing solar cells. Proposing a
pathway for barrier-less dissociation of charge transfer states, we highlight how mesoscale elds
generate charge splitting and detrapping forces in systems with nite interface roughness. The
associated design rules reect the dominant role played by lowest-energy congurations at the
interface.
Die (nicht-)lokale Zustandsdichte elektronischer Anregungen in organischen
Halbleitern Die Entwicklung von organischen Halbleitern fur optoelektronische Bauelemente
beruht auf einem genauen Verstandnis des Zusammenhangs zwischen molekularer und morpholo-
gischer Struktur sowie energetischen und dynamischen Eigenschaften von geladenen und exzitonis-
chen Zustanden. Diese Arbeit untersucht die bestimmenden Faktoren fur die raumlich aufgeloste
Zustandsdichte in organischen Heterostrukturen und Mesophasen, unter Berucksichtigung von
molekularer Architektur, Konformation, Orientierung und Packung. Das zugrunde liegende rech-
nerbasierte Verfahren kombiniert Multiskalensimulationen der Materialmorphologie mit atom-
istischer oder vergroberter Auosung mit einer langreichweitig-polarisierten Einbettungsmethode
zur Beschreibung der elektronischen Festkorperstruktur. Wir zeigen, dass langreichweitige elek-
trostatische Wechselwirkungen die Energetik von mikroskopischen Zustanden mit der mesoskopis-
chen Materialstruktur verknupfen, mit einem qualitativ und quantitativ signikanten Einuss
auf Energieprole von Ladungstragern an organischen Grenzachen. Das numerische Verfahren
ermoglicht zudem die Berechnung der ladungsdichteabhangigen Leerlaufspannung planarer Het-
eroubergange. Die abgeleiteten und experimentell verizierten Zusammenhange zwischen moleku-
larer Orientierung, Architektur und Energieprolen rationalisieren unter anderem die Akzeptor-
Donor-Akzeptor-Architektur fur Donormaterialien in hochezienten Solarzellen. Mesoskopische
elektrostatische Felder generieren auerdem Ladungstrennungs- und Fluchtkrafte in Systemen
mit endlicher Grenzachenrauigkeit, die als Mechanismus zur barrierefreien Dissoziation von
Ladungstransferzustanden dienen konnen. Darauf aufbauende Designregeln berucksichtigen die
wesentliche Rolle von niederenergetischen Grenzachenkongurationen.
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Chapter 1
Organic Electronics
in a Nutshell
The discovery of conductive polymers in the 1970s [1, 2] { rewarded with the Nobel prize in
chemistry in the year 2000 { and subsequent development of the rst polymeric electronic
devices in the 1980s [3{5] have marked the beginnings of a vast interdisciplinary research eld
referred to as organic electronics. Drawing from both polymeric and small-molecular semi-
conductors, organic thin-lm transistors, solar cells, light-emitting diodes, photodetectors and
sensors name just a few out of many applications that make use of the supreme chemical
versatility and mechanical exibility of the underlying \soft" molecular materials. Further-
more enabling low-temperature solution-based processing, printing and spray coating, organic
electronics is set to complement the conventional silicon-based electronics in diverse ways {
adding functionality and improving sustainability. This introductory chapter will provide a
short review of the materials and device physics, as well as of new trends and challenges that
emerged in the eld over the past decade.
1.1 Materials
Organic semiconductors are molecular materials that exist at the interface between organic,
\soft" matter and semiconducting, \hard" matter: Their mechanical properties and structural
variability are reminiscent of the former, their electronic properties of the latter. Based on
the type of their conjugated molecular building blocks, they are broadly categorized into
small-molecular [6] vs. polymeric semiconductors [7]. The associated large compound space
(Table 1.1 only lists a very small selection) presents a challenge for rational compound design
in general and synthetic chemistry in particular, as already small changes in the backbone and
side-chain structure, side-chain length [8{10], and, for polymers, regioregularity and molecular
weight [11, 12] may signicantly alter the macroscopic material properties.
The conjugated architecture, however, is shared by all compounds, and becomes manifest
in the - interactions that result from the intermolecular van-der-Waals attraction between
1
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conjugated molecular planes. These should be contrasted with the far stronger intramolecular
covalent interactions, which nevertheless allow for soft bonded degrees of freedom, notably
torsional motion along the backbone and side chains. As a result, structure formation is
governed by both energy and entropy, giving rise to complex morphologies that incorporate
amorphous, liquid-crystalline and crystalline ordering.
To increase morphological control and reduce batch-to-batch variability, various process-
ing techniques have been developed. Solution-based approaches [13], suited for both small
molecules and polymers with solubilizing side chains, include spin and spray coating, solution-
coating with uid control, epitaxy, solvent-annealing and nucleation techniques { to just name
a few. Vacuum processing [14], by contrast, is only applicable to small-molecular semicon-
ductors, where vapour-phase deposition enables the fabrication of high-purity thin lms with
good control over thickness and chemical composition.
Notwithstanding the morphological complexity accessed through processing, the material
properties of the molecular solid tend to correlate strongly with the molecular gas-phase
properties (a further consequence of the weak intermolecular { as opposed to intramolecular
{ interactions). Fast, intramolecular vibrations, for example, persist in the phononic spectra
of the solid as modes with vanishing dispersion and energies on the order of 0.1 eV, next to
the intermolecular acoustic and optical phonon modes with lower frequencies of up to several
THz (0:01 eV) [15].
The molecular character of organic semiconductors also substantially determines their
electronic properties: Here, the weak intermolecular coupling often prevents a quantum-
mechanical delocalization of charge carriers and excitons beyond the intramolecular scale.
This incomplete delocalization results in a non-adiabatic transport mechanism [16], where
charge and energy transfer occur via \hopping" of charge carriers and excitons, respectively,
between molecular localization sites. The hopping is temperature-activated and triggered
by nuclear motion, with the associated electron-phonon coupling giving rise to the small-
polaron picture of charge transport with reorganization energies of 0.1-0.3 eV (5   12 kBT
at room temperature). The electronic coupling that mediates the transfer derives from the
wave-function overlap of the frontier orbitals characterized by extended -systems of sp2-
hybridized carbons. Typical electronic coupling strengths are on the order of 0.01-0.001 eV. As
this coupling increases, charges delocalize more, up to a regime where the hopping mechanism
gradually ceases and band transport, as associated with inorganic semiconductors, sets in [17].
The hopping picture, however, proves a useful description in compounds with charge-carrier
mobilities below 1 cm2=Vs [18] { and hence in the vast majority of materials used in organic
solar cells and light-emitting diodes.
The non-adiabatic transport mechanism translates into a characteristic dependence of the
charge-carrier mobility on temperature, charge density and electric eld. This dependence
follows from a density of states shaped by the interaction of the strongly localized charge
carriers with the molecular environment. The spatially uctuating molecular elds to which
the charge carriers are hence subjected eect a Gaussian broadening  of the density of
states on the order of 0.05-0.2 eV. The mobility is extremely sensitive to this energetic dis-
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Acceptor-substituted 
oligothiophenes
Oligo-/Polythiophenes
Merocyanines
Phthalocyanines
Oligoacenes
Metal complexes
Fullerenes
P3HT
Poly(3-hexylthiophene)
6T
Sexithiophene
PEN
Pentacene
TIPS-PEN
6,13-bis(triisopropyl-
silylethynyl)pentacene
DCV5T-Me(3,3)
Dicyanovinyl-(3,3)-methyl-
substituted pentathiophene
DCV4T
Dicyanovinyl-substituted 
quaterthiophene
EL86
Dibutylamino-dicyanovinyl-
substituted merocyanine
AAE007
Methylamino-dicyanovinyl-
substituted merocyanine
ZnPc
Zinc phthalocyanine
CuPc
Copper phthalocyanine
DPBIC
Tris[(3-phenyl-benzimidazolyl
-ylidene)-phenylene]iridium
Alq3
Tris(8-hydroxyquino-
linato)aluminium
C60
Buckminsterfullerene
Transistors
Solar cells
Transistors
Solar cells
Transistors
Solar cells
Transistors
Solar cells
Light-emitting 
     diodes
Solar cells
Transistors
PC61BM
Phenyl-C61-butyric 
acid methyl ester
Table 1.1. Families of organic semiconductors studied in this work. Material
classes (left column) and their typical applications (right column), next to the chemical
structures of several small-molecular representatives, as well as the polymeric P3HT.
Colour coding of the atomic elements is as follows: carbon (black), nitrogen (blue),
oxygen (red), aluminium (turquoise), silicon (orange), sulfur (yellow), copper (pink),
zinc (green), iridium (purple).
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order: Low-lying energy states in the density act as traps and thus limit the charge-carrier
dynamics. For moderate energetic disorder, the resulting non-dispersive transport regime is
approximately characterized by a mobility   exp ( ^2 + pF ) with eective disorder
^ = =kBT and electric-eld strength F [19]. The exponential dependence on
p
F with
temperature-dependent slope  is known as the Poole-Frenkel behaviour that results from
eld-enhanced hopping in a spatially correlated density of states. The mobility also exhibits
an exponential dependence on charge-carrier density due to the population of low-energy
states and passivation of traps [20, 21]. We note, however, that the intrinsic charge-carrier
density in organic semiconductors is virtually zero due to the large transport gap of 2-3 eV
(this is the gap between the mean of the conduction and valence density of states). As a
result, a nite charge-carrier density (and hence conductivity) has to be achieved through
either molecular doping, voltage gating, photogeneration or injection of charges from external
contacts.
Beyond charge carriers, the optoelectronic properties of organic semiconductors are de-
termined mostly by Frenkel and charge transfer (CT) excitons, both of which play a key
role in solar cells and light-emitting diodes. Frenkel excitons are either generated through
photon absorption or formed after recombination of a CT state (i.e., an electron-hole pair
state related to the ground state S0 by a charge transfer reaction). Whereas CT states are
stationary, Frenkel excitons diuse, thus allowing for energy transport. The kinetics of the
energy transfer reaction are appropriately described by a Forster rate  1=R6 in the case
of weak excitonic coupling. The exciton diusion length is, however, limited by radiative
and non-radiative recombination processes: These include uorescence in the case of singlet
(Sn) and spin-orbit-mediated phosphorescence in the case of triplet (Tn) states, as well as
non-radiative quenching at defects, notably charge-carrier traps [22] .
1.2 Devices
The wealth of applications for which organic semiconductors have been suggested is dazzling.
Drawing from their optical, electronic and mechanical properties, these include the \con-
ventional" device forms known from the inorganic world (light-emitting diodes, photovoltaic
cells and thin-lm transistors) but extend to previously unseen devices, such as pressure- and
exion-sensitive electronic skin [23], chemical sensors for articial noses [24], or biomedical
sensors [25] in the form of disposable electronic band-aid. Many of these applications allow for
solution-based processing, with the prospect, for example, of integrated circuits for memory
and logic devices printed on transparent, exible substrates.
Here we will focus on optoelectronic devices, including organic light-emitting diodes
(OLEDs) and photovoltaics (OPV). OLEDs are the rst and so far only organic electronic
devices to have successfully entered the commercial market on a larger scale. They are by
now routinely used in active-matrix OLED displays, and in the future will additionally join
the lighting market. OPV, by contrast, cannot yet compete with the existing inorganic tech-
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Figure 1.1. Charge generation and extraction in organic solar
cells. (a) Elementary processes in organic solar cells across dierent
length scales (from 1nm to 100 nm) split according to (b) gain and (c)
loss processes. (d) Jablonski representation of the energetics and dynamics
with ground state S0, singlet (triplet) exciton S1 (T1), charge-transfer and
charge-separated state, CT and CS, respectively.
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nologies due to low eciencies and high-cost processing if compared to the highly optimized
silicon or cadmium-telluride-based technologies. In fact, the charge generation process in
OPV is still not completely understood microscopically, raising the question whether { and
if so, which { fundamental physical mechanisms restrict its eciency to below the thermo-
dynamic limit established for inorganic cells. Nevertheless, the eld has come a long way
since the rst report of a bilayer organic solar cell in 1986 [4]: By now, power conversion
eciencies of up to 8% for single-junction [26] and 12% for multi-junction devices [27] have
been reported, even if one excludes hybrid systems such as dye-sensitized or perovskite-based
solar cells.
The working principle of OPV relies on the dissociation of an optically created Frenkel
exciton into free charges, i.e., an electron and a hole. The simplest device structure therefore
consists of a molecular absorber layer sandwiched between a high-work-function anode and
low-work-function cathode. Such a setup will, however, result in eciencies well below 1%
due to the strong binding energy of excitons in organic semiconductors: In practice, the active
layer has to incorporate a heterojunction between a molecular donor with an in comparison
low ionization energy and an acceptor with a low electron anity. Excitons created on either
of the two species can then dissociate via an interfacial CT state into a hole localized on the
donor and electron localized on the acceptor. To be dissociated, however, the exciton rst
has to reach the interface through diusion. Improving on a donor-acceptor bilayer (i.e., a
planar heterojunction), an intermixed layer (bulk heterojunction) increases the percentage of
excitons that reach the interface within their diusion lengths as dictated by their lifetime.
Subsequently, charge extraction to the electrodes occurs via drift-diusion of charges through
percolating domains.
Fig. 1.1a summarises these microscopic mechanisms from exciton creation to charge ex-
traction, distinguishing between gain (Fig. 1.1b) and loss (Fig. 1.1c) processes. The primary
loss mechanisms result from the incomplete spectral coverage of the absorber material, recom-
bination of excitons and geminate CT states, recombination of non-geminate charge pairs, or
charge-carrier trapping. The energetics that underlie these processes are in part controversial,
in particular with respect to the energy of the CT state, which is thought to be coulombically
bound by around 0.3 eV with respect to the charge-separated (CS) state { if not vibrationally
excited (see the Jablonski diagram in Fig. 1.1d).
For OLEDs, the thermodynamic inverse of solar cells, the same processes apply, but in
reverse order: Electron and hole currents are injected from the cathode and anode respectively,
and fed into a host:guest emission layer. The guest molecules are metal-coordinated complexes
that act as recombination centres for triplet excitons, formed either directly on the guest or
after an energy transfer via one of the host neighbours.
The dynamics and energetics of these microscopic processes eventually give rise to the
macroscopic device characteristics; in OPV, these are the open-circuit voltage Voc, short-
circuit current Jsc and ll-factor { in OLEDs, the external spectral light yield vs. input
electrical power. Optimization of these observables happens both on the level of chemical
design and device architecture. Today's stack architectures consist of multiple layers (see
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Figure 1.2. Architecture of organic optoelectronic devices. (a) Stack of the
8:3% ecient world-record OPV system C60:D5M [26]. (b) Stack of a blue phosphores-
cent BTDF:TBFMI OLED [28]. Doped layers are indicated by a star . Layer thicknesses
are drawn to scale.
Fig. 1.2a,b) each with a specic function, including doped hole and electron transport layers,
charge and exciton blocking layers or electrode contact modiers. The layer thicknesses are
optimized such as to maximize the light intensity across the active layer in OPV or enhanced
light outcoupling in OLEDs. The total device thicknesses amount to on the order of hundreds
of nanometers, which in the case of OPV is breathtakingly thin compared to silicon-based
devices, but made possible here by the high optical density of the absorber materials. Finally,
yet more elaborate stacks are required where several active layers are employed to achieve
better spectral coverage: This is the case in tandem (multi-junction) solar cells on the one
hand and white OLEDs on the other hand.
1.3 Challenges
To understand the interplay between morphological and electronic properties across multiple
length scales and to link them to the macroscopic device characteristics is the key challenge in
organic electronics. This requires advanced techniques for chemical synthesis, morphological
control, material and device characterization.
On the material side, the synthesis of \sti" molecules and polymers exempt from tor-
sional defects targets enhanced charge-carrier dynamics and delocalization [29]. Additionally,
new design paradigms such as the donor-acceptor (DA) or acceptor-donor-acceptor (ADA)
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architecture for small molecules, oligomers and polymers aim for stronger optical absorption
both in the visible and infrared region [30{32]. Long-wavelength absorbers furthermore as-
sist eorts to integrate exciton ssion as a single-photon multi-exciton generation process
into OPV, with the perspective to go beyond the Shockley-Queisser limit for single-junction
devices [33, 34].
Tackling another pervasive issue in organic electronics, research is being undertaken to
increase the chemical stability of the molecular constituents. Severe stability issues are most
prominent in OLEDs, but in principle extend to any device, notably organic thin-lm transis-
tors with high-mobility n-type conductors [35]. Deep-blue emitters for OLEDs, for example,
are still vulnerable to degradation processes related to the long lifetime of the highly energetic
excited triplet state [36]. In this context, thermally activated delayed uorescence is a mech-
anism that repopulates singlet via triplet states [37], thus not only maintaining high external
quantum eciencies, but also rendering heavy metal complexation for spin-orbit coupling
redundant. The triplet-to-singlet conversion rate may, however, still be too slow to eectively
prevent degradation and maintain high eciencies at high luminances.
In an attempt to improve sustainability and mechanical exibility, alternatives for the
transparent electrode material ITO (indium tin oxide) are explored [38]. Similarly, non-
fullerene acceptors for organic solar cells oer a perspective to reduce fabrication costs hoisted
by the expensive synthesis of the fullerene component [39].
Beyond the synthesis of new materials, advanced processing techniques promise improved
morphological control [40]: These include nucleation agents to adjust crystallite sizes [41],
molecular design motifs to tune the directional alignment of polymer chains [42] and uid-
controlled solution coating to direct crystal alignment and patterning [43].
In the context of organic solar cells, the primary challenge is, however, of a fundamental
character: Namely, to understand the relationship between the energetics and dynamics of
charge-transfer and charge-separated states and how they translate into the open-circuit volt-
age. Without molecular-level insight into how chemical and morphological features jointly
shape the densities of states of the relevant excitations, rational compound design of new
donor and acceptor materials remains dicult. Nevertheless, considerable experimental and
theoretical eorts have been made to elucidate structure-property relationships of this type.
On the experimental side, diverse approaches investigate and correlate the (1) energetics
via, e.g., ultraviolet, inverse and two-photon photoemission spectroscopy, (2) dynamics via
transient-absorption spectroscopy, charge-extraction techniques or light-induced electron-spin
resonance and (3) structural properties via electron or X-ray diraction and scattering, atomic-
force microscopy, infrared ellipsometry, nuclear magnetic resonance, as well as many other
techniques.
As a rule, the complex structure of organic semiconductors signicantly complicates the
interpretation of the thus obtained experimental data. Theoretical and computational models
have therefore proven valuable in rationalizing material and device properties, using, for
example, top-down approaches such as Gaussian disorder or drift-diusion models tailored
to the description of charge and energy transport [19, 20, 44, 45]. These mesoscopic models
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lack, however, a systematic link to the structural features on a molecular scale, which is a
prerequisite for in-silico compound screening. Quantum-mechanical methods that describe
electronic processes on the level of isolated molecular pairs in turn fail to account for the
inuence of morphological features on the mesoscopic scale [46].
In this thesis, we will present a bottom-up simulation framework that addresses the rela-
tionship between the morphology and energetics in organic semiconductors in a quantitative
manner and with a systematic link to the molecular and supramolecular structures. We will
focus in particular on the eect of molecular architecture, packing and mesoscopic organiza-
tion on the energetics of charge carriers and CT states at organic-organic interfaces and in
partially ordered mesophases.
The outline is as follows: In Chapter 2, we will detail the workow for microscopic,
particle-based simulations of the molecular and electronic structure of organic semiconductors.
Further in this direction, Chapter 3 describes a long-range polarized embedding procedure as
a perturbative approach tailored to the calculation of the spatially resolved (local) density
of states of molecular materials. The thus developed techniques will be applied to the study
of charge carriers in organic-organic heterostructures and partially ordered mesophases in
Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. We will show how the mesoscopic organization at donor-
acceptor heterojunctions governs level proles, taking into account molecular architecture,
packing and orientation. By evaluating the thermally-broadened density of states for a variety
of molecular donor materials, we will indicate how the charge-density-dependent open-circuit
voltage follows from the thin-lm energetics in a mesostructured morphology. Additionally,
studies of patterned thin lms and grain boundaries will highlight the dierent character of
in- and out-of-plane interfaces, as well as the role played by low-energy packing modes in
the prevention of energetic traps at these boundaries. In Chapter 5, it will be shown how
simulations of polymeric mesophases with varying degree of liquid-crystalline order resolve
the formation of low-energy states and extended spatial correlations in the density of states
with increasing structural order. Finally, Chapter 6 will focus on the role of CT energetics
at donor-acceptor interfaces, with particular emphasis on how CT energies can be controlled
through interface engineering to drive charge separation. The associated charge splitting and
detrapping forces imply orientational constraints and energetic tradeos for functional donor-
acceptor interfaces. Finally, Chapter 7 will conclude the work with suggestions for method
extensions and future research.
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Chapter 2
Particle-Based Models
of Organic Semiconductors
A core challenge in computational materials science is the prediction of material properties
from rst principles and hence { in the context of molecular materials { from input chemical
structures. In this chapter, we present a workow for particle-based microscopic simulations
of organic semiconductors that aims to achieve just that. It is tailored to the description of
non-adiabatic charge transport. The workow can be broken down into three steps: First,
the material morphology is simulated at an atomistic level, using molecular dynamics or
other particle-based models, including coarse-graining and backmapping techniques. Second, a
charge transport network is constructed from the simulated morphology, built on a rate-based
description, where the parametrization of the rates is achieved on a quantum or quantum-
classical level. Third, kinetic Monte-Carlo simulations are used to derive macroscopic observ-
ables, notably charge-carrier mobilities, or simulate current-voltage characteristics of realistic
devices either directly or via parametrization of continuous drift-diusion models.
2.1 The Bottom-Up Simulation Workow
The functional properties of organic semiconductors arise from structural features and dy-
namic processes across many length and time scales. On the structure side, local molecular
packing (10 9m), domain organization (10 8m) and device-level architecture (10 7m) all
have an impact on device characteristics. The same applies to the time domain: Nuclear
vibrations (10 15 s), charge transfer dynamics (10 15   10 9 s), molecular diusion (10 9 s)
and charge migration (10 9  10 6 s) necessitate a similarly multiscale picture. With today's
computational resources, there is no simulation technique available that can possibly address
all these length and time scales simultaneously. For practical computations, approximations
based on a separation of these scales are inevitable.
In organic semiconductors (and soft matter in general) an at least partial separation of
time and length scales derives from the dierence in strength of the interactions between
11
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Figure 2.1. Bottom-up workow for charge and energy transport simulations.
The schematic summarizes the three-level procedure as implemented in the VOTCA software
suite. Bottom: Particle-based simulation of the material morphology via force-eld-based
molecular dynamics, including atomistic, coarse-grained or lattice models. Centre: Parti-
tioning of the morphology onto a transport network and parametrization thereof from rst
principles. Top: Simulation of kinetics on the charge transport network and evaluation of
macroscopic mobilities and currents.
and within the molecular building blocks { dierent from most \hard" matter, where the
extended conjugated network in inorganic semiconductors or long-range metallic binding in
metals prevent any such distinction. For the problem of charge transport in organic materials,
the weak intermolecular coupling implies that nuclear and electronic degrees of freedom can
(to some approximation [47{49]) be decoupled in a small-polaron way: Intramolecular nu-
clear/vibrational degrees of freedom are then included eectively in an appropriately chosen
rate expression for charge or energy transfer, such as the semi-classical Marcus rate. Molecu-
lar diusion, on the other hand, can be entirely disentangled from the dynamics of electronic
states. Electronic processes are hence thought to occur in a frozen morphology that can be
precomputed.
Fig. 2.1 presents the simulation workow associated with this separation of time scales. In
the following sections of this chapter, we will work our way through the individual stages of the
workow (except for the energetics of excitations, to which we devote a separate chapter).
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The nutshell version reads as follows: First, the material morphology is simulated based
on atomistic or coarse-grained force elds. This may include particle-based methods with
phenomenological interactions required to address morphological scales beyond the limit set
by atomistic molecular dynamics. A signicant fraction of the complexity of organic materials
enters at this stage due to the diverse structuring of materials, ranging from crystalline to
liquid-crystalline to amorphous ordering and including domain and interface formation, grain
boundaries, binary mixtures, electrodes, etc. Once the morphology has been simulated, a
transport network is generated from the molecular landscapes and the associated reaction
rates parametrized from rst-principles-based techniques. Already at this stage, structure-
property relationships that relate morphological features to the energy landscape (as the focal
point of this work) can be established. Finally, dynamics on the network can be simulated to
evaluate charge-carrier or exciton mobilities, which can be further used in device simulations
built on larger stochastically generated transport networks or continuous device models.
The outlined simulation protocol, which is by now routinely used for the study of charge
transport in organic semiconductors, is implemented in the open-source simulation pack-
age VOTCA (Versatile Object-oriented Toolkit for Coarse-graining Applications) [50]. The
modular structure of this toolkit { whose extension was an important aspect of this work
{ includes four sub-libraries, each devoted to a specic task in the workow from Fig. 2.1:
The coarse-graining library VOTCA::CSG allows the derivation of coarse-grained potentials
for the morphology simulation. The charge-transport module VOTCA::CTP assists with the
generation of the transport network and parametrization of the transfer rates, including the
computation of energies of electronic states (charge carriers, charge transfer states, Frenkel
excitons) and the calculation of electronic couplings. The molecular orbital overlap library
VOTCA::MOO implements a semi-empirical ZINDO approach tailored to the computation of
these couplings in large systems. Finally, the VOTCA::KMC module incorporates a kinetic
Monte Carlo code that simulates dynamics on the generated transport network.
2.2 Molecular Landscapes
The morphological complexity of the molecular and polymeric solid state (characteristic of
many soft matter systems) renders a unied description infeasible. Still, there are a range
of computational approaches available to describe at least select features of the morphology
associated with dierent length and time scales (see our introductory discussion). Here, we
will focus on particle-based descriptions targeting system sizes up to 100 nm, where \par-
ticles" may represent nuclei and electrons, atoms, molecular moieties or entire molecules.
These should be contrasted with eld-based descriptions, notably classical density functional
theory based, e.g., on time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory. Field-based approaches are,
however, less suited for charge and energy transport simulations, which rely on an atomistic
representation of the system, obtained from particle-based methods either directly or after
backmapping.
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In the following, we will describe how particle-based descriptions at dierent levels of
resolution are employed to obtain realistic microscopic models of organic semiconductors.
Fig. 2.2 presents an overview over the thus obtained morphologies, grouped according to
system type (bulk, heterojunction, grain boundary) and resolution (atomistic, coarse-grained,
lattice). We will begin with the highest level of resolution, and in doing so rst introduce
two computational techniques widely applied to molecular ordering at the atomistic scale:
quantum-mechanical density functional theory and classical molecular dynamics.
2.2.1 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) [51] is a popular approach to study ground-state structural
and electronic properties of interacting many-body systems. The underlying idea is to ab-
sorb the interaction between the particles into an energy functional of the particle density,
leading to an eective description of the system in terms of non-interacting particles { thus re-
ducing computational complexity. Quantum-mechanical DFT targets the interacting-particle
problem described by a Hamiltonian of the form [52]
H^ =  ~
2
2me
X
i
r2i  
X
i;I
ZIe
2
jri  RI j +
1
2
X
i 6=j
e2
jri   rj j 
 
X
I
~2
2MI
r2I +
1
2
X
I 6=J
ZIZJe
2
jRI  RJ j : (2.1)
with nuclei at positions R = fRIg, with charges Z = fZIeg and masses M = fMIg, and
electronic coordinates r = frig. The challenge in solving the Schrodinger equation for the
above Hamiltonian is primarily due to the electron-electron repulsion term, i.e., the third
term on the right-hand side of Eq. 2.1. The Coulomb interaction between electrons gives rise
to quantum-mechanical exchange and correlation. Exchange phenomena can still be captured
with a many-body wave function in the form of a single Slater determinant used in Hartree-
Fock, whereas correlation eects, which further lower the energy of the system, require at
least linear combinations of these determinants (leading to the Conguration Interaction
approach). To avoid the computational diculties associated with this complicated many-
body wave function, the Kohn-Sham construction of DFT operates on an eective energy
functional of the electron density ,
U [] = T [] +
Z
Vext(x)(x)d
3x+
Z
(x)(x0)
jx  x0j d
3xd3x0 + Uxc[]; (2.2)
with T [], the kinetic energy of the non-interacting eective particles, the nuclear-attraction
potential Vext(x), the classical Hartree (self-)energy of the charge density with associated
potential VH(x), and nally the exchange-correlation functional Uxc[]. The ground-state
particle density follows from a variational principle: Based on the functional from Eq. 2.2,
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Figure 2.2. Bulk and interfacial morphologies. Overview over lattice (a-c),
coarse-grained (d) and atomistic (e-i) models of organic semiconductors studied in
this work, classied according to system type (bulk, heterojunction, grain bound-
ary). In the visualizations, -conjugated rings are represented by red polygons.
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the Kohn-Sham eigenvalue equations result as
  ~
2
2me
r2 + Vext(x) + VH(x) + Uxc


'i (x) = "

i '

i (x): (2.3)
For computational convenience, the particle density  is expanded in terms of single-electron
orbitals (basis functions) of spin , 'i (x):
(x) =
NX
i=1
X

j'i (x)j2: (2.4)
Starting from an initial guess for the density, Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 are solved in a self-consistent-
eld (SCF) manner. The accuracy of the resulting density and energy greatly relies on an
appropriate choice for the basis set f'i g and the exchange-correlation functional Uxc. As the
exact form of this functional is only known for the free-electron gas, various parametrizations {
tailored to dierent systems and observables { exist. Within this work, we will use the B3LYP
(Becke, three parameters, Lee-Yang-Parr) hybrid functional, which has been parametrized
on and shown to accurately describe ground-state energies of molecules, including ionization
energies. This hybrid functional combines exact exchange from Hartree-Fock with functionals
based on the local density and generalized gradient approximations (LDA and GGA), using
three weighting coecients extracted from ts to reference energies of a large set of molecules.
For the expansion of the density, we will use so-called split valence triple zeta basis
sets [53] with additional polarization functions, typically denoted in the form X  Y1 : : : YNg:
6-311+g(p,d), for example, indicates that core electron orbitals are contracted from six prim-
itive Gaussians, whereas valence atomic orbitals are composed of N = 3 basis functions
(Y1 : : : YN = 311), where the rst one is itself a contraction of three primitive Gaussians.
Finally, additional (p; d) functions of angular momentum l = 1 and l = 2, respectively, are
added to capture polarization, next to diuse (+) functions on heavy atoms.
Due to its accuracy and computational eciency, density functional theory is well suited
to study molecular arrangements with a size of on the order of hundreds of atoms. Gas-phase
properties, including ionization energies and electron anities, can hence be calculated with
relative ease. In doing so, it should be noted that orbital energies in DFT do not carry physical
meaning. Hence, ionization energies and electron anities should always be computed from
two independent calculations on the neutral and charged molecule. As an example, Fig. 2.3
provides a summary of the gas-phase energetics of dierent DCV5T derivatives obtained by
DFT with the B3LYP functional and a small (6-31g) basis set. Naturally, such calculations
in gas-phase should not be used to extrapolate to the solid state. Still, they can serve as
a rst indicator how variation of side chains and functionalization via exchange of chemical
moieties may impact energetics, here shown for the case of uorination and methylation.
Specically, Fig. 2.3 illustrates how attachment of electronegative units (uoromethyl) lowers
the energy of the highest occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and
LUMO, respectively), whereas electropositive groups (methyl) eect the opposite.
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Figure 2.3. Fluorination vs. methylation of DCV5T. Gas-phase ionization energies
(IE, red bars with left axis) and electron anities (EA, blue bars with right axis) for deriva-
tives of the acceptor-substituted oligothiophene DCV5T computed via DFT with the B3LYP
functional and 6-31g basis set. Note that in compound I, the central thiophene is replaced by
a pyrrole.
2.2.2 Molecular Dynamics
Even though DFT accurately describes molecular ground-state electronic and conformational
properties, it is not suited to sample the morphology of molecular materials beyond small
molecular clusters due to the associated computational complexity. For the simulation of ma-
terial morphology on the scale of tens of nanometers, classical molecular dynamics (MD) [54]
is the method of choice. It relies on a classical parametrization of the potential energy surface
of the many-body system, obtained from rst principles calculations or experimental data.
Based on this force eld, the Newtonian equations of motions are integrated numerically within
a suitably chosen thermodynamic ensemble, using energy-conserving and time-reversible in-
tegrators as based, for example, on the leap-frog algorithm:
ri(t+ dt) = ri(t) + vi(t+ dt=2)dt; (2.5)
vi(t+ dt=2) = vi(t  dt=2) + fi(t)=midt: (2.6)
Here, fi(t) is the force acting on particle i at position ri(t) with velocity vi(t). The main dif-
ference from other sampling techniques, notably Monte-Carlo (MC) approaches, is the explicit
time coordinate t along which the dynamics are simulated. Accordingly, MD approximates
the ensemble average of a physical observable by its time average rather than an average
over (canonically or otherwise sampled) coordinate congurations. Compared to MC, this
can result in a lower sampling eciency, for example in \simple" systems with characteristic,
slow relaxation modes, but enables the simulation of non-equilibrium processes where particle
velocities (giving, for instance, rise to hydrodynamic ow elds) are relevant descriptors. Fur-
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thermore, adaptations of the MD formalism such as stochastic dynamics (SD) can improve
the sampling speed via a stochastic force (resembling a friction term) acting on the particles,
with its time-correlation adjusted to preserve a canonical ensemble.
Typical ensembles used in MD are of the NV T or NPT type, the former enforcing a
constant volume (V ), the latter a constant pressure (P ) next to conserved particle number
(N) and temperature (T ). Whereas particle number and system volume can be trivially xed
by the initial conguration and choice of the simulation cell, pressure and temperature control
require additional coupling algorithms. The Berendsen barostat [55], for example, subjects
the pressure tensor calculated from the atomistic conguration,
P =
1
V
0@X
i
mivi 
 vi +
X
i<j
rij 
 Fij
1A ; (2.7)
to a relaxation law dP=dt  (P0 P )=p that links the pressure change dP to a target pressure
P0 according to a relaxation time p. The system compressibility relates this pressure to a
volume change. Hence, the pressure relaxation is achieved by simultaneous scaling of the
particle positions and simulation cell.
Whereas pressure coupling is most relevant during the initial relaxation phase of a sys-
tem, temperature coupling is crucial throughout the entire simulation run. Here, despite
the classical description, system sizes studied by MD are still insucient in the sense that
the explicit simulation of an appropriately sized heat bath is not only computationally pro-
hibitive, but would furthermore result in large energy uctuations of the coupled subsystem
due to the relatively small number of contained particles (on the order of 105 rather than
the macroscopically required 1023). To perform simulations at constant temperature that
avoid the computational overhead associated with an explicit heat bath and prevent large
nite-size-induced uctuations of the energy, a virtual heat bath (thermostat) is implemented
either through direct manipulation of the particle velocity via rescaling or stochastic \kicks",
or through extension of the system Lagrangian by a virtual degree of freedom that transfers
energy between an implicit heat bath and the particle system. The SD formalism, for exam-
ple, already implements a thermostat due to the stochastic friction term, where the coupling
strength follows from the chosen friction coecient. For MD, we will usually resort to the
ecient velocity-rescaling algorithm [56] implemented in the MD package GROMACS [57].
Here, the kinetic energy spread out over Nf degrees of freedom is allowed to uctuate ac-
cording to a canonical distribution: The change in kinetic energy for each integration step
is subjected to an equation of motion, incorporating both a relaxation term that reverts the
kinetic energy to its ensemble average 12NfkBT with a time constant  , next to a Wiener
process inherited from SD.
The quality of MD simulations greatly relies on the accuracy of the underlying force eld.
This force eld features contributions from both bonded (b) and non-bonded (nb) interactions
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Figure 2.4. Parametrization of classical force elds. Potential energy surface (PES) re-
solved along the torsional degrees of freedom as highlighted (see thick red bonds) in the chem-
ical structures of D5M (a), P3HT (b) and EL86 (c). The PES in the classical parametriza-
tion (solid lines) successfully approximates the reference PES calculated via DFT-B3LYP/6-
311+g(d,p) (circles).
described by two-, three- and four-body potentials:
fi =  ri
0@ (nb)X
<j;k>
Unbjk +
(b)X
<j;k>
U bjk +
(b)X
<j;k;l>
U bjkl +
(b)X
<j;k;l;m>
U bjklm
1A : (2.8)
Here, non-bonded interactions absorb the coulombic and van-der-Waals, as well as Pauli
exclusion interaction between particles in a pairwise approximation. For the parametrization
of these non-bonded interactions, it suces to specify atomic charge, Lennard-Jones radius
i and well-depth i, provided the Lennard-Jones potential
U
(nb)
LJ (rij) = 4ij
"
ij
rij
12
 

ij
rij
6#
(2.9)
is used to model the combined eect of Pauli repulsion ( r 12) and van-der-Waals attraction
( r 6) based on the combination rules ij = pij and ij = pij . Meanwhile, bonded
interactions are modelled using bond (two-body), angle (three-body) and dihedral (four-body)
potentials including
Uang() =
1
2
k(   0)2; (2.10)
Uimp( ) =
1
2
k (    0)2; (2.11)
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URB() =
5X
n=0
Cn cos
n(): (2.12)
Here, URB is a Ryckaert-Bellemans potential which describes \soft" torsional degrees of free-
dom , whereas Uimp denes \hard" (improper) dihedrals  with a harmonic behaviour
throughout the thermally accessible range of motion. For illustration, Fig. 2.4a-c shows
potential-energy surface scans associated with the backbone torsional degrees of freedom in
three dierent compounds. The underlying potentials are either of the Ryckaert-Bellemans
(Fig. 2.4a and b) or harmonic form (Fig. 2.4c). They were parametrized from reference
DFT-B3LYP/6-311+g(d,p) calculations by tting the dierence between the MD and DFT
energy, the former calculated with zero force applied to the scanned degree of freedom, to the
appropriate expression for the potential.
Note that in developing a force eld, the dierentiation between bonded and non-bonded
interactions on an intramolecular level is to some degree ambiguous and has to be set by
convention: The OPLS-AA [58] force eld, for example, from which we will adopt Lennard-
Jones parameters, excludes non-bonded interactions between particles separated by less than
three chemical bonds. Particles separated by three bonds experience a potential that is scaled
down by a factor 1=2. Only particles separated by more than three bonds are subjected to
the full non-bonded potential.
2.2.3 Atomistic Models
We will now present examples for how MD is applied to the study of organic semiconductors.
The aim is to develop atomistic models that can subsequently be used for electronic structure
calculations. As MD is limited to system sizes of on the order of 106 particles and simulation
times of 10 6s, atomistic models typically focus on the local molecular packing. The latter
may include a basic account of supramolecular features such as a grain boundary or molecular
heterojunction.
Within these limits, atomistic simulations are still rarely truly predictive as experimental
input and/or physical intuition is required to set up the initial congurations. The problem
of molecular self assembly in particular tends to exceed the scope of atomistic simulations
due to the slow sampling of the phase space. Techniques used in crystal structure prediction
therefore do not access the free energy landscape dynamically, but instead rely on MC-based
techniques (notably basin hopping [59]). Even then, the computational cost of structure
prediction increases signicantly as the conformational properties of the molecular building
blocks become more complex, to the degree that a treatment as rigid objects is no longer
appropriate. Additionally, computations usually reveal several (local) minima of the energy
landscape which are degenerate within the accuracy of the underlying force eld. With the
\true" minimum found, it still remains to be shown that the thus obtained conguration also
corresponds to the minimum of the free-energy landscape relevant at nite temperature.
Within this work, we will rely on experimental input structures for crystalline systems
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Figure 2.5. Thermalization of an EL86 crystal via stochastic dynamics.
Temperature-induced conformational disorder at T = 50K, 150K and 300K in an EL86
supercell assembled and optimized from its experimental X-ray structure. The simulated
thermal disorder impacts electronic properties via the broadening of the density of states
and thus plays a crucial role in capturing the temperature-dependence of the charge-carrier
mobility.
where available. These structures, extracted, for example, from X-ray scattering spectra or
electron diraction patterns, are subsequently rened on a force-eld level. This optimiza-
tion has to allow for both the relaxation of nuclear coordinates, in particular the removal
of extreme coordinates, and relaxation of the unit cell vectors. This can be achieved via
stochastic dynamics with a strong friction coecient in the NPT ensemble at T = 0K. Sub-
sequently, the system is thermalized (see Fig. 2.5) to study its stability and phase behaviour.
Of particular interest is the identication of crystal polymorphs, frequently encountered in
molecular materials. In some systems, including the polymeric semiconductor P3HT [60], MD
simulations can access these dierent polymorphs, which may dier both structurally and dy-
namically with respect to backbone and side-chain packing { with interesting implications for
charge transport [61].
Dierent from (poly-)crystalline materials typically used in thin-lm transistors and solar
cells, OLED compounds only { if at all { display rudimentary molecular ordering. These
structures are then accessible through direct simulation based on a randomly generated start-
ing conguration. This independence from experimental input is a considerable advantage
for in-silico compound screening.
Beyond this simple, but predictive approach for amorphous bulk systems, in-silico depo-
sition techniques (see Fig. 2.6) sample interfacial ordering at organic heterojunctions without
the need for an initial conguration preassembled from experimental input. Still built on
atomistic MD, this method may not, however, appropriately address the long relaxation times
associated with the self-assembly process. Additionally, as the simulated thin-lm growth ve-
locities exceed the experimental deposition speed by many orders of magnitude, articially
induced island growth (see the height prole in Fig. 2.6b) has to be actively prevented through
an accelerated surface diusion. The latter is eectively modelled via a weighting function
w(x; y)  1=h(x; y) for molecule insertion that is inversely proportional to the height prole
h(x; y) and this way ensures homogeneous thin-lm growth (Fig. 2.6c). As a considerable
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Figure 2.6. In-silico deposition approach. (a) Molecular dy-
namics snapshots during the coevaporation of C60:DCV4T (right)
and DCV4T evaporation (left) on a C60 substrate. In the snap-
shot, the two molecules are represented in a simplied manner
as indicated on the very left. (b,c) Height proles h(x; y) of the
coevaporated system without (b) and with (c) a linear weighting
function w(x; y)  1=h(x; y) for the injection of new molecules
above the substrate. (d-e) Orientational correlation function for
the pristine DCV4T system for the long molecular axis (d) and
thiophene normals (e) at substrate temperatures of 300K (black
curve), 370K (dark blue), 440K (blue) and 500K (green) after
cooling and subsequent equilibration for 5 ns at 300K.
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merit of this approach, self-assembly into at least partially ordered supramolecular struc-
tures can be accessed. The characterization of these structures proceeds via suitably chosen
order parameters and correlation functions that quantify dynamic and/or static properties.
Fig. 2.6d-e, for example, plots the orientational correlation function
g2(r) = hP2(cos ij)irij=r ; (2.13)
associated with the long-molecular axis (Fig. 2.6d) and thiophene normals (Fig. 2.6e) of
the DCV4T molecule obtained from the analysis of a 12 nm thin lm grown on C60. Here,
h: : : i denotes an ensemble average, P2(x) is the second-order Legendre polynomial, and ij
is the angle between the respective directors of molecules i and j at separation rij in the
interval [r; r + r]. For DCV4T, the g2's indicate that smectic ordering (visually perceptible
in Fig.2.6a) increases, whereas -stacking decreases with increasing substrate temperature.
This liquid-crystalline ordering is simply the eect of the rod-like architecture of the molecules,
under the articially imposed constraint that the smectic layers have to line up periodically.
Even though our analysis correctly indicates a face-on orientation of the DCV4T on C60 as
the preferred conguration [62], dependable insights into the properties of the experimental
system are beyond the scope of the approach. Nevertheless, the obtained non-equilibrium
structures prove useful to understand the electronic properties of partially-ordered systems,
which is indeed how we will make use of them later on in Chapters 4 and 5.
2.2.4 Coarse-Grained Models
The primary challenge in the simulation of atomistic morphologies results from the slow
dynamics that accompany the extremely rugged free-energy landscape to which molecular
processes are subjected: These include crystallization, domain formation, the self assembly
of the molecular constituents into lamellae or nanobers, and host-guest interdiusion.
One way to nevertheless access these processes in simulations, together with the asso-
ciated length scale of several hundred nanometers, relies on coarse-graining the atomistic
degrees of freedom into eective degrees of freedom representing a collection of atoms, entire
monomers or even molecules [63]. Such a particle-based coarse-graining approach relies on
a separation of time and length scales, where fast time scales and short length scales are
implicitly absorbed in the coarse-grained particles described via eective interactions derived
from atomistic reference simulations using structure- [64], force- [65] or entropy-based [66]
protocols. The achieved computational speed-up is then due, rst, to the reduction of ex-
plicit degrees of freedom, second, to the reduced friction in the system that follows from a
smoothened free-energy surface.
An important application of such approaches targets mesophases of conjugated poly-
mers, characterized by their slow relaxation times and long-range conformational order that
ranges from lamellar-crystalline to liquid-crystalline to amorphous within the same material.
Conventional coarse-graining techniques using isotropic interaction potentials for conjugated
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moieties are in this case insucient as they disregard the anisotropic character of the -
interactions that drive biaxial backbone ordering [67{71].
In the following, we will introduce a soft coarse-grained model designed to capture these
interactions on a phenomenological level, while preserving enough microscopic detail to allow
for reinsertion of atomistic details. The model and backmapping scheme were developed by
P. Gemunden and K. Daoulas [72]: Within the model, particles represent entire repeat units
of the polymer, including side chains. The local frame of these particles is given by the right-
handed trihedron fu;v;wg, where u points along the backbone, w along the normal of the
conjugated -plane, and v = w  u. Bonded interactions are derived systematically in a
bottom-up manner from a Boltzmann inversion of the atomistic conformational distribution
functions. The non-bonded interaction potential between two particles i and j is, by contrast,
dened in a top-down way as
V
(ij)
nb = u(rij)

  2
3
Ai : Aj   2
3
(Ai : Bj +Bi : Aj)  
2
Bi : Bj

: (2.14)
Here, the volume overlap u(rij) of density clouds associated with each particle governs the
interaction strength. The interaction parameter  controls the compressibility of the system.
Orientational interactions are dened in terms of the particle tensors
Ai; =
1
2 (3uu   1) ; (2.15)
Bi; = vv   ww: (2.16)
In the potential from Eq. 2.14, the interaction parameters  and  generate a nematic and
biaxial alignment, respectively, whereas  eects an orthogonal alignment between the inter-
action partners, not required (as unphysical) in this context. The phenomenological potential
thus mimics the - interaction between conjugated subunits. Realistic values for  and 
can be derived from the mechanical properties of the polymer, and are on the order of sev-
eral kBT [72, 73]. By tuning their relative strengths, it is furthermore possible to simulate
amorphous, nematic and biaxial systems within the same framework.
As a considerable advantage of the above approach, the orientation of the particles is
known throughout the entire simulation. Backmapping of the atomistic structures without
loss of orientational - ordering is hence possible. A workow [74] for the simulation of
polymeric mesophases then comprises the following steps (see Fig. 2.7): First, coarse-grained
bonded potentials are derived from an atomistic reference simulation of a single chain, using
Boltzmann inversion. Second, large polymeric mesophases of the respective polymer are
prepared and equilibrated via Metropolis Monte-Carlo sampling with appropriately dened
Monte-Carlo moves. Third, the excluded volume of the chains is recovered by applying an
intermediate coarse-grained potential to the particles, derived from structure-based coarse-
graining of an all-atom polymer melt. Fourth, the atomistic details are reinserted, and the
obtained structure equilibrated via atomistic MD.
Well exceeding the capability of purely atomistic simulations, simulation protocols based
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Figure 2.7. Workow for the simulation of large models of conjugated poly-
mers at atomistic resolution [74]. A low-resolution polymeric mesophase is simulated
with a soft coarse-grained description that incorporates phenomenological non-bonded inter-
action potentials and bonded interactions derived from coarse-graining of an atomistic chain.
Backmapping of the low-resolution model proceeds via an intermediate coarse-grained step
that removes chain overlaps inherited from the soft interaction potential. Finally, atomistic
details are backmapped into the coarse-grained representation, with the resulting atomistic
conguration relaxed via molecular dynamics.
on soft coarse-grained models enable us to study the eect of long-range conformational
disorder on electronic properties, as will be exemplied in Chapter 5 for the polymeric semi-
conductor P3HT.
2.2.5 Lattice Models
In order to study structure-property relationships in organic semiconductors, we usually re-
quire a systematic link of the theoretical description to the underlying chemical structures.
At an atomistic level of resolution, this requirement is of course met, and still holds true for
most coarse-grained treatments with potentials derived from an atomistic reference. Some-
times, however, more generic descriptions { here in the form of lattice models { are desirable:
We will use them to distinguish between essential and non-essential features of a model, to
explore nite-size eects, or to study complex morphologies (such as patterned thin lms)
where preassembly on an atomistic scale is artefact-prone. This broad range of applicability is
due to the straightforward parametrization and ecient equilibration of such lattice models.
Within the lattice description, particles positioned at the lattice sites represent entire
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molecules, with their interactions dened in diverse ways to satisfy the purpose of the model.
In the simplest case, the anisotropic sites are modelled as multipolar polarizable particles with
xed orientation { i.e., they are simply arrested in their initial, preassembled conguration.
This type of lattice description will prove useful for the study of multi-layered and patterned
thin lms (Sec. 4.2).
Based on phenomenological Hamiltonians, disordered structures can be obtained eciently
through equilibration of the structures using Monte-Carlo techniques. To study the forma-
tion and energetics in polycrystalline systems (see Fig. 2.2c and Sec. 4.4), for example, sev-
eral (approximately) periodically matched sublattices assembled from unit cells with varying
orientations are superimposed and seeded independently. The individual grains then grow
probabilistically around those seeds with only exclusion interactions applied: V (i; j) = 1 if
rij  rc, else 0, with particle indices i; j and cuto rc.
Furthermore, Ising- and Heisenberg-type models can be used to address intrinsically dis-
ordered materials. The eects of interface roughness, for example, will be described based on
a morphology simulated with a binary 3D Ising model (see Fig. 2.2b and Sec. 6.1.3), where
the magnetization variable determines the chemical identity (donor D or acceptor A) of the
lattice particle, with phenomenological contact interactions chosen such that "AD = "DA <
"AA = "DD. The chemical composition of the system is furthermore constrained by only
admitting particle swaps as Monte Carlo moves.
Finally, Heisenberg-type models access disorder-dependent properties in multipolar bulk
media, notably the spatial correlation function of the site-energy landscape for charge trans-
port, as well as associated nite-size eects. With the option to be parametrized from mi-
croscopic input, an interaction potential similar to Eq. 2.14 with an additional electrostatic
contribution (QitT
ij
tuQ
j
u with interaction tensor T
ij
tu and spherical-tensor multipole components
Qit) serves as the model basis:
V
(ij)
nb =
X
t;u
QitT
ij
tuQ
j
u   u(rij)

2
3
Ai : Aj +

2
Bi : Bj

: (2.17)
Due to the positional constraints of the lattice sites, the compressibility has been omitted
from the interaction potential. Dierent from the soft coarse-grained case, u(rij) is now
a function which is constant for nearest neighbours and zero beyond. With electrostatics
modelled separately, the interaction terms controlled by  and  should be interpreted as
only steric contributions. Already for the case of purely dipolar interactions ( =  = 0) as
shown in Fig. 2.8, dierent types of ordering can be explored, ranging from amorphous to
dimerized-crystalline.
2.3 Charge Transport Networks
The directed graph for charge (and similarly energy) transport derives from a site-based
abstraction of the atomistic morphology obtained within one of the frameworks presented
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Figure 2.8. Classical Heisenberg-type lattice model of a dipolar material. Phase
behaviour of the nematic order parameter S with dipole strength jQ1j extracted from simu-
lations of a cubic lattice with 125000 sites. In the excerpts from the snapshots (A-E'), each
lattice site is represented as a small cylinder with the negative (positive) pole coloured blue
(red). The ordering varies from amorphous (A,B) to dimerized (D,E). For comparison, the
dipole strengths of the amorphous semiconductor Alq3 (resembling structure B) and crys-
talline donor-acceptor compound AAE007 (resembling structure D) amount to jQ1j = 0:1
and jQ2j = 0:2, respectively.
in Sec. 2.2. In the following, we will address the mapping procedure and in particular the
parametrization of the network. As the latter has to be based on a specic transport theory,
we will swiftly review the physics of charge transfer reactions in molecular systems.
2.3.1 Charge Transfer Reactions
For the bimolecular charge transfer reaction A+B ! A+B between molecules A and B,
a helpful model Hamiltonian reads [16, 17, 75]
H^AB = UAbjAbihAbj+ UaBjaBihaBj+ JABjAbihaBj+ JABjaBihAbj: (2.18)
In this Hamiltonian, jAbi denotes the wave function of the system with molecule A in its
charged (upper-case A), and molecule B in its neutral (lower-case b) state, and vice versa for
jaBi. UAb = UAb(R) and UaB = UaB(R) are the associated on-site energies, which depend
on the nuclear conguration R. JAB is the coupling that mediates the transfer process.
The above Hamiltonian is still rather general in the sense that it can describe dierent
regimes of charge transport, as determined by the relative time scales of the electronic and
nuclear degrees of freedom: Namely, tJ  1=JAB suggests a time scale for the migration of the
wave function of the excess charge from A to B, whereas t  1=~! quanties the time scale
for nuclear vibrations with frequency !. If tJ  t, the charge is delocalized on the time
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scale of nuclear motion and hence experiences the eective potential-energy surface (PES)
U(R) =
1
2

UAb(R) + UaB(R)
p
[UAb(R) + UaB(R)]2 + 4jJABj2

; (2.19)
obtained through diagonalization of the Hamiltonian from Eq. 2.18. In Fig. 2.9, this adiabatic
PES is resolved along a promoting nuclear mode , together with UAb and UbA. The splitting
of U+ and U  at the crossing point  amounts to 2jJABj, and hence increases as the inter-
action between molecules A and B becomes stronger. In organic semiconductors, however,
the intermolecular coupling JAB remains small compared to intramolecular bond vibration
energies due to the weak interaction between the molecules. As a result, tJ  t, suggesting a
picture where the charge \hops" from one localized state to the other, while subjected to fast
vibrational motion. These localized, diabatic states dier qualitatively from adiabatic states
in that their character does not depend on the nuclear coordinates: Specically, jAbi denes
the situation where the charge is localized on A whatever the nuclear conguration may be.
A rigorous denition for these states hence reads
h jrRji = 0; (2.20)
where rR denotes the gradient with respect to the nuclear coordinates. In practice, a con-
struction of these diabatic states, to be addressed later, is challenging if approached rigorously.
We proceed by calculating the rate kA!B for charge hopping between the diabatic states: As
the intermolecular interaction that mediates JAB is weak, this rate can be approximated using
1st-order perturbation theory. Fermi's Golden Rule yields
kA!B =
2
~
Z
f()jJABj2 (UAb()  UaB()) d; (2.21)
where the integral accounts for a canonical average over all congurations  with the Boltz-
mann distribution function f()  exp[ UAb()=kBT ]. Energy conservation, however, re-
quires the transfer event to occur at the crossing point , where UAb() = UaB(). If the
promoting mode is treated classically, we obtain the Marcus rate expression [76]
kA!B =
2
~
jJABj2p
4kBT
exp

 (UAB   )
2
4kBT

: (2.22)
Here,  denotes the classical reorganization energy that relates to the distortion of the molec-
ular structure required to trigger the charge transfer:
 =
1
2
!2 (Ab   aB)2: (2.23)
In principle, this reorganization energy also features electronic and nuclear polarization con-
tributions from the environment that can be accounted for via an additional harmonic mode
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0, giving rise to the outer-sphere reorganization energy
out =
1
2
!out
2
(0Ab   0aB)2: (2.24)
The Marcus rate from Eq. 2.22 has been applied with considerable success to charge transfer
in solution and in the solid state. The classical treatment of both the intra- and intermolecular
vibrational modes used in its derivation is, however, only appropriate in the high-temperature
regime, where kBT  !; !0 . At room temperature, these conditions are barely satised,
considering that intramolecular bond vibrations have zero-point energies on the order of
0:1 eV. This exceeds the thermal energy at room temperature by a factor of four. A more
rigorous approach therefore builds on a Hamiltonian which includes a quantum-mechanical
description of both the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom:
H^AB =
X
k;l
(UklAb + U
out
Ab )j klAbih klAbj+
X
k;l
(UklaB + U
out
aB )j klaBih klaBj+ (2.25)X
k;l;k0;l0
Jklk
0l0
AB j klAbih k
0l0
aB j+ h.c. (2.26)
Here, j klAbi = jAbijkAijlbi is a product state with the nuclear wave functions kA and lb
with vibrational quantum numbers k and l and frequency !A and !b, respectively. U
out
Ab
and UoutaB are the potentials that describe the coupling with a (still classical) outer-sphere
mode. Assuming that the initial state from which the charge transfer reaction proceeds is the
vibrational ground state with k = l = 0, we obtain for the charge transfer rate [50, 77]
kA!B =
2
~
jJABj2p
4outkBT
X
k;l
jh0Ajkaij2jh0b jlBij2 (2.27)
 exp
"
 
 
UAB   ~k!A   ~l!B   out
2
4outkBT
#
: (2.28)
This expression, which ultimately simplies to the Levich-Jortner [16, 78] rate expression,
demonstrates explicitly how the charge transfer between the initial and nal states is mediated
by the nuclear degrees of freedom. This extended theory incorporates nuclear tunnelling
important at low temperatures, where the charge transfer proceeds via tunnelling through
the energy barrier in the PES [79]. Still, at very low temperatures, the description of charge
transfer requires a yet more realistic account of the spectral density of the phonon bath,
leading to rate expressions such as those developed by Weiss and Dorsey [80, 81].
2.3.2 Graph Generation and Parametrization
We have rationalized in the previous section that charge transfer in molecular materials
proceeds as a hopping process between diabatic, localized states. Dierent rate expressions
that describe this process based on a classical or quantum-mechanical account of the internal
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Figure 2.9. Diabatic and adiabatic potential energy surfaces. Diabatic (solid black
line) and adiabatic (dashed red line) potential energy surfaces of two electronic dimer states
jAbi and jaBi participating in the charge transfer reaction along the reaction coordinate
(promoting, accepting mode) . The adiabatic level splitting at the crossing point  amounts
to twice the electronic coupling JAB. Furthermore shown are the reorganization energies
A!B, B!A (see Eq. 2.33).
and/or external promoting mode all share two cardinal parameters, the electronic coupling J
and driving force U . The treatment of the internal and outer-sphere reorganization diers
among the theories. In the Marcus picture, however, nuclear reorganization can be captured
within a single parameter . Among these three parameters that hence quantify the charge
transfer process, J and U strongly depend on the conformational and packing properties
of the molecular dimer and, in the case of U , also the molecular environment. To describe
charge transport, these microscopic parameters have to be evaluated for all charge transfer
pairs in an atomistically resolved morphology. These pairs and associated localization sites
dene the nodes and links, respectively, of a directed graph based on which charge transport
in the system can be simulated.
System Partitioning
As a rst step in generating the charge transport network, we have to partition the atomistic
morphology onto localization sites or conjugated segments, which should be dened such that
they correspond to the diabatic states in the Hamiltonian from Eq. 2.18. In small-molecular
organic semiconductors, these conjugated segments correspond to entire molecules, within
which charge delocalization is instantaneous. In polymeric systems, this simple assignment
of localization sites may fail, as torsional defects along the conjugated backbone, variations
in molecular elds, or electron-phonon interactions can enforce a stronger localization of
the charge on a conjugated subunit, rather than delocalization along the entire polymer
chain. In this case, one in principle has to calculate the wave function of the entire (sub-
)system and thus identify the conjugated segments [82, 83]. The latter can be achieved via
linear scaling methods such as the tight-binding approximation of DFT (DFTB) [84, 85]. A
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computationally less demanding, but crude [86] approach is to employ a heuristic criterion for
conjugation [71, 72]: Polymer chains are then partitioned onto their units of transport based
on a cuto criterion for the torsional deviation from the planar cis- and trans-conformations
of two successive repeat units.
Once the conjugated segments have been identied, they are further divided into rigid
fragments, i.e., structural elements that are insensitive to the inuence of thermal uctuations.
As an example, conjugated units such as a thiophene or benzene ring remain planar even at
elevated temperatures. From the denition of these rigid fragments, local frames { required for
electrostatic parametrizations as well as orbital mapping { are obtained in a straightforward
manner. Furthermore, by mapping DFT-optimized structures onto the rigid fragments, bond-
length uctuations that may introduce artefacts in the calculation of electronic couplings can
be avoided.
The connectivity of the conjugated segments is described via a neighbourlist storing pairs
of conjugated segments between which charge transfer may occur. This neighbourlist is
constructed based on a cuto criterion for the nearest distance of approach between any of
the rigid fragments of the two sites. Finally, with the set of pairs dening the links of the
directed graph, the parametrization of the network requires the evaluation of backward- and
forward-rates for each of these links.
Electronic Couplings
The o-diagonal element JAB = hAbjHABjaBi in the Hamiltonian from Eq. 2.18 quanties
the electronic coupling between the diabatic states jAbi and jaBi, mediated by the dimer
Hamiltonian HAB. Even with the conjugated segments A and B identied, these diabatic
states still need to be constructed. As a rigorous derivation via Eq. 2.20 is involved, ap-
proximate constructions, using techniques such as constrained DFT, are preferred [87, 88].
The cheapest solution, however, is to approximate the diabatic states via the single-site wave
functions jAi and jBi of the two monomers that participate in the charge transfer. These
wave functions are usually not orthogonal { a condition required for the jAbi and jaBi in
Eq. 2.18. The resulting o-diagonal elements in the overlap matrix
~SAB =
 
1 SAB
SAB 1
!
(2.29)
lead to articial contributions to the couplings. To correct for these, a transformation of the
secular equation ~HABc =  ~SABc into a standard eigenvalue equation of the form ~HABc = c
is required [89], where c denotes the vector of expansion coecients. Starting from ~HAB in
the approximate, diabatic basis,
~HAB =
 
UAb JAB
JAB UaB
!
: (2.30)
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the overlap-corrected electronic couplings to be used in the Marcus or Levich-Jortner rate
expressions result after a transformation ~S
 1=2
AB
~HAB ~S
 1=2
AB as
JAB =
JAB   12( UAb + UaB)SAB
1  S2AB
: (2.31)
To obtain JAB, it is therefore sucient to calculate JAB = hAjHABjBi using the non-
orthogonal, approximate diabatic states. The Dimer-Projection (DIPRO) method [89] im-
plemented in VOTCA computes these couplings eciently based on the frozen-core approx-
imation (thus assuming that only the HOMO and LUMO orbitals participate in the hole-
or electron-transfer, respectively) through projection of the monomer states onto the dimer
states fiABg:
JAB =
X
i;j
hAjiABihiABjHABjjABihjABjBi: (2.32)
We note, however, that the DIPRO formalism still requires three DFT calculations per
pair, two monomer and one dimer calculation. For large systems with on the order of 104
pairs, this implies a considerable computational expense. Though compromising on accu-
racy, a semi-empirical ZINDO-based approach [90, 91] parametrized for molecules with light
atomic elements up to Cl can then be the preferred option. This approach (implemented in
VOTCA::MOO) reduces the computational cost to a single monomer calculation per molecule
type by constructing the diabatic states of a specic pair through appropriate rotations of the
atomic orbitals onto the predened rigid fragments.
Reorganization Energies
In a classical treatment of the intramolecular vibrations as used in the Marcus picture, the
molecular reorganization is absorbed into two reorganization energies for the charging and
discharging process:
A!B = Ua(A)  Ua(a) + UB(b)  UB(B);
B!A = Ub(B)  Ub(b) + UA(a)  UA(A): (2.33)
The notation follows the convention from Sec. 2.3.1: Ua and UA, for example, denote the
PES of molecule A in its neutral and charged state, respectively, evaluated with the nuclear
conguration () of either the neutral (a) or charged (A) state. The reorganization energies
are hence approximated via four points on the PES of each molecule, requiring a total of
four SCF calculations per molecule. If the reorganization energy is assumed to not strongly
uctuate among pairs, these calculations only have to be carried out once per molecule type.
In doing so, one should additionally consider that the structural reorganization in the solid
state is usually sterically constrained, in particular in -stacked arrangements. In the gas-
phase estimations of the reorganization energy, large conformational changes (notably ring
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rotations) should hence be prevented through appropriately chosen coordinate constraints.
Driving Forces
The site energy dierence of the segments in the charge transfer pair determines the driving
force UAB = UA UB for the charge transfer reaction. For hole and electron transfer, these
site energies are determined by the ionization energy and electron anity, respectively. Due
to electrostatic interactions with the molecular environment, they sensitively depend on the
local and even global morphology of the material. However, as the intermolecular (as opposed
to intramolecular) elds are weak, a perturbative treatment is adequate, leading to
UA = UA(A)  Ua(a) =
 
U intA (A)  U inta (a)

+
+

W
(1)
A  W (1)a

+

W
(2)
A  W (2)a

: (2.34)
For UB, an analogous expression holds. The rst-order correction (W
(1)
A  W (1)a ) captures the
electrostatic, the second-order correction (W
(2)
A  W (2)a ) the polarization contribution to the
gas-phase site energy UA(A)   Ua(a). Finally, if the charge transfer reaction occurs under
the inuence of an externally applied eld F , an additional eld term  qF (RA RB) has to
be added to the site-energy dierence, where RA, RB denote the positions of the molecular
centers of mass.
Site-energy calculations are associated with a substantial computational expense, since the
perturbative corrections in Eq. 2.34 have to be evaluated for each segment in the system. We
will describe in detail in Chapter 3 how this can be achieved within a MM/MM or QM/MM
long-range polarized embedding approach.
2.4 Charge-Carrier Dynamics and Mobility
With the transport graph fully parametrized, charge-carrier dynamics are described by a
Master equation of the form
@tPI(t) =
X
J
[PJ(t)KJ!I   PI(t)KI!J ] ; (2.35)
with transition rates KI!J ;KJ!I and time-dependent state occupation probabilities PI(t),
PJ(t). In the special case of a single charge carrier (N = 1) drift-diusing through the
system, there is a one-to-one correspondence between states and localization sites. The general
expression from Eq. 2.35 then simplies to
@tpA(t) =
X
B
[pB(t)kB!A   pA(t)kA!B] ; (2.36)
with the site (rather than state) occupation probabilities pA(t); pB(t) and charge transfer
rates kA!B; kB!A between the conjugated segments A and B. For N > 1, i.e., multiple
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charge carriers, the number of system congurations increases dramatically. For system sizes
on the order of M = 103 - 105 sites, direct solution of the dynamical equations is in this case
prohibitive, due to the large manifold of states (MN ) as well as non-linearities that result
from the interaction between the charge carriers. Kinetic Monte-Carlo (KMC) techniques [92,
93] are then the method of choice: Here, the carrier trajectories are simulated explicitly as
a Markov process, with the time coordinate propagated according to the Variable-Step-Size
Method (VSSM). The latter is mandatory as charge transfer rates may span many orders of
magnitude, leading to site escape times anywhere from 10 15 to 10 9 s.
In the KMC approach, charge transfer rates can be updated on the y to take, for example,
the Coulomb interaction between charge carriers into account. Furthermore, the formalism
easily accommodates multiple types of electronic states (excitons, charges and charge-transfer
states) including their interactions and mutual conversions { provided, of course, the transport
graph has been parametrized accordingly.
Within the kinetic description, physical observables result as averages over the explicit
trajectories. One such observable is the charge-carrier mobility tensor ~, which linearly relates
the charge-carrier velocity v to the external eld F via v = ~F . It can be calculated directly
from the site occupation fractions:
~ =
1
N jF j2
X
A;B
kA!BpA(1  pB)(RA;  RB;)F: (2.37)
Here, the exclusion term (1 pB) reects the constraint that sites must only be singly occupied.
Alternatively, the mobility is obtained as an end-point average over individual trajectories
Ri after time T of charge carrier i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng,
~ =
*
1
N
NX
i=1
R;iF
T jF j2
+
: (2.38)
Here, averaging h: : : i occurs over dierent KMC runs and system congurations (e.g., MD
snapshots). The macroscopic charge-carrier mobility is thus computed as a function of tem-
perature, charge-carrier density and eld strength, where, however, nite-size eects inherent
to microscopic simulations may have to be accounted for, especially at low temperatures,
small charge-carrier densities, and/or large energetic disorder [94, 95]. The results from such
simulations can nally be used to parametrize continuous drift-diusion models [96], and in
this way calculate I-V curves of simple electronic devices.
Chapter 3
Long-Range Polarized Embedding
of Electronic Excitations
In this chapter, we develop an embedding technique for the perturbative classical description of
molecular excitations in organic solids { notably charge, charge transfer, and excitonic states.
As an essential feature of the technique, it rigorously accounts for the long-ranged interaction
of charged molecular excitations with a net-quadrupolar environment. The conditionality of
the underlying interaction sum is removed through appropriately chosen shape corrections that
impose bulk or thin-lm conditions. The aperiodic excitation and accompanying polarization
cloud are embedded in a periodic molecular background that gives rise to mesoscale elds acting
upon the polarization cloud. The scheme is designed to quantitatively describe the density of
states using large atomistic models. To tackle the required system sizes, it makes use of a
classical expansion of the molecular eld and eld response in terms of distributed multipoles
and polarizabilities.
3.1 The Mesoscopic Interaction Range
Knowledge of the energy landscape for charge and energy transport is key to the understand-
ing and optimization of organic optoelectronic devices, such as solar cells and light-emitting
diodes. As detailed in Chapter 1, their functionality relies on the dynamics of three types
of microscopic states: charge carriers (electrons and holes), Frenkel excitons, and charge-
transfer states { the latter being the intermediate state in the generation of free charges
from or recombination to a Frenkel exciton. Featuring in level proles across organic hetero-
junctions [97{99], grain boundaries, or level overlap in binary mixtures [100], the densities
of states of these three microscopic species determine the macroscopic steady-state proper-
ties of the materials and devices. Encoded into the rate expressions for charge and energy
transfer (Sec. 2.3.1), the sensitive relationship between dynamics and energetics controls, for
example, charge-carrier mobilities, short-circuit currents, open-circuit voltages or material
wearout. It is therefore a key challenge in computational materials science to predict these
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densities of states from rst principles, and ultimately to establish their connection to device
characteristics [18, 28, 50, 97{99].
In Sec. 2.2, we have meanwhile argued that quantum-mechanical models and classical
force elds already provide accurate descriptions of single-molecule properties [101{103], but
seldom provide an adequate account of supramolecular organization in ordered or partially
ordered materials. The density of states, however, is expected to pick up on, for exam-
ple, the interfacial structure across heterojunctions on smaller length scales, long-wavelength
uctuations of conformational order in polymeric systems, or coexistence of ordered and dis-
ordered mesophases on larger length scales. As a quantitative treatment usually requires an
atomistic resolution, system sizes addressed in today's simulations may in particular prove
insucient to sample the tail of the densities of states, which determines the charge-carrier
mobility. Possible solutions to some of these nite-size eects include statistical extrapolation
techniques [28] or coarse-grained descriptions with reinsertion of atomistic details [72].
Still, the need to go beyond the local molecular ordering associated with a length scale
of some nanometers is not only due to sampling requirements: It is additionally motivated
by the fact that organic semiconductors are made of quadrupolar building blocks [104, 105],
which give rise to an uncompensated quadrupole moment that in ordered systems extends to
the mesoscale and beyond. For computations, this complicates matters, as the interaction of a
charge with a 3D-periodic net-quadrupolar environment is only conditionally convergent [106].
For 2D-periodic systems used to describe thin lms, by contrast, the convergence of the
interaction sum is absolute, but very slow. For illustration, Fig. 3.1a-c provides a summary
of its convergence behaviour in dierent 3D- and 2D-periodic systems, indicating how the
electrostatic contribution W (1) to the energies of dierent electronic states changes with the
size of the molecular cluster dc on which computations are performed. For charges embedded
in a 20 nm-thin lm (Fig. 3.1b), convergence is not even achieved for a cluster size larger than
100 nm, whereas a bulk description (Fig. 3.1a) may give the false impression that energetics
are converged as of a cluster size of 8 nm { when in fact the associated contribution will only
apply to a spherical shell-by-shell growth, and dier dramatically for other cluster shapes
(cylindrical, cuboidal, etc.). In a similar fashion, the electrostatic contribution to the energy of
charge transfer (CT) states (Fig. 3.1c) appears to converge faster, when in fact the individual
contributions of the CT-hole and CT-electron exhibit the same slow convergence that typies
the thin-lm scenario from Fig. 3.1b.
As long-range, crystalline and liquid-crystalline (and hence at least uniaxial) ordering
prevails in most organic materials and devices, even including bulk heterojunctions [62, 107],
an account of the ensuing long-range eects on the energy landscape is indispensable. In the
following, we will detail the theoretical foundation of the embedding technique developed as
part of this thesis and implemented in the VOTCA suite [50]. Its application to both atom-
istic and lattice models of organic bilayers and trilayers, ordered and disordered systems will
follow in Chapters 4 to 5, where we will investigate structure-energy relationships through the
comparison of dierent molecular architectures, packing modes and ordering, indicating how
a long-range treatment not only proves crucial in quantifying long-range eects in mesoscopi-
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Figure 3.1. Energetics on a mesoscale. Variation of electro-
static conguration energies W (1) with the cluster size dc for a
bulk (a) and thin-lm (b,c) setup. In (a) and (b), black, red, and
blue lines denote trends for neutral (no), hole (h+) and electron
(e ) states, localized on a donor (D, here: D5M) or acceptor (A,
here: C60) molecule, respectively. In (b), z0 and z1 refer to a
molecular ion positioned at the centre and surface of the lm, re-
spectively. In (c), the black curve denotes the convergence trend
for an interfacial charge transfer state, broken down into the con-
tributions of the CT hole (red curve) and CT electron (blue curve)
in the same plot. Conguration energies W (1) for the innite sys-
tems are shown on the very right of each plot, where for the bulk
setup a macroscopically spherical shape has been chosen to re-
move the conditional convergence for the 3D-periodic case, which
corresponds to the spherical shell-by-shell growth of the molecular
cluster of size dc. The schematics on the right-hand side indicate
the system under study including cartoons of the two molecular
species (D5M and C60), with a system repeat unit coloured in
black, and periodicity indicated by dashed arrows.
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cally ordered systems, but also in correcting for nite-size-induced artefacts in mesoscopically
amorphous systems.
3.2 The Molecular Field and Field Response
In molecular solids, the energy of a particular molecular state derives from the interaction
of the excited molecular cluster with its surrounding [61]. In order to compute this energy,
we rst require models to describe the molecular eld and eld response. In this section, we
will detail how the computational complexity associated with this interaction can be tackled,
leading to an expansion of molecular properties in terms of distributed atomic properties [108,
109].
As the primary contribution to the interaction is of an electrostatic classical (rather than
exchange) character, the associated additional term in the Hamiltonian of a molecule reads
W (1) =
Z
d3x(x)'ext(x): (3.1)
This is the classical conguration energy of a charge density (x) in an external potential
'ext(x). This charge density follows immediately from the molecular wave function 	(r; ;R)
with collective electronic, spin and nuclear coordinates r,  and R, respectively:
(x) =  e
NeX
j=1
X

Z
drdR(rj   x)j	(r; ;R)j2;
+
NnX
J=1
eZJ
X

Z
drdR(RJ   x)j	(r; ;R)j2: (3.2)
This charge density in turn generates an electrostatic potential '(x) acting on the molecular
surrounding via
'(x) =
1
4"0
Z
d3x0
(x0)
jR  x0j : (3.3)
The external potential in Eq. 3.1 can be thought of as having the same molecular origin. Since
this intermolecular potential is typically weak compared to the intramolecular potential, it can
be treated perturbatively. The rst- and second-order perturbative corrections are formally
given by [110]
W (1) = h0jW^ j0i (3.4)
W (2) =  
X
n 6=0
jh0jW^ jnij2
En   E0 : (3.5)
We will refer to the rst-order term as the electrostatic, to the second-order term as the
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polarization contribution. Unfortunately, W (1) and W (2) as written down above in terms of
integrals over the continuous molecular wave function are not computationally accessible for
the large systems of interest here. In the following, we will therefore describe approaches how
these expressions can be reformulated in terms of distributed molecular/atomic multipoles
and polarizabilities that allow us to compute these perturbative corrections eciently in a
classical expansion.
3.2.1 Distributed Multipoles
For a system composed of only two molecules A and B located at positions X and Y ,
respectively, the rst-order contribution W (1) is given by the standard Poisson integral
W
(1)
AB =
1
4"0
Z Z
d3xd3y
A(x)B(y)
jY + y  X   xj : (3.6)
We will now transform this integral such that the integration over x and y can be performed
independently of each other. To this end, we consider the expansion of the inverse distance
jY + y  X   xj 1 in terms of regular (Rlm) and irregular (Ilm) spherical harmonics:
1
jY + y  X   xj =
1X
l=0
m=+lX
m= l
( 1)mRl; m(x  y)Il;m(Y  X); (3.7)
This expression is valid only if jx   yj < jX   Y j. For the integral W (1)AB, we hence require
that the charge densities do not interpenetrate in such a way that the above inequality holds
wherever A(x); B(y) 6= 0. To further disentangle x and y, we use the spherical harmonic
addition theorem
Rlm(x  y) =
X
l1l2
X
m1m2
l1+l2;l( 1)l+m
s
(2l + 1)!
(2l1)!(2l2)!

Rl1m1(x)Rl2m2( b)
 
l1 l2 l
m1 m2  m
!
: (3.8)
After some transformations [110], the expansion of the interaction distance in the above
fashion yields a simple expression for the interaction between the two molecules in terms of
molecule-centred multipole moments QAt and Q
B
u .
W
(1)
AB = Q
A
t T
AB
tu Q
B
u ; (3.9)
Here, the subscripts t and u (for which the Einstein sum convention is in place) denote the
components of the real regular spherical harmonics Rl with l = 00; 10; 1c; 1c; 20; : : : The
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multipole moments are obtained as
QAt $ QAl =
Z
d3xA(x)Rl(x): (3.10)
These real multipole moments are related to their complex counterparts via the linear com-
bination 
Ql +m
Ql  m
!
=
1p
2
 
( 1)m i( 1)m
1  i
! 
Ql mc
Ql ms
!
: (3.11)
The TABtu are the tensors that mediate the interaction between the multipolar charge den-
sities, here expressed in terms of the so-called S-functions [111] that absorb the orientation
dependence:
TABtu $ TABl11l22 =
1
4"0
 
l1 + l2
l1
!
S12l1l2l1+l2 jX   Y j l1 l2 1: (3.12)
Note that, as Eq. 3.9 is still based on molecule-centred moments, it cannot yet be applied
to molecular solids with their dense packing and pronounced anisotropy of the molecular
building blocks. The expression breaks down if the molecular charge densities interpenetrate
in a radial sense, necessitating a distributed description built on atomic (or otherwise chosen)
expansion sites [108]. The latter is obtained via a multipole expansion of the atomic-orbital-
pair contributions to the density matrix, rather than of the molecular charge density as a
whole:
(x) =
X
;
g(x  s)g(x  s): (3.13)
Here, g = RLK(x s) exp[ (x s)2] denotes a Gaussian atomic basis function as typically
used in quantum-chemical computations. The multipole component associated with the pair
density of these Gaussian basis functions reads
Qlk[P ] =  
Z
Rlk(x  P )ggd3x: (3.14)
The thus computed multipole component Qlk is still referred to the overlap centre P of the
two Gaussians. It can be shifted to an expansion site at position S according to
Qnm[S] =
LX
l=0
lX
k= l
" 
n+m
l + k
! 
n m
l   k
!#1=2
Rn l;m k(S   P ) Qlk[P ]: (3.15)
For sharply peaked pairs of Gaussian functions, this allocation can be performed on a nearest-
site basis. For diuse functions, however, a smooth weighting function in combination with
grid-based integration techniques may be necessary to reduce the basis-set dependence [101].
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Finally, we note that a set of distributed multipoles can also be obtained by tting mul-
tipoles to atomic positions in such a way that they reproduce the electrostatic potential gen-
erated by the molecular charge density outside the molecule [112{114]. The CHELPG[114]
(CHarges from ELectrostatic Potentials, Grid-based) algorithm, for example, derives these
charges from a least-squares t that operates on the objective function
z(fqig) =
MX
k=1
 
(rk) 
NX
i=1
1
4"0
qi
jri   rkj
!
+ 
 
qmol  
NX
i=1
qi
!
; (3.16)
with M grid points, N atomic sites, the set of atomic partial charges fqig and the potential
' from Eq. 3.3.  is a Lagrange multiplier that constrains the net charge to the desired value
qmol.
3.2.2 Distributed Polarizabilities
Just as distributed multipoles simplify the computation of the rst-order, electrostatic con-
tribution, distributed polarizabilities achieve the same for the second-order, polarization con-
tribution. To get there, we write the perturbing eld in terms of multipolar contributions
as W = Qat'
a
t , with atomic position superscript a and rank-t potential operator 
a
t . The
second-order correction
W (2) =  
X
n 6=0
jh0jQ^atat jnij2
Wn  W0 : (3.17)
can then be conceptually simplied by dening correlated point-point polarizabilities aa
0
tt0 as
aa
0
tt0 =
X
n 6=0
h0jQ^at jnihnjQ^a
0
t0 j0i
Wn  W0 + h:c: (3.18)
These polarizabilities describe the distortion of the molecular charge density under the inu-
ence of the applied eld Qat'
a
t . This distortion generates induced moments Q
a
t =  abtu'bu,
obtained from the derivative of the polarization energy with respect to the eld component
'at . For the polarization energy, one obtains the bilinear form
W (2) =  1
2
'at
aa0
tt0 '
a0
t0 : (3.19)
In practice, correlated polarizabilities of this type are not straightforward to calculate and
expensive to use [109]. These polarizabilities can, however, be localized in a systematic manner
(dd
0
tt0 ! dt 6= 0 if t 2 f1x; 1y; 1zg), leading to a local-dipole representation of the eld
response. Instead of a systematic derivation of these local point polarizabilities, starting
from the more complicated correlated quantities, we will here follow the Thole model [103,
115], which assigns generic polarizabilities to atoms based on their element type. These
polarizabilities are subsequently only correlated in that they inuence each other via the
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elds they generate. This induced-induced interaction may, however, lead to a polarization
catastrophe at short interseparations, as an artefact of the sharp (rather than quantum-
mechanically diuse) point-dipole description [116]. This overpolarization can be avoided by
including a smearing function s(u) that damps the dipole-dipole interaction at small scales,
starting from the potential of a smeared point charge:
(u) =   1
4"0
uZ
0
4u02s(u0)du0: (3.20)
Here, u = u(R) is an eective interaction distance to be specied later. The dipole-dipole
interaction tensor Tij (here in Cartesian representation) can be related to the smearing density
by rst expressing it in terms of the eective interaction range,
Tij:::(R) = f(
ab) tij:::(u(R; 
ab)); (3.21)
and subsequently demanding that tij::: follows from the respective derivative of the modied
interaction potential in Eq. 3.20:
tij:::(u) =  @ui@uj : : : (u): (3.22)
Even though a variety of dierent smearing functions s(u) have been tested, we here limit
ourselves to
s(u) =
3a
4
exp( au3); (3.23)
as used in the AMOEBA force eld [117]. The eective interaction distance depends on the
isotropic polarizabilities a and b of the interaction partners:
u(R)! uab(R) = R=(ab)1=6: (3.24)
A set of generic element-based polarizabilities (C = 1:334, H = 0:496, N = 1:073, O =
0:873, S = 2:926 A
3) is sucient to quantitatively reproduce the molecular polarizability
of a variety of organic compounds [115]. These polarizabilities are, however, too small to
describe the eld response of -conjugated molecules with their more mobile electron cloud.
A scaling approach that reproduces the volume of the polarizability ellipsoid computed via
DFT generates an optimized set of atomic polarizabilities, where non-conjugated moieties
such as aliphatic side chains are exempt from the scaling. The resulting scaling factors for
the original Thole polarizabilities (see table in Fig. 3.2b) lie between 1.2 and 2.0. Fig. 3.2a
shows how the dielectric constant "cm obtained from the Clausius-Mossotti relationship, as
well as the mean-eld stabilization ("cm) of a charge embedded in a cavity of radius a,
("cm) =   1
8"0
"cm   1
"cm
q2
a
; (3.25)
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Figure 3.2. Atomic polarizability scaling factor for -conjugated molecules. (a)
Mean-eld polarization stabilization "cm (Eq. 3.25) for dierent cavity radii a and Clausius-
Mossotti dielectric constant "cm in dependence on the scaling factor applied to atomic po-
larizabilities as derived by van Duijnen et al: [115] (C = 1:334, H = 0:496, N = 1:073,
O = 0:873, S = 2:926 A
3). The compound used for this example is the organic semicon-
ductor D5M. (b) Scaling factors obtained for eight example compounds (see Table 1.1 for
chemical structures) in their neutral (n), electron (e) and hole (h) charge states.
depend on the scaling factor in the case of the organic semiconductor D5M (see Table 1.1
for the chemical structure). It can be seen that even for a cavity size of merely 0:5 nm, the
induction contribution only experiences a small decrease of ca: 0:1 eV as the dielectric con-
stant increases from 3 (scaling factor 1.5) to 4 (scaling factor 1.9). This indicates that the
scaling procedure should be suciently robust to accurately capture the mean-eld contribu-
tion to site energies, without losing the geometric sensitivity inherited from the distributed
polarizability approach.
3.3 Long-Range Polarized Embedding
Having developed the necessary tools to describe the molecular eld and eld response, we
will continue with the long-range polarized embedding approach tailored to describe molecular
excitations in the solid state. As detailed in the introduction to this chapter, an approach of
this kind has to be able to address large system sizes at atomistic resolution { two criteria,
which we will swiftly recapitulate:
First, large system sizes are required in order to adequately sample the tail of the densities
of states that results from thermal, conformational and positional disorder. In addition to
this sampling requirement, typical thin-lm thicknesses employed in devices are on the order
of tens of nanometers. The out-of-plane dimensions should if possible be simulated to scale,
whereas the large in-plane extension, being on the order of micrometers, has to be modelled
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indirectly through appropriately chosen periodic boundary conditions.
Second, an atomistic resolution is typically necessary to obtain quantitative results. Due
to computational limitations, the need for this high resolution conicts with the need for large
system sizes, such that appropriately parametrized classical models with an eective treatment
of electronic degrees of freedom are preferred over more expensive quantum-classical or pure
quantum models.
3.3.1 Polarization Energy and Work
In the organic solid state, key corrections to energy levels result from the electrostatic and
polarization interaction with the environment. Both these interactions lead to energy con-
tributions on the order of 1 eV and are hence indispensable in a physical description. They
can, however, be treated perturbatively, as shown in Sec. 3.2. The electrostatic and polariza-
tion contribution then correspond to the rst- and second-order corrections W
(1)
s and W
(2)
s ,
respectively, where the subscript s denotes the state of the system. With s = n referencing
the neutral ground state, the energy corrections s to site energies read
(i)s W (i)s  W (i)n ; (3.26)
(1;2)s = 
(1)
s +
(2)
s ; (3.27)
W (1;2)s =W
(1)
s +W
(2)
s : (3.28)
These 's are the perturbative corrections to ionization energies (IEs) (s = h) and electron
anities (EAs) (s = e) in the solid state. The total IE of a molecule, for example, reads
IE = IE0 + 
(1;2)
h , where IE0 denotes the gas-phase ionization energy, to be calculated on a
quantum-mechanical level. For electron or charge transfer states, analogous equations hold.
With a classical expansion of the molecular eld and eld response in terms of distributed
multipoles (Sec. 3.2.1) and polarizabilities (Sec. 3.2.2) detailed above, Ws follows from a
variational principle, which replaces Poisson's equation r("r)   in this microscopic,
particle-based picture:
(W
(1;2)
s )
(Q
a(s)
lm )
= 0: (3.29)
Its self-consistent solution consists of the set of multipolar (here: dipolar) moments fQa(s)lm g
induced at the (atomic) expansion sites fag with local polarizabilities falmg, in response to the
permanent multipolar moments fQa(s)lm g that approximate the molecular, unperturbed charge
densities. The set fQa(s)lm g constitutes the polarization state of the system, and together
with fQa(s)lm g determines W (1)s and W (2)s , and nally (1;2)s . We note that W (2)s , as opposed
to 
(2)
s , only takes negative values, as is characteristic of a second-order perturbative term.
To illustrate how the Ws's are calculated, we decompose the self-interaction of a molecular
system with a multipolar charge density D(s) into an external and internal contribution, the
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latter corresponding to the (positive) polarization work:
W
(1;2)
ext [D(s);D(s)] =
1
2
X
D(s)
0X
D0(s)
(Q
d(s)
t +Q
d(s)
t )T
dd0
tu (Q
d0(s)
u +Q
d0(s)
u ); (3.30)
W
(2)
int [D
(s)] =
1
2
X
D
X
D0
DD0Q
d(s)
t (
 1)dd
0(s)
tt0 Q
d0(s)
t0 : (3.31)
Here,
P
D indicates a sum over molecules D that participate in the density D, with the
prime over the sum indicating that terms with D = D0 are excluded. Following Stone's
notation [110], Qt and Qu are multipole moments in spherical-tensor representation, with
angular and magnetic quantum numbers contracted into a single index. T dd
0
tu is the tensor
that mediates the interaction between multipole moments Qdt and Q
d0
u of d 2 D and d0 2 D0,
tabulated by Hattig et al: [118]. For both atomic indices and tensorial components, Einstein
sum conventions are in place.
The classical expansion used above is of course not exhaustive. For instance, it neglects
the intermolecular part of the nuclear polarization energy, which is, however, expected to
be smaller than the intramolecular contribution of around 0.1 eV. Furthermore neglected are
dispersive interactions: They are the primary contribution to the binding energy of organic
solids, but have a negligible eect on site energies, since these are computed as the energy
dierence between an excited (charged) and ground (neutral) state. Finally, for computa-
tional eciency, we truncate the expansion of the molecular charge density in the distributed
multipole analysis at rank l > 2, such that atomic quadrupoles are still accounted for. By
using distributed polarizabilities in a local-dipole approximation, we disregard charge-ow
eects [102]. In organic solids with their spatially rapidly uctuating elds, charge ow is
expected to play only a minor role; a local-dipole scheme is therefore sucient to capture
polarization eects in conjugated materials beyond the mean-eld level.
We recall that { in order to avoid an unphysical overpolarization to which atomic-dipole
schemes are susceptible { we have to damp induced-induced interactions at short separations.
The interaction tensors T dd
0
tu in Eq. 3.30 are hence modied such that terms with a distance
scaling of R  are multiplied by a Thole damping function 2+1 specied later in Sec. 3.4.3.
Furthermore, due to the in comparison to biological molecules large polarizability of conju-
gated molecules, the set of Thole polarizabilities [115] has to be scaled (see Sec. 3.2.2) in
order to match the volume of the polarizability ellipsoid ( 1=3i=1 ~i, where ~i is the i-th
eigenvalue of the polarizability tensor) calculated via quantum-chemical methods.
3.3.2 Aperiodic-Periodic Decomposition
In the following, we detail how Eq. 3.29 is solved for localized, aperiodic excitations embedded
in an otherwise periodic, neutral, polarizable environment, and how the associated perturba-
tive contributions 
(1)
s and 
(2)
s are evaluated in a \long-range fashion" - i.e., with an innite
interaction range applied to all particles. Both tasks can be tackled with the same protocol
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in that they require the evaluation of elds 't
 
rp; [D(s)]

of order t generated by an innite,
semiperiodic multipolar charge density D.
First o, long-range interactions are of course not a recent topic in molecular simulations.
A popular approach is based on the theory of Ewald [119], who partitioned the interaction
potential onto two terms, one of which converges rapidly in real, the other in reciprocal space.
This and derived techniques are commonly used in molecular dynamics simulations. To ad-
dress the problem at hand, we readily extend the standard approach in three ways. First, we
incorporate induction, which is not originally part of the formalism, but can be added [117].
Second, we address the long-range nature of the charge-quadrupole interaction. Third, we
adapt the scope of the Ewald method to asymmetric, semiperiodic interaction densities. The
molecular excitation itself, in particular, should not be periodically replicated in space. The
resulting break in periodicity is due, rst, to the uniqueness of the charged molecular cluster,
second, to the induction response of the environment to the charged excitation. The accom-
panying polarization cloud is modelled by superimposing a non-periodic foreground onto a
periodic, prepolarized, neutral background. The latter embodies the full solution of Eq. (3.29)
for the neutral, ground-state system. The foreground not only incorporates the excitation,
but also the entailed induction response. It can have non-zero charge depending on the nature
of the excitation.
The polarization response to the excitation advises a decomposition of the periodic array
of molecules B (see Fig. 3.4a), generated by replicas of the simulation box B = B(n), into a
polarization cloud P(s) and the background ~B = B n P(n). The conguration energy W (i)s
then reads
W (i)s =W
(i)
ext[P(s);P(s)] +W (i)ext[P(s); ~B] +W (i)ext[ ~B; ~B] +W (i)int [P(s)] +W (i)int [ ~B]: (3.32)
Wext andWint denote the intermolecular eld interaction energy and intramolecular induction
work (only dened for the second-order term), respectively, as dened in Eqs. 3.30 and 3.31.
The polarization cloud (Fig. 3.4c) is chosen large enough to screen the excitation from ~B,
whose polarization state is thus assumed unaected. Therefore no state index s is used
for the contributions Wext[ ~B; ~B] and Wint[ ~B]; they will cancel when taking the dierence

(i)
s  W (i)s   W (i)n and hence need not be calculated. Based on Eqs. 3.30 and 3.31, the
surviving terms are
W
(1;2)
ext [P(s);P(s)] =
1
2
X
P
X
P 0
(Q
p(s)
t +Q
p(s)
t )T
pp0
tu (Q
p0
u +Q
p0
u ); (3.33)
W
(1;2)
ext [P(s); ~B] =
X
P
X
~B
(Q
p(s)
t +Q
p(s)
t )T
pb
tu (Q
b
u +Q
b
u); (3.34)
W
(2)
int [P(s)] =
1
2
X
P
Q
p(s)
t (
 1)a(s)t Q
p(s)
t : (3.35)
In these expressions, induced moments have to be calculated self-consistently on the basis of
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Eq. 3.29. The resulting linear system of equations for Q
p(s)
t reads
Q
p(s)
t =  
X
~B

p(s)
t T
pb
tu (Q
b
u +Q
b
u) 
X
P

p(s)
t T
pp0
tt0 Q
p0(s)
t0 ; (3.36)
and is best solved iteratively via successive over-relaxation [110, 117]. Note that in Eqs. 3.33
and 3.35, W
(i)
ext[P(s);P(s)] and W (i)int [P(s)] only count interactions within P(s), such that direct
evaluation is possible at reasonable computational expense. W
(i)
ext[P(s); ~B], however, com-
prises the interaction of P(s) with the innite, foreground-subtracted (hence semiperiodic) set
~B; this renders it intractable by direct evaluation of the interaction sum.
A transformation of W
(i)
ext[P(s); ~B], based on an aperiodic-periodic-type decomposition, is
therefore needed: To this end, the foreground density in its neutral charge and polarization
state P(n) is again added to ~B; the potentials generated by the resulting periodic charge
density B can be computed eciently after an Ewald transformation, which starts from the
decomposition of the 1=r charge-charge interaction into 1=r = erf(r)=r + erfc(r)=r. Here,
the rst term absorbs the long-range contribution to be evaluated in reciprocal space, following
a Fourier transformation of the sum over periodic images. The second term absorbs the short-
range part of the Coulomb potential, and can be treated in real space. The parameter  can
be tuned to achieve fast convergence of both reciprocal-space and real-space interaction sums.
Higher-order elds and interaction tensors follow from taking spatial derivatives with regard
to the coordinates of the source and target atomic positions. W
(i)
ext[P(s); ~B] is then obtained
as the sum over ve contributions (the order superscript (i) will from here on be omitted),
Wext[P(s); ~B] =Wr[P(s); ~B] +Wk[P(s);B] W 0c[P(s);P(n)] 
 Wc[P(s);P(n)] +W[P(s);B]: (3.37)
We will now discuss this decomposition in greater detail, as it is a key equation within the
scheme, in addition to an analogous expression that holds for the computation of molecular
elds (see Sec. 3.4.4).
The rst three contributions in Eq. 3.37 are the standard Ewald terms for the real-
(Wr) and reciprocal-space (Wk) interaction, and self-interaction correction (W
0
c), respec-
tively. Their interaction kernels take into account higher-order permanent and induced mo-
ments [120, 121] and, in the case of Wr[P(s); ~B], incorporate short-range damping functions
2+1 as discussed above. These rst three terms read
Wr[P(s); ~B] = 1
4"0
X
~B
X
P(s)
4X
=0
T pb pb2+1B(RpbL ); (3.38)
Wk[P(s);B] = 1
4"0
4
V
1X
k 6=0
S(k; [P(s)]) S(k; [B])A(k); (3.39)
W 0c[P(s);P(n)] =
1
4"0
X
P

2p

qp(s)qp(n) +
43
3
p

p(s)  p(n) + 16
5
5
p

~p(s) : ~p(n)

:
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For the real- and reciprocal-space terms, the anisotropic interaction kernels T pb and S (struc-
ture factor), listed in Sec. 3.4.1, describe the orientation dependence of the interaction between
two sets of atomic multipoles in the respective space. The associated isotropic interaction
kernels A(k) and B(R) (see Sec. 3.4.2) yield the distance dependence. Finally, the real-
space interaction is damped by the damping function 2+1 prescribed by B(R), which
scales as R (2+1) for suciently small distances (see Sec. 3.4.3 for details). In the above
equations, the set of atom-centred multipoles incorporates the atomic charge q, dipole  and
quadrupole ~, now in their Cartesian representation. Note that the quadrupole is dened
as  =
P
(12rr   16r2), which diers from the conventional denition by a factor 13 .
Also note that the sum
P
~B is implemented as a double sum over image-box vectors L and
the periodic density B, with molecules participating in the polarization cloud P(s) and P(n)
excluded.
The fourth term in Eq. 3.37, Wc[P(s);P(n)], denotes an aperiodic subtraction which cor-
rects for the overlap between P(s) and B  P(n),
Wc[P(s);P(n)] = 1
4"0
X
P (s)
0X
P (n)
4X
=0
T pp0 C(Rpp
0
0 ): (3.40)
Here, the anisotropic kernel is identical to T from Eq. 3.38. The isotropic kernel C , however,
diers from B (see Sec. 3.4.2) in that it involves derivatives of the long-ranged erf(r)=r
rather than the short-ranged erfc(r)=r part of the interaction.
3.3.3 Shape Terms
The fth term in Eq. 3.37, W s [P(s);B], is a shape (k = 0) contribution that tackles the
conditionality of the interaction sum. An analogous conditionality arises in overall neutral
systems with a net dipole moment of the periodically repeated charge density B [122], as
is often encountered in molecular systems. As a result, the convergence of the interaction
sum depends on the (macroscopic) summation shape. Here, we address molecular solids,
where the conditionality arises from the net charge that resides in P(s) and interacts with a
net-quadrupolar background. To take this into account, shape terms for summation of the
simulation cell into a (macroscopic) slab or cube structure are derived as
W[P(s);B] =   1
4"0
4
3V

Q
P(s)
0 Tr[
~B(n)] +QB(n)0 Tr[ ~
P(s)] MP(s) MB(n)

; (3.41)
W[P(s);B] =   1
4"0
4
V

Q
P(s)
0 
B(n)
zz +Q
B(n)
0 
P(s)
zz  MP(s)z MB(n)z

; (3.42)
where Eq. 3.41 implies summation over cubic, and Eq. 3.42 over (innitely thin) slab-shaped
shells. The net multipolar moments of the densities P(s) and B that feature in these expres-
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Figure 3.3. 2D- versus 3D-periodic description of thin lms. Electrostatic energy
level prole (1)(z) across a D5M (a) and 6T (b) 10 nm thin lm for holes (red) and electrons
(blue), once computed in a 2D-periodic (lines), and once in a 3D-periodic framework under
application of the appropriate thin-lm shape term from Eq. 3.42 (symbols). Dashed blue
and red lines mark the contribution from this shape term, addition of which leads to perfect
agreement between the 2D- and 3D-periodic description.
sions are dened as
Q
P(s)
0 =
X
P
qp(s); (3.43)
MP(s) =
X
P

qp(s)rp + 
p(s)

; (3.44)
~P(s) =
X
P

1
2
qp(s)rp 
 rp + p(s) 
 rp + ~p(s)

: (3.45)
Analogous expressions are used for QB0 , MB and B.
The conditionality that arises from the charge-quadrupole interaction in the case of 3D-
innite systems is lifted for lower dimensions. The scheme detailed above is, however, built
on a 3D-periodic description, and hence relies on suitably chosen shape corrections. This 3D-
periodic description is still preferred, rst, for eciency (the reciprocal-space sum conveniently
factorizes with respect to the two multipolar densities P(s) and B), second, for exibility (it
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enables the simulation of both thin-lm and bulk conditions). For organic electronic devices,
which are typically structured into functional layers, a thin-lm description is advised. We
will therefore show that the slab-like limit from Eq. 3.42 is indeed suited to mimic a 2D-
periodic setup, with periodicity along the thin-lm normal (aligned with the z-axis) eectively
removed. To this end, we compare electrostatic level proles (1)(z) across a C60/D5M and
C60/6T interface, obtained once with the 3D-periodic framework detailed above and once
with a 2D-periodic framework [123, 124].
In the 2D-periodic description, the potential is calculated according to the standard Ewald-
type decomposition [123, 124]
(rp; [ ~B]) = r(rp; [ ~B]) + k(rp; [B])  c(rp; [P(n)]): (3.46)
Shape contributions are explicitly included in the (k = 0)-term of k(rp; [B]), where charge-
quadrupole contributions are exempt, as these prove absolutely convergent in 2D-periodic
systems. The individual contributions to Eq. 3.46 hence read
r(rp; [ ~B]) = 1
4"0
X
~B
qb(n)erfc

RpbL

RpbL
; (3.47)
k(rp; [B]) = 1
4"0
0X
k 6=0
X
B
2qb(n)
jLa Lbj cos

k Rpb

e k(zp zb)erfc

k
2
  (zp   zb)

+
+e+k(zp zb)erfc

k
2
+ (zp   zb)

  1
4"0
X
B
2qb(n)
jLa Lbj
"
e 2(za zb)2p

+
+(za   zb)erf ((za   zb))

; (3.48)
c(rp; [P(n)]) = 1
4"0
X
P
qp(n)erf

RpbL

Rpbl
: (3.49)
La, Lb are the simulation-cell vectors in the periodic plane. Note that self-interaction terms
with RpbL = 0 in c(rp; [P(n)]) are calculated using the limit erf(RpbL )=RpbL ! 2=
p
 as
RpbL ! 0.
As can be seen in Fig. 3.3, the results for both approaches (2D- and 3D-periodic, indicated
via dots and lines, respectively) coincide perfectly, if the shape contribution (which is non-
zero for the case of 6T, see the dotted lines) is taken into account. The shape term from
Eq. 3.42 should hence by no means be neglected in simulations that target 2D properties in
meso-ordered systems.
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3.4 Interaction Kernels
To specify the particle-particle interaction kernels referenced in Sec. 3.3.2 above, we use
the following denitions: RabL = ra   rb + L denotes the image-box-vector (L) corrected
particle-particle interaction vector. The outer products of real- and reciprocal-space vectors
are abbreviated via R = R 
R and K = k 
 k, respectively. The dyadic product between
matrices M and N is written as M : N . Finally, the atomic quadrupole is dened as ~ =P
(12rr   16r2), which avoids prefactors in the interaction kernels.
3.4.1 Anisotropic Kernels
In real space, the T pb symbols from Eq. 3.38 describe the orientation dependence of the
interaction between polar sites p and b with charge q, dipole  and quadrupole ~ (in Cartesian
representation, see the denition above). They read
T pb0 = qpqb; (3.50)
T pb1 = p  b + (qpb   qbp) Rpb; (3.51)
T pb2 = 2~p : ~b + (qp ~b + qb ~p) : Rpb   (p Rpb)(b Rpb)+
  2(b 
Rpb) : ~p + 2(p 
Rpb) : ~b; (3.52)
T pb3 =  4(~p Rpb)( ~b Rpb)  (p Rpb)( ~Qb : Rpb)+
+ (b Rpb)( ~Qp : Rpb); (3.53)
T pb4 = ( ~Qp : Rpb)( ~Qb : Rpb): (3.54)
The k-space anisotropy is absorbed in the structure factors S of the multipolar charge density,
featuring in Eq. 3.39:
S(k; [P(s)]) =
X
P

qp + ip  k   ~p : K

exp (ik  rp) : (3.55)
Note that the dipole moment  in the above expressions for T pb and S also incorporates
the induced moment . If an energy splitting in terms of electrostatic and polarization
contributions is desired, the T pb symbols, as well as S have be decomposed accordingly.
3.4.2 Isotropic Kernels
The distance dependence of the interaction in Eqs. 3.39, 3.38, 3.40 is described by the isotropic
kernels A(k), B(R) and C(R), respectively, next to powers of k and R that already appear
in the scalar contractions of S and T pb above:
A(k) = k 2 exp

  k
2
42

; (3.56)
B0(R) = R 1erfc(R); (3.57)
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B(R) = R 2

(2   1)B 1(R) + 2
2 1p

exp( 2R2)

; (3.58)
C0(R) = R 1erf(R); (3.59)
C(R) = R 2

(2   1)C 1(R)  2
2 1p

exp( 2R2)

: (3.60)
3.4.3 Thole Damping Kernels
The Thole model damps induced-induced interactions at short distances. For faster conver-
gence, damping of induced-permanent interactions { though not mandatory { may also be
advised. With the polarizability ~ (here written more generally as a tensor quantity), an
eective interaction distance is dened as
upb(R) =

~p : ~b
3
 1=6
R: (3.61)
With an exponential smearing function exp( u3) as used in the AMOEBA force eld [117],
where  = 0:39, the damping functions 2+1 are
3(R) = 1  exp
h
 upb(R)3
i
; (3.62)
5(R) = 1 

1 + upb(R)3

exp
h
 upb(R)3
i
; (3.63)
7(R) = 1 

1 + upb(R)3 +
3
5
2upb(R)6

exp
h
 upb(R)3
i
; (3.64)
9(R) = 1 

1 + upb(R)3 +
18
35
2upb(R)6 +
9
35
3upb(R)9

exp
h
 upb(R)3
i
: (3.65)
As higher orders of the damped interaction tensors are obtained from derivatives of tensors
of lower order, the damping functions can be applied such that interaction terms that scale
as
RR
Rn (with ;  2 fx; y; zg) are damped by n; or, put simpler, terms of power  n in
the isotropic distance R are damped by n. For the real-space interaction from Eq. 3.38, the
damping is hence prescribed by the isotropic kernel B , which scales as R
 (2+1) for R 1=.
For the C , no damping is required as long as the convergence parameter  is suciently small
(1= & nm), since we are then dealing with a purely long-ranged compensation term.
Special care has to be taken for the spherical interaction tensors T pp
0
tu from Eq. 3.33, where
dierent summands appearing in T have to be multiplied by a dierent 2+1 according to
the rule above.
3.4.4 Field Calculation
For the evaluation of electric elds required in the polarization cycle (Eq. 3.36), a separate
set of interaction kernels applies. We again start from a decomposition of the external elds
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analogous to Eq. 3.37:
E(rp; [ ~B]) = Er(rp; [ ~B]) +Ek(rp; [B]) E0c(rp; [P(n)]) 
 Ec(rp; [P(n)]) +Es (rp; [B]): (3.66)
The individual terms correspond to the real-space (Er) and reciprocal-space contribution
(Ek), self-interaction correction (E
0
c), aperiodic subtraction (Ec) and shape contribution (Es),
respectively:
Er(rp; [ ~B]) =   1
4"0
X
~B
3X
=1
T pb pb2+1B(RpbL ); (3.67)
Ek(rp; [B]) =   1
4"0
4
V
1X
k 6=0
ik exp(ik  rp)A(k)S(k; [B]); (3.68)
Ec(rp; [P(n)]) =   1
4"0
0X
P (n)
3X
=1
T pb pb2+1B(RpbL ); (3.69)
E0c(rp; [P(n)]) =  
1
4"0
43
3
p

p: (3.70)
The vector symbols T absorb the orientation dependence of the interaction,
T pb1 =  qbRpb + b; (3.71)
T pb2 = 2~b Rpb   (b Rpb)Rpb; (3.72)
T pb3 =  ( ~b : R)Rpb: (3.73)
The conditionality in the eld calculation is removed through application of the appropriate
shape term,
Es(rp; [B]) =   1
4"0
4
3V
MB(n); (3.74)
Es(rp; [B]) =   1
4"0
4
V
MB(n)z e^z; (3.75)
where the former expression corresponds to a cubic limit, the latter to a thin-lm limit with
vanishing thickness.
3.5 Computational Procedure for Site-Energy Calculations
Combining our results for energy, eld and polarization calculations, Fig. 3.4 summarises the
four-step procedure to solve Eq. 3.29 and compute W
(1;2)
s for a molecular system in a state
s. First (Fig. 3.4a), the polarization state of the ground-state system is computed according
to Eq. 3.36 above and Eq. 3.66. In the case of site-energy calculations, this prepolarization
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Figure 3.4. Four-step embedding workow. (a) Step 1: Computation
of the polarization state of the periodic ground-state system. The simulation
box B(n), coloured in grey, incorporates the molecular cluster under study, with
a ground-state multipolar charge density X(n). (b) Step 2: Excitation of the
molecular cluster and calculation of background elds acting on the polarization
cloud (foreground) P (s) centred around the excited clusterX(s). (c) Step 3: Self-
consistent polarization within P (s) and evaluation of the self-energy of P (s). (d)
Step 4: Evaluation of the interaction energy between the foreground P (s) and
the polarized background ~B.
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only needs to be carried out once for each coordinate conguration. Second (Fig. 3.4b),
elds generated by the semiperiodic background across the polarization cloud are calculated,
taking into account both permanent and induced moments. Third (Fig. 3.4c), the polarization
cloud is polarized self-consistently. Fourth (Fig. 3.4d), the interaction-energy between the
semiperiodic background and the polarization cloud, as well as within the polarization cloud,
are evaluated using Eqs. 3.33, 3.35 and 3.37.
The computational cost of the above procedure is mostly due to the self-consistent polar-
ization of the polarization cloud (step 3). The cost of this step scales as r6pc with the radius
rpc of the cloud. Typically, rpc = 4nm proves to be sucient to converge level proles, ne-
glecting, however, the residual dielectric response of the material beyond rpc. The latter can
nevertheless be recovered in an ad-hoc fashion [125]: To this end, we consider the polarization
energy of a charge localized in a non-polarizable spherical cavity with radius rpc, embedded
in a lm of dielectric constant "1 in the half-space z > 0, in the vicinity of an interface with
a second dielectric layer of dielectric constant "2 in z < 0 (a situation frequently encountered
in organic electronic devices):
(")s (z > rpc) =  
1
8"0
q2
rpc
"1   1
"1

1 +
rpc
2z
"2   "1
("1   1)("1 + "2)

: (3.76)
This expression holds for excitations with a net-charge q as leading moment. Higher order
moments, as they would apply to net-neutral excitations, in particular charge transfer states
with an in-built dipole, could be readily treated on the same grounds [125]. In practice,
the contribution from higher-order moments is, however, negligible { dierent from charge
carriers, where, as a numerical example, (") evaluates to -0.11 eV for a hole or electron
embedded in an environment of "1 = "2 = 3 and rpc = 4nm. Eq. 3.76 also captures the
contribution to level bending that results from a dierence in dielectric constant on two
sides of an interface (second term in brackets). For organic semiconductors, with dielectric
constants contained in a narrow range between 3 and 4, this term is usually negligible.
To reduce the computation time associated with eld and energy calculations (steps 2
and 4 in Fig. 3.4), the background ~B can be electrostatically coarse-grained, with molecular
fragments or molecules as a whole replaced by a single interaction site. The reciprocal-space
calculation in particular will hardly lose in accuracy upon such a coarse-graining step. In
spherical-tensor notation, the moments of the coarse-grained site at position rcg relate to the
atomic contributions at positions frdg via [110]
Qnm[rcg] =
X
d2D
LX
l=0
lX
k= l
" 
n+m
l + k
! 
n m
l   k
!#1=2

Rn l;m k(rcg   rd) Qlk[rd]; (3.77)
where R denotes a regular spherical harmonic. Note that the above equation, routinely used
in fast-multipole methods, holds for the complex multipole moments Qnm. These are related
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Figure 3.5. Reciprocal-space resonances in structurally ordered morphologies.
Root-mean-square energy contribution map (in eV) of reciprocal-space vectors k = (kx; ky; 0)
in the plane of a C60/D5M interface. Here, the pronounced resonances arise from patching of
the respective crystal structures required to reduce the interfacial mismatch in an xy-periodic
description. Similar resonances should, however, be expected for any preferentially ordered
system.
to their real counterparts (for which the interaction tensors T abtu in Eq. 3.33 were dened) via 
Ql +m
Ql  m
!
=
1p
2
 
( 1)m i( 1)m
1  i
! 
Ql mc
Ql ms
!
: (3.78)
Finally, the precomputation of structure factors S(k;B), to be reused for each site calculation,
is a second way how to speed up eld and energy computations in reciprocal space. In systems
with pronounced nematic or biaxial ordering, reciprocal-space resonances (see Fig. 3.5) may
appear in the structure factors, such that a summation over spherical k-shells may terminate
prematurely. Rating functions for k-vector contributions have proven helpful in achieving a
faster convergence of the k-space sum, if the order directors are aligned with one of the system
axes:
g3(k) =
S(kxe^x)S(ky e^y)S(kz e^z) hS(k0xe^x)ixhS(k0y e^y)iyhS(k0z e^z)iz2=3A(k); (3.79)
g2(k) =
S(kie^i)S(kj e^j)
hS(k0ie^i)iihS(k0j e^j)ij
2=3A(k): (3.80)
These functions serve as a metric to sort k-vectors into summation shells. The ratings in-
corporate structure factors S(kie^i) evaluated along the system axes e^x, e^y and e^z { i.e., they
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take into account scan lines in k-space along the three primary axes, and from these scan
lines construct a rating for o-axis k-vectors. Accordingly, g3 is the rating function used
for o-axis k-vectors with three non-zero components, g2 is the rating function for in-plane
k-vectors with two non-zero components. The convergence criterion for o-axis and in-plane
k-vectors is chosen as the root-mean square contribution of k-shells to elds and energies
associated with the polarization cloud P(s).
3.6 Summary: Long-Range Polarized Embedding
The long-range polarized embedding approach presented in this chapter targets the energy
landscape of localized electronic states in a variety of systems encountered in the context of
organic electronic devices. The technique is built on a perturbative approach in a classical
expansion. Implemented in the VOTCA package [50], it is readily parametrized from rst
principles, taking into account both polarization and electrostatics with higher-order atomic
multipoles. In particular, it successfully copes with the slowly-convergent charge-quadrupole
interaction that typies many molecular conjugated materials.
Next to advanced polarization approaches that capture charge ow [102], a promising
extension of the technique focuses on the description of metal/organic interfaces, as they
frequently appear in electronic devices. This should include both an explicit simulation of
the interaction with the electrode [126], as well as charge equilibration eects across the
interface [127]. Finally, the embedding procedure can also be interfaced with a quantum-
mechanically treated region in cases where a quantum description of the electronic state
proves essential.
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Chapter 4
Charge Carriers at Organic{
Organic Interfaces
Structural order in organic semiconductors is paramount: It reduces energetic disorder, boosts
charge and exciton mobilities, and in solar cells assists exciton splitting. Due to spatial local-
ization of electronic states, microscopic descriptions of elementary processes tend to overlook
the inuence of structural features at a mesoscale. Long-range electrostatic interactions nev-
ertheless probe this ordering, making local properties depend on the mesoscopic order. Using
the computational techniques developed in Chapter 3, we show how inclusion of mesoscale
order resolves the controversy between experimental and theoretical results for the energy-level
prole and alignment in a variety of organic systems, with direct experimental validation.
Optimal use of long-range ordering also rationalizes the acceptor-donor-acceptor paradigm for
the molecular design of donor dyes in organic solar cells. We calculate the charge-density-
dependent open-circuit voltage across planar heterojunctions in excellent agreement with ex-
perimental data, based only on crystal structures and interfacial orientation.
4.1 The Acceptor-Donor-Acceptor Puzzle
As outlined in Chapter 1, the performance of organic solar cells relies on the sequential
conversion of a photon into free charges via light absorption, then exciton diusion and
dissociation, and nally charge drift-diusion and extraction [129{131]. The eciency of
these processes can be optimized by ne-tuning the underlying molecular structures. Design
rules targeting enhanced exciton and charge diusion or exciton splitting are, however, hard
to come by, since the underlying microscopic mechanisms are not well understood. Ecient
exciton dissociation, for example, has been attributed to the assistance of charge separation
by a gradient in the free-energy landscape [132, 133], structural heterogeneity as a function
of distance to the interface [134], doping and charged defects [135], increase in entropy as the
electron and hole move away from the interface [136], formation of hot CT states [137], or
long-range tunneling [138].
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Figure 4.1. Electrostatic potential of donor materials. Isosurfaces (blue  1V, red
+1V) and chemical structures of D5M [9] (ADA architecture), EL86 [128] (DA architecture)
and ZnPc. Quadrupole moments are given in atomic units along all three principal axes, as
indicated.
Tuning optical absorption proles, by contrast, is a more manageable approach to enhance
the external quantum eciency of single-junction devices. Here, we discuss the acceptor-
donor-acceptor (ADA) molecular architecture [30{32, 139] { a typical molecular design pat-
tern targeting the absorption strength of an organic dye. The ADA pattern has been suc-
cessfully employed in the family of dicyanovinyl-substituted oligothiophenes (DCVnTs) [32]:
The methylated derivative DCV5T-Me(3,3) (D5M, see Fig. 4.1) is world-record holder among
evaporated small-molecular donor materials with disclosed chemical structure, yielding a cer-
tied power-conversion eciency of 8.3% [26] (see Fig. 1.2 for the device stack). Since this high
eciency cannot be explained solely on the basis of enhanced absorption proles, microscopic
insight oered by a variety of computational techniques is desirable [50, 133, 140{142].
However { theoretical studies of several of the most ecient systems, DCVnT/C60 in
particular, predict energy levels that should render the solar cell dysfunctional: Neither level
bending nor level oset obtained at the donor-acceptor interface promote splitting of geminate
hole-electron pairs [143]. On the level of charge energetics, the reason for the exceptional
performance of this class of materials and more generally the ADA architecture simply eludes
rationale. The pronounced negative long-axis quadrupole component that is distinctive of
ADA-type materials (Fig. 4.1) only aggravates what is already problematic on a gas-phase
level, namely, the vacuum electron anity (EA) of the supposed donor D5M falling below the
EA of C60 [143]. As this puzzle is a matter of interface energetics, it connects with a number
of studies that establish links among interface structure, level bending and oset [97, 99, 100,
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Figure 4.2. Convergence of energy levels. Variation of the electrostatic interaction
energy W (1) with cluster diameter dc for a positively charged (h, squares) and neutral (n,
circles) DCV4T molecule in a nematically ordered thin lm of thickness 12 nm, with solid lines
as guide to the eye. Insets 1-3 illustrate the cluster shape and scale at the respective dc as
indicated, with shell-by-shell growth around the central molecular ion q. The crossover from
a bulk-like to a slab-like convergence characteristic occurs as dc=2 exceeds the lm thickness.
140, 144{146]. It turns out that methods used therein cannot account for the performance of
D5M/C60 either. At the same time, there is no reason to believe that this material system
is exceptional from a physical point of view. Rather, inconsistencies revealed for D5M/C60
should also aict other donor/acceptor combinations.
In this chapter, we address these inconsistencies, providing the link between molecular
structure, energy landscape of the donor/acceptor interface and open-circuit voltage for vari-
ous donor architectures, starting with the ADA pattern. We show that the energy landscape
is shaped by mesoscale structural order on a length scale in excess of 100 nm and that the
associated long-range electrostatic eects not only resolve existing inconsistencies, but also
rationalize the high eciency of D5M/C60.
Our analysis will be based on the simulation approach detailed in Chapter 3. Here, we only
recapitulate its main features: It is based on a perturbative description of localized excitations
(here charges) in their molecular surrounding. The excitation energy is decomposed into an
intra- and intermolecular part. The former is given by the gas-phase electron anity (EA)
for electrons (e) or ionization energy (IE) for holes (h). The latter consists of the electrostatic
(1st-order) and induction (2nd-order) corrections 
(1)
s and 
(2)
s , where 
(i)
s  W (i)s  W (i)n
with charge state s 2 fe; hg is calculated with respect to the perturbative contribution W (i)n
to the neutral (s = n) ground state.
The essence of the computational framework is an appropriate treatment of the long-
ranged charge-quadrupole interaction on a mesoscale. In organic semiconductors, the lead-
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ing multipole moment in the expansion of the charge density originates from the molecular
quadrupole. The charge-quadrupole interaction energy scales as r 3 with distance r. There-
fore, the energy of a molecular ion embedded in a 3D-innite bulk environment is conditionally
convergent, i.e., can in principle assume any value depending on the surface structure [147].
The situation is mitigated in lower-dimensional systems. Still, in particular in 2D-innite
thin lms, the energy convergence is not only slow, but for cluster sizes smaller than the
thin-lm thickness also passes through a deceptive plateau that resembles the bulk, rather
than thin-lm, energetics. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.2, where the electrostatic energies for
a positively charged and a neutral molecule embedded in an evaporated (see Sec. 2.2) 12 nm
thick slab of DCV4T/C60 are shown as a function of the cluster size dc. For a hole, this
energy contribution is far from converged even for dc = 40nm (as was already illustrated for
perfect crystals in Fig. 3.1). However, with a typical cuto of 4-8 nm used in simulations, one
might interpret the plateau in the 8-20 nm range (0:5 eV) as the site energy of a hole at the
interface, whereas the actual converged value for the 2D-innite system is  0:7 eV.
Even though electrostatic eects in organic semiconductors have been linked to the molec-
ular quadrupole in a variety of theoretical and experimental studies [97, 99, 100, 104, 105,
140, 144{146, 148], the routine use of an interaction range cuto resulted in a very dierent
and signicantly more local interpretation of electrostatic eects, as will be illustrated in the
following section.
4.1.1 Level Proles Across C60/D5M Interfaces
To illustrate how structural coherence fundamentally changes energy level proles, we rst
compare systems with short- and long-range in-plane molecular order imposed at the D5M/C60
interface and subsequently generalize our results to other donor-acceptor heterojunctions.
The position-dependent electrostatic and induction corrections (1;2) to hole and electron
site energies for the D5M/C60 system are shown in Fig. 4.3a-b. Use of a (sizeable) cuto
rc = 6nm for electrostatics and induction leads to pronounced level bending at the C60/D5M
(z = 0) and D5M/vacuum (z = 13nm) interfaces (Fig. 4.3a). The resulting level diagram
(Fig. 4.3c) could give rise to a working solar cell - but only with the roles of donor and acceptor
reversed, in clear contradiction to experiments. If we now account for long-range structural
order (rc = 1), the energy landscape changes entirely: Not only does the sign of the oset
between donor and acceptor reverse, but the band bending that is present in Fig. 4.3a is
levelled out, as shown in Fig. 4.3b. The change is mostly due to the electrostatic contribution
(1). It is driven by the competition between in- and out-of-plane interactions that reect
the pronounced quadrupolar and steric anisotropy. Regarding level alignment and prole
(Fig. 4.3d), this solar cell is functional again.
Polarization leads to a further increase of the donor-acceptor oset for hole and electron
levels. This increase is due to the build-up of dipole layers across the interface. These have in
fact been discussed to contribute to level bending [143, 146]. This conclusion applies, however,
primarily to the short-range picture: With the long-range correction in place, as Fig. 4.3d
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Figure 4.3. Hole and electron energy proles with and without long-range cor-
rection. Position-dependent electrostatic and induction contribution (1;2)(z) to hole (h)
and electron (e) site energies for a C60/D5M crystal-crystal interface (a) in the semiconverged
regime (cluster size 12 nm) and (b) in the 2D-converged regime with innite interaction range.
The insets illustrate the system conguration used in the respective computation (spherical
cluster or thin lm). The level diagrams (c,d) for the two regimes dier qualitatively with
respect to level bending and oset. The level alignment obtained for the 12 nm clusters (c)
leads to trapping of holes at the interface and extraction of electrons towards the donor rather
than acceptor. The long-range corrected scenario (d) provides at energy proles and osets
suited for a functional photovoltaic device (for illustration of gradients, blue circles represent
electrons, red circles holes). Note that the cuto procedure employed in (a) and (c) includes
an electrostatic buer shell which guards against parasitic polarization eects at the cluster
edges.
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Figure 4.4. Evolution of energy proles and osets during growth of the donor
layer. Energy proles 
(1;2)
h (z) for holes (grey-scaled lines with circles) at various layer
thicknesses n of the donor (D5M) layer, ranging from n = 0 (light grey) to n = 34 (black) with
intermediate steps at n = 2; 6; 10; 18; 26. Solid circles indicate the topmost D5M monolayer.
UPS values for 
(1;2)
h (blue solid line with triangles) have been calculated by subtracting
the gas-phase IE from the measured potentials. In the comparison of the simulated average
energy 
(1;2)
h (red horizontal line), the vacuum-level shift (line with squares) is taken into
account.
shows, only the C60 levels remain slightly bent due to the interaction of the charge and its
polarization cloud with a polarization layer in C60 in line with the step in quadrupolar elds.
The donor IE and EA proles are at as a result of the large extension of the layer in the
xy-plane.
Furthermore, the eect of surface quadrupoles has been described in terms of an eective
dipole layer, as some of the quadrupolar tensorial components can be represented as two
dipoles joined tail-to-tail [104, 105]. This approximation is, however, misguiding, as surface
quadrupoles and dipoles promote dierent long-range electrostatics due to their distinct sym-
metry properties. Specically, quadrupoles alone do not generate a shift of the vacuum level,
only dipole layers do.
4.1.2 Experimental Validation
With the electrostatic and induction contributions taken into account, we can directly test
our conclusions against experimental measurements performed by M. Tietze and C. Elschner
(IAPP Dresden), who measured the ionization energy during stepwise growth of the donor
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D5M on a C60 substrate, see Fig. 4.4. The measurements, carried out via ultraviolet pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (UPS), indicate a constant IE of 5.75 eV for all thicknesses of the
donor lm. Simulations also produce a fast convergence to a single thin-lm IE as of a lm
thickness of 1-2 nm (for the comparison, we assumed a penetration depth of two monolayers
into the material). Correcting for the vacuum-level shift, which with the method at hand
can be probed directly, as well as the internal gas-phase contribution (6.63 eV), an excellent
agreement for the D5M IE is achieved between experiment and theory (blue and red horizon-
tal lines in Fig. 4.4). Both the qualitative and quantitative agreement indicate that electronic
levels are indeed determined by long-range electrostatic eects that accompany mesoscale
order and secure a at energy prole within the domains.
4.2 Orientation Eects and Film Patterning
For the case of C60/D5M presented above, we could already observe a qualitative impact
of long-range interactions on energy level proles. In this section, we will detail further
implications that result from a long-range treatment in thin lms of dierent orientation
and patterning. To this end, we will for now abstain from the atomistic complexity of the
previous section and instead apply the polarized embedding procedure to phenomenological
lattice models.
First, to develop physical intuition and avoid important mechanisms being concealed by
technicalities of the computational procedure, we start by investigating the relevant interac-
tion sums in a qualitative way. We hence consider a cubic lattice of multipoles Q
a(n)
lm = Qlm
with lattice spacing c, interfaced with an (in its ground state) apolar, polarizable medium.
The electrostatic contribution (1) as a function of position z of a charge q measured along
the interface normal can be written down in terms of lattice sums lm(z=c),
(1)(z) =
X
l;m
qc (l+1)Qlmlm(z=c): (4.1)
In an atomistic picture, the Qlm are determined by the molecular architecture, with the
leading moment frequently given by the molecular quadrupole (l = 2) { the dipole vanishes
due to either the inversion symmetry of the molecular ground state or dimerized unit cell.
Furthermore, due to point symmetries of the lattice interface, only two of the ve compo-
nents of the quadrupole tensor are \interface-active" in the sense that they impact the level
prole (1)(z): These are Q20 = Qzz and Q22c  (Qxx   Qyy). The associated electrostatic
contribution reads

(1)
l=2(z) = qc
 3 [Q2020(z=c) +Q22c22c(z=c)] : (4.2)
With the reduced lattice dimensions in direction i^  x^, j^  y^ and k^  z^ given by ~a = a=c,
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Figure 4.5. Lattice multilayers. (a) Level prole
for holes (red) and electrons (blue) across a bcc lattice
trilayer consisting of apolar (z < 0) and quadrupolar
(z > 0, ~Q20 < 0) polarizable lattice points with an ori-
entation  = 0 in the interlayer (0 < z < 5c) and
 = 90 in the toplayer. The dashed and dotted lines de-
note the level proles obtained for bilayers with a donor
orientation of  = 0 and  = 90, respectively. (b) In-
terfacial dipoles generated by quadrupolar elds for the
bilayer (bottom and middle trace) and trilayer cong-
urations (top trace). Additivity of the peaks indicates
that vacuum-level alignment holds for the trilayer sys-
tem, as can also be seen from direct comparison of the
vacuum levels of holes and electrons and the relative
positioning of the interlayer, see the arrows in (a).
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~b = b=c and ~c = 1, respectively, the lattice interaction kernels are

(ijk)
20  R 5ijk[k2  
1
2
(~a2i2 +~b2j2)]; (4.3)

(ijk)
22c  R 5ijk[~a2i2   ~b2j2]; (4.4)
where Rijk = (~a
2i2 +~b2j2 + k2)1=2. Notably, for a cubic lattice (~a = ~b = 1), 22c = 0.
The symmetry of the interaction sum hence limits the relevant components to Q20 and
Q22c { when, in fact, the molecular quadrupole tensor in its eigenbasis consists of the very
same two components. In Eq. 4.2, however, Q20 and Q22c are dened with respect to the
laboratory frame, with the substrate normal n^ = z^ aligned with the z-axis. Starting from ~Q20
and ~Q22c as the quadrupolar eigenmoments of a molecule, the magnitudes of the corresponding
components in the lab frame necessarily depend on the molecular orientation. With (active)
Euler rotations R(
zyz = f0; ; 0g), the -dependence of ~Q20 and ~Q22c in the lab frame
reads
Q20() =
1
2
(3 cos2    1) ~Q20 +
p
3
2
sin2  ~Q22c; (4.5)
Q22c() =
p
3
2
sin2  ~Q20 +
1
2
(1 + cos2 ) ~Q22c: (4.6)
Beyond these straightforward rules that determine the prefactors in Eq. 4.2, long-range in-
teractions are absorbed in the lattice sums, of which 20(z=c) and 22c(z=c) with kernel
ijk2m  (z=c) 3 (Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4) are slowly convergent for slabs of nite thickness and
conditionally convergent for innite half-spaces, thus necessitating appropriate summation
techniques as described in Sec. 3.3. The same necessity applies to o-lattice simulations of
realistic morphologies, where compact expressions like the above are not available.
In addition to the electrostatic level prole (1)(z), the multipolar components Q20 and
Q22c also drive the build-up of interfacial elds, which in turn generate interfacial dipoles
Qa10(z) as part of the polarization response of the lattice:
Qa10(z) = 
a
1zc
 4 [Q2020(z=c) +Q22c22c(z=c)] : (4.7)
The 2m are lattice sums that peak at z = 0, the position of the interface, and decay rapidly
over the rst few layers. The 2m are of a more local character than the 2m, and furthermore
exclude self-consistent polarization. Still, they provide a hint towards the role of polarization
in the long-range picture, as will be discussed in the following section.
4.2.1 Orientation Eects in Lattice Multilayers
Keeping these qualitative considerations in mind, we will now study the level proles of
lattice multilayers using the long-range polarized embedding approach. We start with a
bilayer composed of a bcc lattice with lattice constant c = 0:7 nm. Lattice sites in z < 0
are populated with non-polar, sites in z > 0 with quadrupolar polarizable particles. In the
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context of organic solar cells, the former could correspond to a fullerene (C60) acceptor unit,
the latter to a donor molecule with a nite quadrupole moment. Next to these molecular
sites, we introduce vacuum probes on either side of the bilayer, which can be singly charged
in order to calculate the vacuum levels of electrons and (ctitious) holes above the thin-lm
surfaces.
We swiftly address the parametrization of this lattice model. First, the polarizabilities of
the two lattice species are matched, chosen such that they eect a dielectric constant " ' 3.
As opposed to the non-polar (acceptor) site, the polar (donor) site in z > 0 carries a pure
~Q20 < 0 quadrupole. The orientation of this site with respect to the substrate is measured by
the angle  between the substrate plane and the site's local z^-axis, along which ~Q20 is dened
(see inset of Fig. 4.5). ~Q20 is chosen negative ( 10 au) as an abstraction of the electrostatic
layout of typical donor units: For instance, aligning z^ with the long axis of an acceptor-donor-
acceptor-type compound would produce a negative ~Q20, due to the larger electronegativity
of the acceptor units. Similarly, aligning z^ with the normal of the molecular -conjugated
plane in an unsubstituted compound will also generate a negative ~Q20, due to the net-positive
nuclear plane which is sandwiched in between the negatively charged -electron orbitals.
Fig. 4.5a shows the level proles (1;2)(z) for hole and electron charge carriers across
this bilayer. The dashed and dotted lines correspond to the  = 0 (henceforth called face-
on) and  = 90 (tip-on) conguration, respectively. To interpret the proles, we rst note
that the dielectric stabilization at this heterojunction would amount to almost 1 eV in the
absence of any polar species. Any deviation from this mean-eld value is hence attributable
to the action of the quadrupolar sites in z > 0. Notably, the polarity of the interface changes
from the face-on to the tip-on case. In the former scenario, holes are stronger stabilized
in the donor part than the acceptor part, and vice versa for electrons. In the latter, tip-
on, scenario, the situation is reversed, with a two-fold increase in donor-acceptor oset that
results from the -dependence of the Q20 component in the substrate frame: specically,
Q20(0
) =  12Q20(90) =  12 ~Q20. Beyond the dielectric stabilization of charge carriers, the
polarization response of the lattice sites to the abrupt step in quadrupolar elds generates
interfacial dipole layers captured by Eq. 4.7. As can be seen in Fig. 4.5b, the dipole prole
is sharply peaked across the interface, with a slight kickback in polarization density over the
adjacent layers as a consequence of the bcc packing. These dipole layers are responsible for
the vacuum-level shift observed on both sides of the thin lm (Fig. 4.5a).
What happens if we now sandwich a 0 layer in between the non-polar substrate layer
and a 90 top layer? The resulting level proles for electrons and holes (Fig. 4.5a, solid lines
with dots) coincide with the 90 proles, except within the z-region of the interlayer, where
it does not, however, match the 0 trace: Instead, the prole experiences a shift that matches
the change in vacuum level from the face-on to the tip-on conguration. This phenomenon,
known as vacuum-level alignment [149, 150], can be rationalized by the additivity of interfacial
dipole layers, where the dipole prole of the trilayer (top trace in Fig. 4.5b) can be constructed
entirely from the proles of the face-on and tip-on bilayers (bottom traces).
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4.2.2 Level Proles in Patterned Thin Films
The level proles obtained so far for lattice multilayers have reasonably straightforward char-
acteristics: Quadrupolar elds generate abrupt steps in the energy proles that feature con-
tributions from both direct charge-quadrupole interactions and quadrupole-induced dipole
layers. Within the lms, proles are at. We have, however, already seen in Fig. 3.1b that
level atness should be seen as a consequence of long-range ordering in the layer. At the
same time, we know from Eq. 4.2 that { at least on a cubic lattice { only the out-of-plane
component of the quadrupole tensor impacts energy proles.
In this section, we will show that an intuitive understanding may be signicantly more
dicult to come by once the systems turn more complex. To this end, we study both in-plane
and out-of-plane level bending in a patterned thin lm (see Fig. 4.6a). The polar sites are
dened precisely as before, but are now arranged in a simple-cubic structure for simplicity,
with a lattice constant c = 0:55 nm. In the face-on and tip-on orientations, the contributions
to hole energies then amount to 
(1)
h =  0:5 eV and 1:0 eV, respectively. Here we have
excluded polarization contributions; these values are therefore constant throughout the entire
thin lm, with only slight deviations for the bottom- and top-most layers.
If we now assemble a chequer-patterned thin lm from these building blocks, the energy
landscape changes fundamentally, as will be demonstrated for scan lines along x^ and z^, in-
dicated in the left panel of Fig. 4.6a. In particular, strong level bending occurs both in the
out-of-plane (Fig. 4.6b, left) and in-plane (Fig. 4.6b, right) directions. The columnar super-
structure prevents the energy proles to atten out, as was still the case in Fig. 3.1b, as well
as the lattice models from the previous section. One should hence be careful when stating
that long-range order eects at level proles. Instead, it would be more accurate to conclude
that homogeneous ordering with respect to the out-of-plane quadrupole component has this
eect.
Still, it is in fact possible to recover at proles at least partially in the system. To
this end, we set the spacing between the periodically repeated slabs to zero. As a trivial
result of the resulting translational symmetry along the z^-direction, the z-dependence is then
removed, see Fig. 4.6c. Strikingly, the polarity at the centre of the columnar domains reverses
(compare the right-hand side of Fig. 4.6b-c), due to the dierent interaction balance between
the in-plane and out-of-plane directions.
Considering either of the two scenarios from Fig. 4.6b-c, one may have diculties to imag-
ine device operation in the energy landscape of these patterned lms. Fortunately, crystallites
in polycrystalline materials will not lead to in-plane interfaces of this character, since they
exhibit preferential ordering on the substrate { with the result that the out-of-plane multi-
polar components are preserved. Still, it is interesting to note that the energy landscapes
from Fig. 4.6b-c are in fact bounded by the electrostatic contributions in the pristine layers
(-0.5 eV and 1.0 eV). This has consequences for device fabrication: If, for example, a device is
built around a lowest energy conguration (such as the face-on structure of the ~Q20 material
provides for hole carriers) domain defects are less likely to create traps at domain-domain
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Figure 4.6. Patterned thin lms. Chequer-
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lm (a, left) with z-aligned columns of
Q20-quadrupolar lattice points in an edge-on ( =
0) and tip-on ( = 90) orientation. Dots and
dashed lines indicate scan lines along z and x, re-
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interfaces.
4.3 Charge Carriers at Donor-Acceptor Heterojunctions
In the previous section, we studied phenomenological lattice models to illustrate some of the
eects of long-range interactions on the energy landscape of localized states in a polarizable,
multipolar environment. The lattice sites in these models should be thought of as single-
point expansions of entire molecules. However, due to the pronounced anisotropy of the
conjugated molecules that typify organic semiconductors, such a lattice description in fact
violates the criteria for a multipole expansion. In particular, the interaction distance between
molecular expansion sites must be larger than the radii of the spheres that accommodate
the electron density of the respective molecules. Systematic coarse-graining along Eq. 3.77
is therefore not an option in regions within which interactions between molecules need to
be calculated explicitly. In the following, we will hence focus on atomistic descriptions of
organic semiconductors in order to investigate the role of molecular orientation and packing
(the latter being poorly captured on a lattice level) in a quantitative way.
4.3.1 Interplay of Molecular Architecture, Packing and Orientation
The physical mechanisms that shape the energy landscape are expected to apply to dierent
donor/acceptor combinations in a generic fashion, as indicated by the lattice description from
the previous section. Still, so far, we have only addressed the energetics at the D5M/C60
interface with atomistic resolution. It remains to be shown that the mesoscopic interaction
range and quantitative scope of the method extend to other material systems. This extension
will enable us to formulate structure-property relationships based on the interplay of molecular
architecture, packing and orientation.
In total, we will compare among ve donor materials used in organic solar cells (Fig. 4.8d):
These include pentacene (PEN), sexithiophene (6T), zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc), the mero-
cyanine dye EL86 [128], and the acceptor-substituted oligothiophene D5M [9]. Of these ma-
terials, only EL86 and D5M have a ground-state dipole moment due to their donor-acceptor
(DA) and cis-acceptor-donor-acceptor (ADA) architecture. The quadrupole tensors of PEN,
6T and ZnPc are characterized by a negative out-of-plane and positive in-plane components,
typical of hydrogenated -conjugated molecules. D5M, by contrast, carries a sizeable neg-
ative long-axis quadrupole and a smaller positive out-of-plane component, as a result of its
ADA structure. This distinctive quadrupolar layout has interesting implications for device
operation [106], as will also become clear from the analysis in this section.
We will rst show that these donor materials exhibit the same cluster-size dependence
of energy levels that has already been exemplied in Fig. 4.2. For this purpose we consider
thin lms based on three dierent donor architectures (D, DA, ADA), with the molecular ion
embedded in the centre of the lm. The cluster-size and orientation-dependent contributions
W (1) to the absolute state energies (neutral, hole and electron) are shown in Fig. 4.7a-c. As
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Figure 4.7. Orientation-dependent convergence trends
for energy levels in pentacene, EL86 and D5M. Cluster-
size and orientation dependence of the electrostatic interaction
energy W (1) in crystalline thin lms of 10 nm thickness, com-
posed of three dierent donor materials: pentacene (D architec-
ture, a), EL86 (DA architecture, b) and D5M (ADA architecture,
c). Black, blue and red lines pertain to W (1)(dc) for the neu-
tral, electron and hole state, respectively. Molecular orientation
is indicated by circles (face-on), squares (short-edge-on) and tri-
angles (long-edge-on), as furthermore represented by the cartoons
in the rightmost panel. Insets 1-3 illustrate the cluster shape and
scale at the respective dc as indicated, with shell-by-shell growth
around the central molecular ion q.
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before, a semiconverged plateau that resembles bulk conditions is observed in the 6-12 nm
range, which subsequently splits according to the orientation of the molecules in the thin
lm. The very slow convergence (which becomes yet slower with increasing lm thickness)
again hints at the electrostatic competition between in- and out-of-plane charge-quadrupole
interactions. As a result, systems with moderate quadrupolar moments such as pentacene
exhibit the same qualitative behaviour as the massively quadrupolar ADA compounds.
Even though most small-molecule-based materials for organic transistors and solar cells
exhibit polycrystalline order, the simplest theoretical description starts from experimental
unit cells, suited to study bulk energetics in these systems. As a rst step in investigating the
role of molecular architecture and packing, we therefore consider individual unit cells of the
ve materials in a 3D-periodic setup, thought to represent bulk conditions with well-dened
surfaces. Fig. 4.8a summarizes the electrostatic and polarization contributions (1) and (2)
for both electrons and holes, as well as the shape contribution () computed from Eq. 3.41.
Note that the latter includes contributions from both electrostatics and polarization. First, it
can be seen that the rst-order correction (1) varies signicantly among compounds, as does
(). For the same compound, asymmetric charging of the molecule (as in the case of EL86)
may cause slight deviations from 
(1)
h =  (1)e . Meanwhile, (2) is reasonably constant
across dierent materials, ranging between  0:9 eV and  1:0 eV. In strongly polar materials
such as D5M with its high quadrupole density (leading to a sizeable shape contribution of
more than 3 eV), deviations from this purely dielectric response may occur: A carrier-type
dependent (2) results, for example, from the change in quadrupole moment upon charging,
Qh 6= Qe. On a lattice level, an analytical estimate reads
(2)s =  
q2
2c4
"
4  

3Q20
qc2

6 +
1
4

3Q20
qc2
2
8
#
:
This expression describes the eect of a non-zero Q20 (treated to rst order in the induction
loop) on the polarization contribution (2). Here, 4 to 8 are lattice sums which sensitively
depend on molecular packing features, such as inter-level shift and lattice aspect ratio. No-
tably, both the 6- and 8-term may signicantly reduce (or enhance) polarization energies
and hence necessitate an extension of the simple dielectric picture.
Fig. 4.8a seems to indicate that there are specic combinations of packing modes and
molecular layouts, which energetically favour either holes or electrons. In fact, apart from
(), these exact same results could have also been extracted from a cuto-based description,
which { as seen in Fig. 3.1a { corresponds to the cubic/spherical limit (Eq. 3.41). Such
an approach has been used in the past and indeed led to the conclusion that some packing
modes (herringbone, brickwork) result in lower bulk hole energies than others [98]. A bulk
description may, however, not be appropriate when simulating devices. Instead, a thin-lm
description becomes viable, where charge-carrier energies no longer depend on packing only,
but also orientation { as illustrated by the lattice models from Sec. 4.2.1.
To explore the thin-lm scenario, Fig. 4.8b correlates the individual energy corrections to
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Figure 4.8. Comparison of bulk and thin-lm energetics across dierent molec-
ular materials. (a) Electrostatic ((1), light green), polarization ((2), dark green) and
cube shape ((), grey) contributions to electron and hole levels computed from experimen-
tal unit cells. The black bars indicate the total solid-state contribution, (1;2). Note the
dierent energy scale for D5M. (b) Correlation of electrostatic ((1)) and polarization ((2))
contributions to electron (e) and hole (h) site energies for thin-lm levels calculated for
dierently oriented unit cells under application of the respective shape contribution ((),
yellow). The symbol shape indicates the material (6T, . . . , EL86), ll style the conguration
(face-on, edge-on, tip-on). (c) Correlation between thin-lm level contribution uc as com-
puted from a single unit cell { see also panel (b) { versus the contribution tf calculated for
a nite 10 nm-thin lm, for both holes (red) and electrons (blue). The denition of symbol
shape and lling corresponds to the convention from panel (b). Chemical structures (d) are
supplemented with the quadrupole components (in atomic units) along the eigenvectors of
the quadrupole tensor.
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electron and hole levels ((1), (2), () and (1;2)) now calculated with a slab shape term
(Eq. 3.42) applied along each of the three unit-cell vectors. The latter mimics dierent thin-
lm orientations (face-on, edge-on, tip-on) as indicated by the ll style of the symbols. The
symbol shape distinguishes between the ve compounds. As becomes clear from a comparison
of (1) (light-green symbols), general conclusions that link packing modes to electrostatic
and polarization contributions are now impossible to formulate without at the same time
accounting for molecular orientation. Specically, orientations with Q20 > 0 tend to produce
a larger electrostatic stabilization of holes, as predicted by Eq. 3.42: For D5M, Q20 > 0 is
associated with a face-on, for PEN, 6T and ZnPc with a tip-on orientation. Generally, the
eect of orientation is suciently strong to produce both negative and positive (1)'s for the
same carrier type, rendering molecular packing a not very useful descriptor in anticipating
level positioning.
Note that the thin-lm results from Fig. 4.8b still pertain to simulations of 3D-periodic
unit cells, where the interaction sums are conditionally convergent. In the context of organic
electronic devices with their layered architecture, a 2D-periodic description becomes manda-
tory. As demonstrated in Fig. 3.3, such a 2D framework can be obtained eectively from a
3D-periodic description by introducing a vacuum buer in between the periodically repeated
slabs. Due to its convergence properties, the 2D framework simplies the calculations con-
ceptually; in particular, surface reconstruction is no longer required for a comparison with
experiments. In Fig. 4.8c, the solid-state contributions that result for a 10 nm thin lm of
the respective material on top of 10 nm C60, tf, are compared against the contributions uc
calculated from unit cells according to Fig. 4.8b. The strong correlation between tf and
uc indicates that both quantities are still determined by the same in-plane and out-of-plane
multipolar components with, however, dierent prefactors, that originate in an absolutely
vs. conditionally convergent interaction sum. Furthermore, interfacial eects (notably in-
terface dipoles) impact tf, but remain absent in uc. A strict correlation should hence
not be expected. A linear t indicates a slope of 1=3 of the correlation function (dashed
line in Fig. 4.8c), which passes through the isopolar point at tf ' uc '  0:95 eV, where
the system behaves like a pure dielectric composed of polarizable, non-polar building blocks.
Fig. 4.8c therefore highlights that computationally inexpensive calculations performed on unit
cells are already suited to estimate the energetics across thin lms.
Still, an explicit account of the thin lm as included by tf is required to enable a di-
rect experimental validation of the simulation results. Taking into account the full energy
landscape, we arrive at Fig. 4.9a, which compares calculated and measured thin-lm IEs in a
device setup. Drawing from dierent molecular design paradigms, the set of donor molecules
covers a wide spectrum of gas-phase IEs, ranging between 5.2-6.8 eV. In order to address the
surface sensitivity of UPS, simulated hole energies are shown as a function of the penetration
depth 1=. It can be seen that the simulation results (blue bars) not only quantitatively re-
produce measured trends for the orientation dependence, but also the absolute experimental
IE values extracted from UPS (black bars). The largest deviation occurs for pentacene, where
UPS measures a larger stabilization than is simulated; this could be due to the enhanced hole
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Figure 4.9. Ionization energies and open-circuit voltage across dierent donor-
acceptor interfaces. (a) Simulated (blue) and experimental (black) ionization energies of
dierent donor materials with molecular structures as shown in the inset. The simulated 1=
sampling-depth dependence (blue curves, with dashed lines as guide to the eye) quanties
the reduced dielectric stabilization at the donor-vacuum interface as compared to the donor-
acceptor interface, to be taken into account in the comparison with the surface-sensitive UPS
technique. Experimental IEs for P3HT, 6T, PEN and ZnPc are taken from Refs. [104, 151{
154]. Gas-phase IEs (blue) were calculated via B3LYP/6-311+g(d,p). (b) Simulated photo-
voltaic gap   and charge-density-dependent open-circuit voltage Voc (red curves and bars) of
the planar heterojunction compared to the experimental Voc (black bars). Line symbols cor-
respond to the congurations from (a). The calculation of the dierence in chemical potential
used simulated disorder strengths  as listed in the inset. The charge-density dependence is
expressed in terms of the occupation fraction p = nh=ND of donor states. Experimental val-
ues for Voc for P3HT, 6T, PEN and ZnPc are taken from Refs. [152, 154, 155]. All simulated
and experimental Voc values apply to the respective planar heterojunction.
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delocalization that accompanies the very high charge mobility observed in this compound.
Still, even then the molecular orientation can be deduced from a single IE measurement,
without laborious structural characterization.
4.3.2 The Charge-Density-Dependent Open-Circuit Voltage
We continue with a full characterization of the single-carrier energy landscape of planar
organic/organic heterojunctions represented by a level diagram such as shown in Fig. 4.10
for C60/D5M. This diagram again highlights the at level proles for ionization energies and
electron anities, which give rise to the well-dened thin-lm contribution tf analysed above.
As an important extension to Fig. 4.3, the diagram furthermore indicates the broadening of
the D5M density of states (DOS) calculated from supercells of the bulk material. This nite
width results statistically from the evaluation of site energies of thousands of molecules,
rendered possible by the low computational cost of the perturbative treatment.
The broadening of the DOS is caused by thermal disorder, which impacts the energet-
ics even in highly crystalline materials [156]. Here, we either simulate thermal eects via
molecular dynamics simulations (compare also Fig. 2.5) or estimate it from the compound's
paracrystallinity. In all cases, the resulting distributions of hole energies are approximately
Gaussian, with widths  on the order of 30-100meV obtained for the donor materials studied
here (see the inset in Fig. 4.9b). Assuming suciently fast relaxation of charge carriers, this
disorder, together with the hole charge density determine both the transport level located
approximately  2=kBT below the mean of the DOS, and the chemical potential h in the
donor layer. The charge-density dependent (open-circuit) voltage across the organic/organic
interface follows from the dierence in chemical potential (quasi Fermi level) of holes (h)
and electrons (e) on the donor and acceptor side [157]. For holes, the relationship between
chemical potential h and charge density, expressed in terms of the occupation fraction p of
hole-carrier sites, reads
p =
R
gDh(;Dh)fh(;h)dR
gDh(;Dh)d
: (4.8)
Here, gDh(;Dh) denotes the hole DOS of the donor with width Dh, fh(;h) is the Fermi-
Dirac distribution. With a target charge density p, Eq. 4.8 can be solved iteratively for
h with an update function  =   log(p=p). For electrons (which reside on acceptor
sites) analogous equations hold. In the voltage calculation, a charge-neutrality criterion,
nNA = pND, should furthermore be observed, where ND (NA) denotes the number of donor
(acceptor) sites in the system.
Open-circuit voltages obtained in this way are summarized in Fig. 4.9b. The comparison
between the computed (red bars) and measured (black bars) voltages displays excellent agree-
ment within the range of typical charge densities under open-circuit conditions and AM1.5g
illumination (p = 10 5, corresponding to a number density of ' 1016 cm 3). The agreement
once more indicates that the eective 2D-periodic description employed for tf serves as a
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Figure 4.10. Single-carrier level diagram for C60/D5M.
Electron anity and ionization energy proles across a C60/D5M
heterojunction, with positional broadening for C60 and thermal
broadening (extracted from larger supercells) for D5M (e, h)
as indicated. Furthermore shown are the gas-phase levels (IE0
and EA0) for the acceptor and donor species. The charge-density-
dependent open-circuit voltage follows from the dierence in quasi
Fermi levels for electrons (e) and holes (h) as obtained from
Fermi-Dirac occupation of the densities of states. Here, the
charge-carrier density is measured by the fraction p of occupied
donor sites.
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suitable device model. Fig. 4.9b also displays photovoltaic gaps   as the sum of the mean
donor IE and acceptor EA: Since the chemical potentials for holes and electrons, e and h,
lie fairly deep in the respective DOS, the dierence    Voc amounts to around 0:6 eV for the
mildly disordered systems (P3HT, sexithiophene, pentacene), but grows considerably with
energetic disorder, reaching 0:9 eV for D5M/C60. This nding is supported by a number of
studies [152, 157, 158] where energetic disorder has been hypothesized as a contribution to
the observed gap: Experimentally,     Voc has been located at around 0.5 eV [152], but a
universality to this relationship has been disproved [158]. This apparent universality is due to
the inuence of thermal motion on always the same energy scale, kBT . The resulting thermal
disorder strengths are typically smaller than 80meV (see inset in Fig. 4.9b) - up to where the
chemical potential at open-circuit conditions lies roughly 0.3 eV below the mean of the DOS,
leading to an observed dierence to   of twice that amount when accounting for both donor
and acceptor.
A more direct comparison between theory and experiment than in Fig. 4.9b would require
the calculation of the illumination-dependent open-circuit voltage, which can only be achieved
by explicitly simulating the dynamics of charge generation and recombination [157, 159{162].
Targeting the open-circuit voltage as a function of charge density avoids simulation of recom-
bination rates, mobilities and optical proles. Due to its simplicity, it provides an equivalent
and computationally accessible measure of the energetic capabilities of a donor/acceptor sys-
tem.
4.4 Charge Carriers at Grain Boundaries
So far, we have focused on out-of-plane interfaces where the thin-lm and interface normal
are by denition aligned. Only in the context of patterned lms (Sec. 4.2.1) did we consider
systems with in-plane interfaces found to generate in-plane level bending. This case should,
however, be termed exotic, since the orientation of the respective domains diered from each
other by more than just a uniaxial rotation around the thin-lm normal. A grain boundary
of this type is not expected in thin devices, as the substrate conditions the orientation of
molecules in its vicinity. This preferential orientation results in \uniaxial" grain boundaries,
studied in the following due to their role in determining (or rather limiting) the mesoscopic
charge-carrier mobility in both polymeric and small-molecular devices [163{165].
Initially, we again limit our description to a lattice level. To generate the morphology, we
superimpose up to 16 point patterns, each of which corresponds to a certain crystal alignment
on the substrate. The unit cell of the crystals has a bcc-structure (lattice constant c = 0:7 nm)
with a monomolecular basis of Q20 < 0 lattice sites as previously used in Sec. 4.2.1. The
individual grains are subsequently grown probabilistically until the simulation cell of 75 x
75 x 5 nm3 is densely populated based on a site-site exclusion cuto of
p
3=2c. Snapshots
of the obtained systems are shown in Fig. 4.11a-d, where the yellow stripes in the top panel
indicate the orientation of the domains. The electrostatic contribution 
(1)
h to the site energy
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Figure 4.11. Q20 bcc lattice grain boundaries. Probabilistically grown lattice grain
boundaries with varying seed densities from n = 2 (a) to n = 16 (d) seeds. The line blocks in
the top panel indicate the orientation of the grains. The bottom panel shows the electrostatic
contribution to the energy landscape for holes projected onto the xy-plane.
of holes is shown in the bottom panel, projected onto the xy-plane. First, it can be seen that
the energy level within the domains is approximately constant. This intradomain energy is
determined by the out-of-plane component of the quadrupole tensor, which is identical for all
grains, as they share the same orientation with respect to the thin-lm normal. The energetics
at the grain-grain interface is therefore exclusively determined by the short-range interaction
of the excess charge with the polar end groups of the neighbouring grain. Due to the crystal
packing and Q20 < 0 character of the polar sites, the energy prole across the interface is
characterized by the concurrent appearance of a barrier and an adjacent well (in the following
referred to as a barrier/well motif), with an only slight dependence of the barrier height and
well depth on the grain-grain angle.
It is noteworthy that for electrons, the energy landscape is reversed (
(1)
e =  (1)h ),
such that thermal activation is required during the crossing from one grain to the other,
independently of the type of the carrier. This observation should be combined with the
nding that the energy landscape at the interface is strongly fragmented. Specically, the
energy sequence (barrier/well versus well/barrier) depends on the position along the boundary.
In the case of a pure energy barrier at the interface (rather than just a well), the charge
carrier is able to cross from one domain to the other without thermal activation, provided it
migrates through a gap in the repulsive barrier. An interfacial energy well, by contrast, acts
as an attractive trap for charge carriers: The grain-grain interface then impacts the eective
activation energy for transport, to be probed by temperature-resolved mobility measurements.
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Figure 4.12. Grain boundaries in TIPS-PEN. In-plane grain boundaries with relative
orientations of 0 (a), 22 (b), 45 (c) and 90 (d). The top panel shows the interfacial packing
in the equilibrated systems. Hole energy landscapes in the bottom panel include only the
electrostatic contribution 
(1)
h , as the polarization contribution only eects a homogeneous
stabilization across the system. The energy barrier is hence due to packing rather than
interfacial vacancies that would weaken the dielectric stabilization 
(2)
h .
Depending on molecular architecture and packing, all three interfacial energy motifs (bar-
rier, well, and barrier/well) are conceivable. For the barrier motif, migration across the grain
boundary is limited by the time required to access a gap in the barrier, whereas for the well or
barrier/well motif, the escape time from the well serves as the controlling time scale for inter-
domain transport. The barrier motif is hence expected to exhibit the best transport properties
{ and is indeed realized in the case of hole transport in TIPS-PEN: To illustrate this, Fig. 4.12
displays the xy-projected energy landscape of a system composed of two TIPS-PEN grains
with four dierent relative orientations ranging from 0 to 90 (see the top panel). Beyond
the abrupt barrier increase in between 0 and 22, the dependence of the barrier height on
orientation is only mild. As explicit simulations of the charge dynamics conrm, however, the
grain boundaries from Fig. 4.12a-d can be crossed without a signicant impact on mobility,
due to barrier gaps that allow for charge crossing with an activation energy that matches the
energy for intradomain transport.
We note that the barrier motif observed for holes translates into a well motif for electrons:
For the latter, interdomain transport should hence be trap-limited. This relationship points to
the importance of low-energy structures and packing motifs, which guarantee ecient charge
transport for at least one carrier type by promoting barrier and preventing trap formation
at grain-grain interfaces. It remains, however, to be seen to what degree experiments can
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consolidate this picture via temperature-dependent mobility measurements with both holes
and electrons in TIPS-PEN and other materials.
4.5 Summary: Interface Energetics
In this chapter, we demonstrated how long-range electrostatic eects fostered by mesoscale
structural order determine electronic energy levels at organic-organic interfaces. The applied
computational framework has been shown to provide accurate results for the energy landscape
and open-circuit voltage of a variety of photovoltaic systems.
In particular, we investigated the interplay of molecular architecture, orientation and
order, that jointly determine charge-carrier energy proles. As a direct consequence of long-
range molecular ordering, the simulated level proles are largely at, as also probed by UPS
measurements. In realistic morphologies, this type of molecular organization can result from
crystallites forming on the substrate, or simply from preferential alignment of individual
molecules induced by the interface in otherwise disordered materials [166]. In fact, anisotropic
dielectric properties and, consequently, nematic or smectic ordering are frequently observed
in thin organic lms [167] and are sucient to inuence the level oset between donor and
acceptor domains via uncompensated interface-active quadrupole moments Q20 = Qzz and
Q22c  Qxx  Qyy. Structural coherence in the active layer of bulk heterojunctions will dier
from the planar setup, but the nematic (uniaxial) order is retained [62] with the eect that the
same energetic mechanisms as for bilayers also apply here. This is supported by the common
experimental nding that open-circuit voltages are only slightly larger in the planar layout.
We also investigated the conditions under which in-plane and out-of-plane level bending
can be recovered in patterned thin-lms or systems with only local structural order. Further-
more, we showed that orientational eects supersede packing eects, investigating how { for
the same compound { dierent out-of-plane quadrupolar moments can cause an electrostatic
stabilization or destabilization of charge carriers, irrespective of the packing mode.
The link between molecular order and energy landscape nally rationalizes the success of
the DCVnT series and, more generally, of the acceptor-donor-acceptor design, patented by
Heliatek [168]. First, only the face-on orientation on C60 provides a level alignment sucient
for charge separation, but not too large to decrease the open-circuit voltage. Second, with
the optical transition dipole moment located in the molecular plane, the face-on orientation
ensures ecient light absorption. Third, in this orientation, the -stacking direction aligns
with the interface normal, thus enabling ecient charge transport away from the interface.
This subtle interplay of molecular architecture, orientation, packing and electrostatic ef-
fects, that jointly produce a high-performing solar cell, explains why compound design to-date
is often only rational ex post - and why in silico screening, using for example methods as pre-
sented here, could be of valuable assistance.
Chapter 5
Charge Carriers in Disordered
Bulk Mesophases
In this chapter, we extend our study of the density of states (DOS) in organic semiconductors
to charge carriers in partially ordered and disordered bulk materials. First, we study DOS
alignment and spatial correlations in amorphous phases of dipolar OLED materials, where
the long-range treatment applied in this and previous chapters can be exploited to correct for
articial long-range contributions that arise as a nite-size eect in mesoscopically amorphous
systems. Second, we address large-scale morphologies and charge transport properties of poly-
meric mesophases, using a multiscale simulation scheme that incorporates both long-range
conformational disorder and local molecular ordering. With poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT)
as an example, we illustrate how the energy landscape and its spatial correlations evolve with
increasing degree of structural order in mesophases with amorphous, uniaxial, and biaxial ne-
matic ordering. The formation of low-lying energy states in the more ordered systems proves
mostly due to larger conjugation lengths rather than electrostatic interactions.
5.1 Charge Carriers in Amorphous Dipolar Semiconductors
On the small-molecule level, we have so far investigated the energy landscape of crystalline
systems and heterostructures, either in a lattice (Sec. 4.2) or atomistic (Sec. 4.3) descrip-
tion. In electronic devices, these highly ordered systems play a preeminent role in solar cells
and transistors, where structural order is required to reduce energetic disorder with its detri-
mental eect on charge-carrier mobility and device performance. Furthermore, crystalline
or partially crystalline systems have an increased tendency to form percolating domains in
binary mixtures, thought desirable in solar cells.
In this section, we will investigate amorphous semiconductors used in OLEDs, where
disordered materials are preferred due to their processibility and ne miscibility, two criteria
that play an important role in host-guest systems. Studying amorphous semiconductors in
the context of long-range interactions may appear paradox, since we have already identied
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Figure 5.1. Densities of states and spatial corre-
lations in the isotropic limit. (a) Densities of ion-
ization energies and electron anities in DPBIC (left)
and Alq3 (right) computed with a cuto (red dashed
line), and with long-range embedding in the cubic (blue
dashed-dotted line) or isotropic limit (black solid line).
For Alq3, where experimentally determined energy levels
are available, the latter (see solid black lines) yields sig-
nicantly better agreement with ionization energies and
electron anities extracted from photoelectron spec-
troscopy [169, 170] (dashed lines), where one has to note
that photoelectron spectroscopy probes the tail of the
densities of states. (b) Spatial correlation function for
DPBIC (left) and Alq3 (right) with the computational
procedure indicated by the line style as assigned in (a).
In the cuto description, correlations are truncated at
the cuto and in the case of long-range embedding at
half the box length, indicative of a nite-size eect.
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(compare also Eqs. 3.41 and 3.42) that uncompensated multipolar moments concatenate the
microscopic energetics and mesoscopic order. In amorphous semiconductors, however, these
moments should average to zero on large scales to give way to an electrostatically isotropic
continuum. Nevertheless, on smaller scales, residual electrostatic ordering may persist and
accordingly aect the energy landscape of these materials.
To highlight the computational diculties that arise from this residual ordering, we inves-
tigate two dipolar compounds: the emitter molecule Alq3 [50] and hole conductor DPBIC [28]
(see Tab. 1.1 for chemical structures). Atomistic congurations of 4096 molecules were pre-
pared via molecular dynamics simulations with tailored force elds adapted from OPLS-AA.
The starting congurations were rst randomized at 700K temperatures and then quenched
to 300K, with subsequent equilibration over a time period of several nanoseconds. To in-
vestigate level positioning, the DOS for holes and electrons (Fig. 5.1a) was simulated using
three dierent computational procedures: a cuto-based description (dashed blue lines) and
the long-range embedding protocol from Chapter 3 with either a cubic shape term (dotted-
dashed red lines) or no shape term at all (solid black lines). The latter can be interpreted as an
isotropic limit, which assumes that all multipolar moments average to zero on a macroscopic
scale.
First, we note that the cuto-based description and long-range description in the cubic
limit match closely. This is not surprising in that both frameworks are virtually identical
with respect to their long-range behaviour. Notably, a spherical cuto implicitly includes
long-range contributions of the k = 0 type captured by the shape term from Eq. 3.41, as
previously illustrated by the convergence scan from Fig. 3.1b. The comparison between these
rst two approaches therefore serves as a mere sanity check. If we, however, extend this
comparison to the isotropic limit, we observe a striking 1 eV dierence in level positioning
{ proving that this system, though structurally amorphous, features a conditionality in the
interaction sum which is picked up by both the cuto and cubic limit. This observation
implies a true challenge for simulations, as it is at this stage impossible to pinpoint the origin
of the mesoscopic moments, as they could be due to subtle preferential ordering present also
in the real system or to nite-size-induced uctuations, or both.
If, for example, preferential ordering really plays a role, then how large do system sizes
have to be in order to not truncate structural correlation functions before convergence (at least
in a thin-lm sense) is achieved? Then again, if nite-size eects are exclusively responsible
for the observed dierences, the isotropic limit should yield the more appropriate description.
Indeed, in the case of Alq3, where experimental data is available, this limit appears to agree
better with energy levels extracted from the DOS onset [169, 170], as indicated by the dashed
horizontal lines in Fig. 5.1a.
In addition to level positioning and alignment, we consider the spatial correlation function
C(r) of the energy landscape (see Fig. 5.1b), dened as
C(r) =

(IEi   h)(IEj   h)
2h

rij=r
: (5.1)
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Figure 5.2. Conformational properties of partially ordered mesophases of P3HT.
(a) Snapshots of the soft coarse-grained morphologies of amorphous (left) and biaxial-nematic
(right) symmetry obtained through simulations by P. Gemunden [72, 74]. The particles of
the model (here visualized as plates) represent entire monomers, i.e., a thiophene with a
hexyl side chain. The polymer chains are coloured alternatingly in blue and green. (b)
Conjugation-length statistics for the amorphous, nematic and biaxial mesophases evaluated
after partitioning of polymer chains onto localization units based on a phenomenological
torsional criterion for conjugation.
The average h: : : i is performed over all molecular pairs (i; j) with pair distance rij in the
interval [r; r+r]; h and h are the average and width of the distribution of ionization energies
(IE), respectively. For electron anities, an analogous expression holds. Correlations of the
energy landscape have been shown to result in the characteristic Poole-Frenkel behaviour of
the mobility in many organic semiconductors. Fig. 5.1b, however, illustrates that atomistic
simulations tend to truncate this correlation function in a cuto-based description for pair
separations larger than the cuto rc (here: 3 nm). Even in a long-range description, the nite
system size forces correlations to zero at approximately half the box length, with the cubic
limit resulting in stronger correlations.
In amorphous semiconductors, calculating the DOS and spatial correlations thereof may
hence be more involved than initially anticipated: In particular, large system sizes (to be
tackled with advanced simulation protocols) will be required in order to disentangle nite-
size artefacts from ordering eects. In the following section, we will present rst steps in this
direction in a simulation approach that targets polymeric materials.
5.2 Charge Carriers in Polymeric Semiconductors
Functionalized by their conjugated backbones with solubilizing aliphatic side chains, poly-
meric semiconductors exhibit pronounced self-assembly properties that give rise to complex
morphologies characterized by a hierarchical structure: Locally, -stacked chains organize
into two-dimensional lamellae, which subsequently form three-dimensional crystallites em-
bedded into a partially ordered polymeric matrix. How electronic properties arise from the
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coexistence of these dierent morphological features is not yet entirely understood [29, 171].
To resolve the factors that limit charge transport in these materials, insight is required into
how the kinetics and energetics determine charge-carrier trajectories both within and between
disordered and ordered domains.
5.2.1 Partially Ordered Mesophases of Poly(3-Hexylthiophene)
Here, we focus on how the density of states evolves with increasing structural order inside par-
tially ordered domains in comparison also with crystalline systems [60, 172]. The relationship
between order and charge-carrier energetics will be exemplied for poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT), a fruit y of the organic semiconductor community [173]. Historically, charge trans-
port in P3HT has been studied with the aim of relating polymer regioregularity and molecular
weight to the morphology, hole mobility, and thus eciency of bulk heterojunction solar cells.
Both hole and electron time-of-ight mobilities were reported to be independent of the molec-
ular weight up to 20 kDa, which then decreased by an order of magnitude as molecular weight
was further increased to 120 kDa [174]. The eld-eect mobility was found to increase with
the molecular weight in spite of reduced crystallinity. This was attributed to either better
interconnectivity of the polymer network [175] or smaller intrachain ring torsions present in
high molecular weight molecules [176].
Due to the slow dynamics of polymeric systems, computational approaches that address
mesoscopic chain ordering have to rely on drastic coarse-graining procedures. The morpholo-
gies addressed in the following (see Fig. 5.2a) are based on the soft coarse-grained model
developed by P. Gemunden and K. Daoulas [72] (see Sec. 2.2.4 for details): Starting from
a particle representation of entire monomers that interact via soft anisotropic potentials,
an atomistic description is obtained through sequential backmapping of the coarse-grained
structures. In the simulation of charge transport { a process aected by morphological fea-
tures across multiple scales { the resulting, large-scale, atomistic morphologies prove essential:
They incorporate both the atomistic structure of the material (entering site energetics and
electronic couplings) and the mesoscopic (& 10 nm) polymer alignment (enabling fast charge-
carrier motion along the conjugated backbone [171, 175]). To simulate charge transport in
these partially ordered morphologies, there is in principle no alternative to computing the
electronic wave function of the entire system. Since the excited state of the charged system
cannot be computed even with modern quantum-chemical methods, all approaches to evalu-
ate the wave function of large systems have focused on neutral polymers and thus interpret
one-electron states as charge localization sites [173]. As a result, electronic and nuclear po-
larization eects due to the excess charge have not been taken into account. The primary
focus of this section will hence be to assess and quantify the corresponding intermolecular,
perturbative contributions to the DOS.
In order to additionally describe the eect of chain ordering on charge-carrier properties,
we have analysed three types of molecular ordering: amorphous, uniaxial nematic, and biaxial
nematic. We obtain the DOS of these systems by rst partitioning the polymer backbone onto
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Figure 5.3. Energy landscape for hole transport. Projection of the ionization-energy
landscape over a 2 nm-thick slice through the amorphous (a) and biaxial (b) mesophase.
Formation of extended low-IE next to defect-laden regions sets energetics in the biaxial system
apart from the amorphous case. In the biaxial case, the nematic director coincides with the
x-axis.
localization units, and subsequently evaluating the ionization energy for each unit, taking into
account electrostatic and inductive contributions that result from the interaction of the hole
with the molecular environment.
The partitioning onto localization units was performed by imposing a phenomenological
criterion for conjugation (see Sec. 2.3): If the torsional deviation from planarity between
bonded thiophene monomers exceeds 45, conjugation between those two monomers is as-
sumed broken [72]. An empirical assessment of this kind has been indicated to fail in some
cases [86, 173], but still provides a reasonable approximation to the distribution of conju-
gation lengths through identication of suciently planar segments. Fig. 5.2b reects this
distribution via the fraction of monomers that form part of a conjugated segment of length l.
As expected, with increasing ordering from amorphous via nematic to biaxial, the frequency
of small conjugation lengths (l  6) decreases in favour of larger conjugation lengths (l > 6).
Additionally, the nematic and biaxial mesophases both exhibit a small jump in frequency
towards fully conjugated chains, which in the biaxial case is, however, signicantly reduced
compared to the initial soft coarse-grained model, in line with the partial loss in biaxial order
upon backmapping.
5.2.2 Formation of Low-Energy States and Correlations
With the systems partitioned onto localization units, we turn to the resulting energy land-
scapes. Here we have again employed the long-range corrected perturbative treatment as
developed in Chapter 3, where molecular electrostatic potentials and the molecular polar-
izability are parametrized via atom-centred distributed multipoles and polarizabilities, re-
spectively [50]. An account of long-range interactions is desired to capture all eects that
accompany non-local ordering. Here it is realized by embedding a 3 nm polarization cloud
around the charged segment in a periodic prepolarized background that denes the polar-
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Figure 5.4. Conjugation-length decomposition of the density of states. Intermolec-
ular density of states g(l) computed from the electrostatic and polarization contribution h
to ionization energies without the intramolecular (gas-phase) contribution, resolved according
to segment length l, for the (a) amorphous, (b) nematic and (c) biaxial phase.
ization state of the ground-state system. Field interactions are treated in an Ewald-type
fashion, while taking into account self-consistent polarization. Additionally, a cube shape-
term as previously used in Sec. 5.1 removes the conditional convergence that can result from
the interaction of a charge with a net-quadrupolar environment. Note that this procedure
neglects nuclear polarization of the environment. The internal reorganization energy, rang-
ing between 0.2 eV (l = 1) to 0.05 eV (l = 20) for a planar molecular conformation, should,
however, serve as a generous upper limit for this additional stabilization.
Altogether, the ionization energy (IE) is the sum of three terms, the gas-phase ionization
energy evaluated for a P3HT chain of length l via density functional theory (B3LYP/6-311g)
plus the rst-order electrostatic and second-order polarization contributions. As before, we
will denote the sum of the latter two as h. The associated intermolecular DOS g
(l)(h)
(this excludes the intramolecular contribution to the site energy) is resolved according to
conjugation length in Fig. 5.4a-c. It can be seen that the polarization component is greatly
impacted by the higher excess charge density in shorter conjugation units, leading to a larger
stabilization. Taking into account the internal contribution, we will see that this concentration
eect results in a considerable narrowing of the total DOS.
Before doing so, we will rst qualitatively inspect the ionization energy landscape shown
in Fig. 5.3, projected over a 2 nm slice of the amorphous and biaxial systems: The amorphous
mesophase is characterized by a strongly fragmented energy landscape, whereas the biaxial
system, with chains preferentially oriented along the x-axis, displays extended low-IE regions
that align with the nematic director, next to high-IE islands where defects tend to cluster.
These defects are, however, primarily the result of conjugation defects rather than strong
uctuations in molecular elds.
To arrive at a quantitative picture, we disentangle the spatial and distributional compo-
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nents by individually considering the total DOS (Fig. 5.5a) and its spatial correlation function
(Fig. 5.5b). In the former, we observe a decrease of the monomer peak at high IEs (Fig. 5.5a)
and simultaneous extension of the DOS towards lower IEs, with increasing structural order
from amorphous via nematic to biaxial. In fact, due to the stronger delocalization of charges
in the low-IE region and hence larger volume associated with those states, the change from
amorphous to biaxial is more drastic than it may appear from considering the DOS alone.
We note that the evolving shoulder at 5 eV (see also the inset) plays a crucial role for charge
transport and highlights why in semicrystalline polymers amorphous regions will not easily
participate in charge transport [171].
It is furthermore instructive to consider the conjugation-length-resolved energetic disorder
l and energetic mean l = hIEil, shown in Fig. 5.5c-d, respectively. Indeed, both l and
l plateau for conjugation lengths l & 6. For l, this behaviour is understood based on
the correlation length of local (e.g., dipolar) uctuations of the electric potential: Longer
segments experience the averaged eect of these local perturbations, whereas short segments
are subjected to the full eect of local disorder. For l, the plateau results from the opposed
action of increased delocalization (which reduces the internal IE) on the one hand and reduced
inductive stabilization on the other hand. These length-compensating eects prove that the
energy landscape is less sensitive to conjugation length than anticipated, provided an average
conjugation length l & 6. Interestingly, the mean of the DOS in crystalline P3HT in a face-
on thin-lm setup, studied via the same approach, is located at 4.75 eV and hence overlaps
signicantly with the DOS from Fig. 5.5a. However, energetic disorder that accompanies
paracrystallinity is signicantly reduced in these crystalline regions, measuring only 0.06 eV,
compared to 0.2 eV observed in the partially ordered phases (Fig. 5.5b). It is hence expected
that energetic disorder plays an even larger role than the energetic mean in setting apart the
charge transport properties of ordered and partially ordered domains.
Finally, we turn to the spatial correlation function, which we dene as an average over
the correlation function of individual subpopulations of length l:
C(r) =
*X
l
(IEi(l)   l)(IEj(l)   l)
2l
+
rij=r
: (5.2)
C(r) is plotted for all three mesophases in Fig. 5.3b. Indeed, the correlation function decays
slower the more ordered the system, an eect that can be traced back to the increased
long-range order that was inherited from the soft model. In biaxial systems, a weak spatial
correlation of site energies already resulted from the spatial partitioning into ordered and less
ordered regions [72]. Long-ranged electrostatics, however, signicantly amplies the eect of
structural order on site-energy correlations.
Despite increased conjugation in the biaxial-nematic phase, the DOS still exhibits clear
qualitative dierences from its crystalline counterpart. In crystalline domains, the narrowing
of the DOS results primarily from the formation of -stacked lamellae. The absence of such
structures in the polymeric mesophases studied here becomes most prominent upon inspection
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Figure 5.5. Formation of the low-energy tail, energetic disorder and spa-
tial correlations. (a) Hole density of states for the amorphous, nematic and biaxial
mesophase. With increasing structural order, the monomer peak decreases in favour
of a developing low-IE shoulder around 5 eV. (b) Spatial site-energy correlation
function C(r) for the amorphous, nematic and biaxial mesophases. The increase of
spatial correlations is the combined eect of long-range order - most pronounced for
the biaxial system - and electrostatic interactions. (c) Conjugation-length resolved
energetic disorder l and (d) energetic mean l. Both l and l plateau as of con-
jugation lengths l & 6. Note that the drop in l observed in the amorphous and
nematic system for large l is due purely to poor statistics.
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Figure 5.6. Electronic couplings for holes in dierent phases of P3HT. Intermolec-
ular (solid lines) and intramolecular (dashed lines) electronic coupling elements jJ j2 for the
amorphous (black), nematic (red) and biaxial (blue) mesophases. Also shown are the inter-
molecular couplings elements computed for a P3HT crystal (polymorph I), with the signicant
boost in coupling strength resulting from the organization into -stacked lamellae.
of the distribution of electronic couplings (Fig. 5.6): Beyond a slight increase of the relative
frequency of intermolecular (solid lines) as opposed to intramolecular (dashed lines) couplings
from the amorphous to biaxial case, there is no signicant dierence between the three sys-
tems. Comparing the situation to the crystalline case (grey curve), one nevertheless notices
that locally, high intermolecular couplings are attainable to the degree that a percolating
network is formed.
5.3 Summary: Mesophase Energetics
In this chapter, we investigated the eect of partial ordering on the bulk charge transport
properties of organic semiconductors.
To systematically identify ordering eects in polymeric materials, we studied charge-
carrier energetics across a sequence of mesophases with gradually increasing degree of molec-
ular order { from completely amorphous via nematic uniaxial to biaxial liquid-crystalline. A
three-step hierarchical scheme capable of generating large-scale morphologies enabled atom-
istic access to electronic properties: Initially, morphologies are equilibrated on large scales
using a soft coarse-grained model with anisotropic non-bonded interactions between particles
representing entire repeat units. Subsequently the resolution is rened via an intermediate
model derived from systematic coarse-graining that facilitates the insertion of all-atom details
in the nal step. Applying the procedure to P3HT as a test system, we computed the energy
landscape for holes in the resulting morphologies. With increasing structural order, low-
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energy states and spatial correlations amplify, with conjugation-length independent energetic
disorder and energetic mean as of a moderate segment length of six repeat units. In com-
parison to crystalline systems, these ndings indicate that the energy landscape of crystalline
systems promotes ecient transport primarily because of the reduced energetic disorder that
accompanies lamellar packing.
Our study of mesophases of small-molecular, dipolar materials revealed that long-range ef-
fects even persist in structurally amorphous systems, as either a nite-size induced simulation
artefact or a result of residual, structural correlations, or both. The long-range treatment can
be exploited to partially correct for nite-size eects. Nevertheless, the disentangling of arti-
cial and real uctuations of residual electrostatic moments presents a considerable challenge
for the description of stacked devices composed of thick, partially ordered lms { notably
transport and host:guest emission layers in OLEDs, where tuning of level alignment is crucial
in order to guarantee device functionality and bypass degradation mechanisms [100].
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Chapter 6
Charge Transfer States at Donor{
Acceptor Heterojunctions
Organic solar cells rely on the conversion of a Frenkel exciton into free charges via a charge
transfer state formed on a molecular donor-acceptor pair. These charge transfer states are
strongly bound by Coulomb interactions, and yet eciently converted into charge-separated
states. In this chapter, we show how long-range molecular order and interfacial mixing gen-
erate homogeneous electrostatic forces that can drive charge separation and prevent minority-
carrier trapping across a donor-acceptor interphase. Comparing a variety of small-molecule
donor-fullerene combinations, we illustrate how tuning of molecular orientation and interfa-
cial mixing leads to a tradeo between photovoltaic gap and charge-splitting and detrapping
forces, with consequences for the design of ecient photovoltaic devices. Drawing from both
simulation and experimental results, we also investigate the empirical relationship between
the temperature- and charge-density-dependent open-circuit voltage and charge transfer state
energy.
6.1 Pathway for Charge Splitting and Detrapping
The eciency of organic solar cells can be expressed as the product of the open-circuit voltage
(Voc), short-circuit current (Jsc) and ll factor (FF). These quantities have complex interde-
pendencies, as they derive from just a few elementary processes. Mechanisms that enhance
Jsc, for example, connect with strong absorption, high charge-carrier mobilities, and ecient
charge extraction. Building on the success of the bulk heterojunction concept, strategies in
pursuit of higher short-circuit currents therefore employ light-absorbing non-fullerene accep-
tors [177, 178], low-band-gap polymers [30], materials for singlet-exciton ssion [179, 180], or
triple-layer energy-relay cascade structures [39] as building blocks.
Recipes that target Voc involve either morphological tuning [181, 182], insertion of inter-
layers [183] or manipulations of the chemical structures of the active materials [184]. Further-
more, in an attempt to prescreen suitable donor-acceptor combinations, a correlation of Voc
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with the sum of the gas-phase ionization energy (IE0) of the donor and electron anity (EA0)
of the acceptor is typically assumed. However, such a correlation is coincidental rather than
systematic, as it neglects the impact of molecular elds that in turn depend on the molecular
packing and orientation in the solid state.
A rigorous evaluation of the thermally broadened density of states of donor and acceptor
species as pursued in Chapter 4, by contrast, shows that calculation of the charge-density-
dependent (as opposed to illumination-intensity-dependent) Voc is possible [106]. Regrettably,
such an approach can still be misleading, as it imposes a nite steady-state charge density and
hence does not verify whether charges are generated in the rst place. For illustration, consider
the level schematics presented in Fig. 6.1a-b: Both pertain to the interface between C60 and
the merocyanine dye EL86, in its tip-on (Fig. 6.1a) and face-on (Fig. 6.1b) orientations. With
sizeable level osets, comparable Ect and a gas-phase Frenkel exciton energy of 2.8 eV, both
congurations (a) and (b) appear suitable for a solar cell. Using correlations established
between photovoltaic gap  , CT-state energy and Voc, the face-on conguration is hence
expected to yield an open-circuit voltage that is roughly 0.6 eV larger than in the tip-on
scenario. And yet, we will rationalize in this chapter why the face-on scenario does not yield
an ecient (i.e., charge-generating) interface at all.
More generally, we will address three questions. First, what is the maximum Voc that
can be harvested from a given donor-acceptor pair? Second, which interfacial morphology is
required to retain a functional device? Third, how can charge transfer (CT) states split up fast
and eciently? All three questions are ultimately linked to the (still controversial) energetics
of charge-transfer and charge-separated (CS) states at donor-acceptor heterojunctions: As
an example, the CT-binding energy (Ect) calculated for ideal interfaces is of the order of
0:3 eV [99, 185], even in high-performing systems such as the 8.3%-ecient oligothiophene
derivative DCV5T-Me(3,3) (D5M) combined with C60 (studied in Sec. 4.1).
With Ect approximately ten times larger than the room-temperature kBT , fast and e-
cient charge-separation appears unlikely. Charge delocalization, though helpful, would draw
fewer benets from dielectric solvation and not necessarily neutralize the Coulomb attraction
in such a way that charges separate without the need for thermal activation [186, 187]. In
particular, the weak intermolecular couplings in both polymeric and small-molecular systems
composed of strong dyes are too weak to promote delocalization. Similarly, neither entropy-
driven separation [136] nor long-range charge transfer [138] boost rates to an extent that
justies an ultrafast process. Continuous level bending has been proposed as a further path-
way for cold-exciton break-up [97], but it would still lead to locally bound CT states, and,
more importantly, will not necessarily hold in the presence of mesoscale order, which yields
at level proles [106].
Pathways for charge separation as a microscopically poorly understood process [134, 136,
138, 161, 186{189] are therefore still actively investigated: As a key result of this chapter,
we will show how the energy landscape that emerges from mesoscale order provides push-
out forces that can drive the charge separation process - in line with the apparent absence
of a Coulomb barrier claimed for some systems [187]. In deriving the functional dierence
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Figure 6.1. Level schematics for C60/EL86. (a) Tip-on orientation of EL86 on C60
with a small photovoltaic gap   versus the (b) face-on orientation with large  . Gas-phase
ionization energies and electron anities are denoted as IE0 and EA0, respectively. e (h)
are the intermolecular electrostatic and polarization contributions to electron (hole) energies,
computed for interfaces composed of 10 nm C60/ 10 nm EL86, with the orientation of EL86
as sketched in the bottom panels.
between chemically versus electrostatically generated level osets, we rationalize why donor-
acceptor intermixing can be benecial for a functioning device, and identify tradeos and
structure-energy relationships helpful in the design of solar-cell materials.
6.1.1 Dielectric Solvation of Electron-Hole Pairs
Before looking into pathways for charge separation, we will rst rationalize why the 0.3 eV
claimed in the introduction for the CT binding energy at ideal C60/D5M interfaces in fact
serve as a generic energy scale for Ect across many compounds. To this end, we again employ
the embedding procedure detailed in Chapter 3: As already practiced in Chapters 4 and 5,
the solid-state contributions s to the site energies of molecular excitations (s = h; e; ct for
holes, electrons and CT states, respectively) follow from the perturbative corrections W via
s =Ws  Wn, relative to the neutral ground state (n).
We saw previously that the interaction sum associated with a net charge embedded in
a net-quadrupolar environment is in general only conditionally convergent [106, 122]). In
a thin-lm setup, the 1=r3 character of the charge-quadrupole interaction still results in a
rather slow convergence, with the eect that the energetics is tied to the degree of mesoscale
order. Even though CT states are net-neutral excitations, we will again explicitly account for
all long-range electrostatic interactions to which the excitations are subjected. This is made
necessary by the nite spacing of around 1 nm between the CT hole and electron. CT states
should hence be regarded as more than just a dipolar excitation, in particular because they are
formed across a donor-acceptor interface. As we have observed in Chapter 4, the quadrupolar
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Figure 6.2. Two-carrier hole-electron energy landscape. (a) Cross-section through
the hole-electron correlation map in C60/D5M for the electrostatic and polarization correction
eh to the energy landscape, resolved according to the electrostatic (
(1)
eh ) and inductive
(
(2)
eh ) contributions. The larger stabilization of the CS compared to CT state reduces the
net CT binding energy to around 0.3 eV. (b) Electron-hole energies 
(")
eh (r) in the continuous
dielectric solvation model, including the bare coulomb attraction (
(")
bc ), dipole stabilization
(
(")
ds ) and charge stabilization (
(")
qs ). In spite of its distinct physical origin, the resulting net
electron-hole attraction can be eectively modelled by a screened interaction potential 
(")
sc .
(c) Transition from charge transfer to charge-separated state in the dielectric solvation model
with a radius-dependent dielectric constant of the charged cavity. For the calculation in (a),
aq = 1nm and "0 = 4.
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background generates an abrupt step in the electrostatic potential across this interface, as
opposed to continuous electrostatic proles that result from a more local description. This
electrostatically generated oset can either amplify or reduce the oset between electron and
hole levels on the donor and acceptor side. In general, the two poles of the CT state are hence
subjected to a dierent electrostatic environment. A long-range treatment that accounts for
the preferential alignment of molecules on a mesoscale is therefore indispensable.
For the C60/D5M interface studied in Sec. 4.1, we will now investigate the energy land-
scape of a single electron-hole pair. For our current purpose, it is sucient to study a one-
dimensional slice through this six-dimensional landscape by varying only the z-coordinate of
the CT hole, while constraining the CT electron to the interfacial acceptor unit. The eective
potential seen by the hole is shown in Fig. 6.2a. The electron at ze =  0:5 nm leads to an
attractive well in the total potential (black curve). This attractive well is, however, neither
given by the bare nor screened Coulomb potential as becomes clear upon inspection of the
electrostatic (blue curve) and polarization (red curve) contributions: Together, they result in
an eective barrier for charge separation of approximately 0.3 eV. Individually, however, they
experience an almost 1 eV change during the transition from a CT to CS state, characterized
by an increasing 
(1)
ct and decreasing 
(2)
ct .
The behaviour of 
(2)
ct already indicates that the \conventional" intuition behind the 1="
charge-charge screening is not suited to account for the reduction of the CT binding energy
from around 1.4 eV (corresponding to the binding energy of two point charges at a separation
of 1 nm) to 0.3 eV. To highlight this, we resort to a simple dielectric cavity model: In this
model, we describe the lack of dielectric material to screen the charges at small separations
by a distance-dependent dielectric constant "c of the cavity that encompasses the two charges
with separation jzh   zej = r:
"c(r) = " 
2a3q("  1)
(12r + aq)
3
; r  2aq: (6.1)
The latter expression follows from a volume ratio argument, where aq (see Fig. 6.2c) is the
size of the molecular units, " is the dielectric constant of the surrounding material. Within
this model, the total contribution to the electron-hole-pair energy reads

(")
eh (r) = 
(")
bc (r) + 
(")
qs (r) + 
(")
ds (r): (6.2)

(")
bc (r) incorporates the bare Coulomb interaction screened only by the distance-dependent
"c(r). 
(")
qs (r) and 
(")
ds (r) are the stabilization of the CT charge and dipole component,
respectively [125]:
(")qs (r) = 2

  1
8"0
"c(r)  1
"c(r)
q2
aq

; (6.3)
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
(")
ds (r) =  
1
8"0
2["  "c(r)]
"c(r)["c(r) + 2"]
r2q2
(12r + aq)
3
: (6.4)
The resulting eective energy landscape exhibits the same behaviour as observed for the
atomistic calculation (see Fig. 6.2b), even though the absolute positioning of the curves diers
due to the absence of explicit molecular elds in the dielectric model. For aq = 1nm and " = 4,
the CT binding energy approaches 0.4 eV (see black solid line). The lowering of the Coulomb
barrier again results from the exchange of Coulomb attraction for dielectric stabilization
during the conversion from a CT to a CS state. The electron-hole pair hence undergoes
what has been called dielectric solvation [185]. We note that the reaction-eld potential

(")
sc  1=("r) (dashed black line in Fig. 6.2) produces similar binding energies and can thus
serve as an eective description for the charge separation process. When parametrized on an
atomistic reference as shown in Fig. 6.2a, the latter could prove useful for multi-carrier kinetic
Monte Carlo simulations, where a full-blown, self-consistent evaluation of the electron-hole
interaction is too expensive to be performed on the y.
We have now justied why CT binding energies are typically located on a scale of 0.3-
0.4 eV, which is still dicult to access thermally. Mechanisms that lower this binding energy
are therefore desirable. One particular pathway that harnesses interfacial elds in structurally
ordered systems for charge splitting will be proposed in the following section.
6.1.2 The Role of Interfacial Defects
To understand how electrostatics can promote barrier-less CT separation through the action of
long-range electrostatic elds, we consider a donor-acceptor interphase, that is, an interfacial
region characterized by intermixing of the donor and acceptor molecular species. Absent at
sharp heterojunctions, this type of interphase has been found to improve exciton yield in
polymer-fullerene devices [190, 191] { i.e., disorder appeared to be of advantage. We expand
on this observation and study, as a proof of concept, small protrusions of C60 into a D5M
domain. The atomistic model, equilibrated via molecular dynamics, consists of a C60 substrate
and D5M lm, each of 10 nm thickness. The total interfacial area amounts to 40 nm2. The
protrusion takes up approximately 10% of this area.
Simulation results for the atom-resolved environment contribution e to electron anities
are shown in Fig. 6.3a. In the projection of the energy landscape of the fullerene region, av-
eraging is performed over a 2 nm slice that fully incorporates the C60 appendix. Notably, the
abrupt step in e across the interface, which results from the coherent action of quadrupo-
lar elds of the D5M, persists, as these elds are generated non-locally, i.e., they are the
combined eect of millions of preferentially oriented molecules that together dene the elec-
trostatic surrounding on a mesoscale. Note that, as discussed for charge carriers, a uniaxial
thin-lm symmetry (implying nematic order) with a coherence length far larger than the lm
thickness is already sucient to foster long-range quadrupolar elds. This ordering is typically
realized for polycrystalline materials, where each crystallite adopts a preferential out-of-plane
(edge-on, tip-on, ...) orientation on the substrate, whereas the in-plane orientations dier
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Figure 6.3. Charge push-out in C60/D5M. (a)
Colour map of the projected electrostatic and polariza-
tion contribution e to electron anities. The atomistic
morphology accommodates a small fullerene protrusion
into the D5M donor domain. This protrusion is sub-
jected to mesoscale elds generated within the donor
majority domain. The resulting driving force for charge
push-out Ge functionally distinguishes an electrostat-
ically (b) from a chemically (c) generated level oset.
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(see Sec. 4.3 and 4.4) [192]. Fig. 6.3a shows that the electron states on minority acceptor
molecules (those molecules that form part of the protrusion) adopt the electrostatic character
of the majority donor domain: They are acceptor states with a donor electrostatic dressing
and as such experience a reduced stabilization. The reduction amounts to around 0.2 eV: This
almost matches the total CT binding energy for this system. The total binding energy, how-
ever, consists of multiple smaller contributions, which are associated with individual hopping
events that, executed in succession, transform a CT into a CS state; in other words, the com-
petition between Coulomb attraction and dielectric solvation locally leads to smaller barriers
for separation. The largest of these local hopping barriers occur during the conversion from a
nearest-neighbour electron-hole pair to a next-nearest and next-next-nearest-neighbour pair.
Specically, the rst two hopping barriers together amount to only 0.2 eV. The 0.3 eV can
be harvested for these rst two and most crucial steps in the separation process, which as a
result is locally driven.
In spite of its model character, this analysis already shows that mesoscale elds can be
used to generate a stepped energy cascade that locally drives the charge splitting process [193].
The cascade is in this case an intrinsic property, rather than the result of a tailored interlayer
comprising a third molecular species [39, 194]. The homogeneity of the mesoscale elds also
implies an important functional dierence between an electrostatic and a purely chemical
level oset, pointed to in Fig. 6.3b-c: Only the electrostatic oset (Fig. 6.3b) provides driving
forces G for minority electron and hole push-out,
Ge = e(A)jD  e(A)jA;
Gh = h(D)jA  h(D)jD:
(6.5)
Here, e(A)jD denotes the environment contribution to the electron (e) state energy of the
acceptor (A) embedded in the donor (D) domain. Denitions of the other 's follow by
analogy. If donor and acceptor are electrostatically identical, Ge = Gh = 0; the total
level osets are then given simply by the respective chemical osets, i.e., the dierence in
gas-phase IEs and EAs. Such a chemical oset (Fig. 6.3b) may assist in generating CT states,
but it cannot drive the CT separation process.
Comparing the cartoon from Fig. 6.3b to the atomistic model from Fig. 6.3a, we note
that the atomistic morphology suers from an important shortcoming: Only a tiny frac-
tion of donor-acceptor pairs, specically those pairs whose acceptor unit resides in the small
fullerene appendix, experiences the push-out forces from Eq. 6.5. The large majority of inter-
facial electron-hole pairs, however, will be subjected to the full Coulomb barrier, and charge
separation has to occur without the assistance of mesoscale elds. This picture is very dif-
ferent from the (at this point still purely conceptual) schematic in Fig. 6.3b, where indeed
hole-electron pairs over the entire interfacial area benet from these driving forces.
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Figure 6.4. Composition maps for an interfacial lattice morphology with interface
roughness. Cross sections through the donor-acceptor interphase at z 2 =  0:8 nm (left)
to z+2 = +0:8 nm (right). Donor (acceptor) regions are coloured white (black). At z 1 and
z+1, the donor/acceptor ratio is 30%:70% and 70%:30%, respectively.
6.1.3 Charge Push-Out Forces at Rough Interfaces
A realistic model system should hence account for both donor-acceptor interpenetration on
a domain scale and intermixing on a molecular scale. This is rather tricky to achieve on an
atomistic level, as simulations would not only have to address very large system sizes, but
also appropriately sample the free energy landscape. As a further downside of small atomistic
models with imposed thermal disorder, nite-size-induced uctuations of layer dipoles and
quadrupoles limit a meaningful comparison of donor and acceptor energy levels to the vicinity
of the interface (as depicted in Fig. 6.3a). We therefore switch to a lattice model, where each
lattice site represents either a donor or acceptor molecule. For parametrization, reference
molecules (here D5M and C60) are electrostatically coarse-grained into multipolar polarizable
lattice sites via Eq. 3.77. To arrive at a more generic model, the multipole expansion of the
D5M lattice site is furthermore reduced to the quadrupolar moment Q20 associated with the
long molecular axis. Note that - as the lattice model preserves the molecular quadrupole
moment per volume - long-range interactions can be quantitatively accounted for.
The cubic lattice incorporates 8000 molecular sites spaced with a lattice constant of
0.55 nm. Metropolis Monte-Carlo sampling is used to equilibrate the interfacial morphology,
starting from a clean interface with the acceptor (donor) domain located in the half-space
z < 0 (z > 0), and the particle type of the bottom-most and top-most layers constrained.
Pairwise nearest-neighbour interaction energies for donor-donor ("DD), donor-acceptor ("DA),
and acceptor-acceptor ("AA) contacts were chosen as "AA = "DD and "DA   "DD = kBT .
With these interaction parameters, the interphase between donor and acceptor comprises
approximately two monolayers of composition 30%D:70%A and 70%D:30%A. The morphol-
ogy is characterized by domain interpenetration rather than ne intermixing, as indicated
by composition maps of the four monolayers closest to the interface, shown in Fig. 6.4. The
phenomenological contact interactions lead to the overall concentration prole plotted in
Fig. 6.5c.
To assess the contribution of mesoscale elds to the charge separation process, we dene
charge push-out elds fh(D)(i; j) for hole transfer between nearest-neighbour donor sites i and
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Figure 6.5. Charge push-out across a donor-acceptor interphase via mesoscale
elds. Interfacial layer-averaged elds hfh(D)(i; j)iz and hfe(A)(i; j)iz (for denition, see text)
across a heterojunction between quadrupolar polarizable donor sites and apolar polarizable
acceptor sites in an (a) face-on and (b) tip-on orientation. The donor sites mimic an ADA-
type compound with long-axis quadrupole moment Q20 < 0. The push-out elds are narrowly
peaked over an interfacial region with the donor concentration prole given in (c). Polarity
and magnitude of these elds impacts the energetics of CT states as again illustrated for
the (d) face-on and (e) tip-on case, where ct (electrostatic and polarization contribution to
CT-state energies) is shown for pairs formed between adjacent layers (red line with circles)
and within the same layer (blue line with squares). The resulting ct should be compared
to the case of a sharp interface ( ct, dotted line with diamond) as well as to the correction
to the photovoltaic gap  . With most pairs found in the interphase region, as indicated by
the pair concentration prole (f), mesoscale elds shift the CT state energy for the face-on
scenario into the photovoltaic gap, leading to unbound CT states. CT states in the tip-on
scenario (e) experience the opposite eect: ct moves further away from  , leading to higher
CT binding energies.
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j, and fe(A)(i; j) for electron transfer between nearest-neighbour acceptor sites:
fh(D)(i; j) =
h(D)(j) h(D)(i)
q(zj   zi) ;
fe(A)(i; j) =
e(A)(j) e(A)(i)
q(zj   zi) :
(6.6)
Here, zi and zj are the positions of sites i and j, respectively, measured along the interface
normal. A positive f implies a driving force directed towards the acceptor domain, irre-
spective of the sign of the charge q = 1 e. The gross driving force from Eq. 6.5 can be
formally recovered by integration over the layer-averaged pairwise driving elds hfh(D)(i; j)iz
and hfe(A)(i; j)iz, for example Gh(D) =  q
R hfh(D)(i; j)izdz. These layer-averaged elds are
plotted in Fig. 6.5a-b as a function of the position along the interface normal. They have
been calculated for two dierent molecular orientations of the donor site, face-on (Fig. 6.5a)
and tip-on (Fig. 6.5b). Only the face-on conguration, however, yields the correct polarity
of the interphase driving elds, pushing holes towards the donor, and electrons towards the
acceptor. In the tip-on orientation, the polarity is reversed: Trapping of charge carriers on
minority sites is in this case likely. A solar cell built around the tip-on orientation is hence
expected to suer from trap-assisted recombination, here: recombination of a majority carrier
with a trapped minority carrier.
We now investigate how the push-out elds impact the energy landscape for CT states.
For reference, we rst consider a at interface, with all donor sites located in z > 0, acceptor
sites in z < 0. We denote the electrostatic and induction contributions to the CT state
energy as ct and the corresponding photovoltaic gap as  , where the bar relates to the
at interface. Both   (dashed line with triangle) and ct (dotted line with diamond)
are shown in Fig. 6.5d-e for the face-on (d) and tip-on (e) molecular orientations. In both
cases, the CT binding energy, Ect =     ct, amounts to the usual 0.3 eV. Note that the
lattice description employs a damped intra-pair charge-charge interaction (whose magnitude
is overestimated due to the coarse-grained description) that recovers a typical electrostatic
(i.e., rst-order) electron-hole attraction energy of  1:6 eV, as for example seen in C60/D5M.
For the system with nite interface roughness, the concentration prole of molecular pairs
forming CT states is shown in Fig. 6.5f. First, we note that this roughness, which leads
to a broadened peak in the concentration prole, leaves the solid-state contribution to the
photovoltaic gap unaected,   =   = e(A)jA +e(D)jD, as   only probes states located
well within the donor and acceptor lms. ct, however, proves rather sensitive to the degree
of intermixing. Here, we distinguish between two types of CT states, either formed between
two adjacent layers (red line with circles), or within the same layer (blue line with squares),
as depicted on the right-hand side of Fig. 6.5d-e. For the face-on conguration (Fig. 6.5d),
energies of CT states formed between two adjacent layers are shifted up by 0:3   0:5 eV
compared to ct, even surpassing   away from the interface (jzj  0:6), leading to a
negative Ect, and hence unbound CT states.
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One should of course consider that CT states far away from the interface are absent for
at, and rare for rough interfaces, with the vast majority of the CT states found across a
narrow interphase between z =  1 nm and z = +1nm (see the pair concentration prole in
Fig. 6.5f). Across this interphase, charge push-out elds are particularly strong, and yet, ct
in fact experiences a dip at around z = 0, as the high-energy minority hole and low-energy
majority electron states in the acceptor domain (z < 0) are traded for high-energy minority
electron and low-energy majority hole states in the donor domain (z > 0). Still, the mean
binding energy in the z = 0 slice is only on the order of 0.05 eV, which should be thermally
accessible.
The second type of CT state, with both charges located within the same layer, is subjected
to an even larger total push-out force, such that the dip at z = 0 disappears (blue line in
Fig. 6.5d). At the same time, these CT states are shifted upwards by an additional 0.2 eV due
the anisotropy of the quadrupolar molecular species. In the case of C60/D5M, for example,
the in-plane CT states correspond to a tip-on pair with a larger separation between hole and
electron, leading to a reduced electronic coupling.
For the alignment of the negative quadrupole moment with the interface normal (Fig. 6.5e),
the scenario is reversed due to the opposite (and unfavourable) polarity of the push-out forces.
Indeed, the CT binding energy is now increased by 0:3   1:0 eV. Depending on the internal
energy landscape, CT states will then either dissociate in the wrong direction (eectively
reversing the role of donor and acceptor) or simply remain stationary, until recombination
occurs.
As a conclusion of the above, suitably tailored interfacial push-out forces can indeed shift
CT state energies into the photovoltaic gap, leading to unbound or weakly bound states.
Correct polarity and magnitude of the forces depend on both molecular orientation and in-
termixing, with the latter giving rise to nanoscale surface roughness. So what happens upon
varying the degree of this roughness? First o, for a xed interfacial orientation, the gross
driving forces Ge(A) and Gh(D) do not change with the degree of donor-acceptor in-
termixing. Consequently, as the size of the interphase grows, the area below the curves in
Fig. 6.3 is conserved, whereas the peak heights decrease, and the peak widths increase. This
implies a tradeo between interphase size and magnitude of the charge push-out elds: If the
interphase is too narrow, we have a scenario as seen for the atomistic D5M/C60 model, where
pair splitting elds are sizeable, but the fraction of interfacial sites that can harvest these
elds is small. If the interphase is wide, the fraction of interfacial sites that are subjected to
the pair splitting elds will be considerable, but the elds themselves may be insucient to
overcome Ect. For a given donor-acceptor combination, the optimum degree of intermixing
will hence depend on the relative magnitudes of Ect on the one hand, and Ge and Gh on
the other hand.
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Figure 6.6. Tradeo between charge push-out and photovoltaic gap. (a) Correla-
tion plot of driving forces Gh and Gh computed for ve donor materials in combination
with C60, incorporating up to three interfacial orientations (face-on, tip-on, edge-on). Con-
gurations found experimentally for the respective planar heterojunction are circled in blue.
Congurations circled in red are expected to yield dysfunctional cells. (b) Tradeo between
change in photovoltaic gap   =    0 versus total charge push-out force Gh+Ge. Cal-
culations are performed on 10 nm donor lms on top of 10 nm C60 or (for compounds marked
with an asterisk) 10 nm dielectric with " ' 4, shown to yield transferable results.
6.2 Interface Polarity versus Photovoltaic Gap
We have by now established that mesoscale order generates orientation-dependent, homoge-
neous charge push-out elds across a donor-acceptor interphase. The upper bound of these
elds is set by the driving forces Ge(A) and Gh(D) that result from the dierence in elec-
trostatic and polarization contributions to site energies in the pristine donor and acceptor
lms. Poled correctly, they locally drive the charge separation process, provided they surpass
the local Coulomb barriers that sum up to the total CT binding energy Ect dened in the
absence of any charge push-out elds. This binding energy is reasonably constant across
dierent donor-acceptor materials, as a consequence of the similar dielectric properties that
through dielectric solvation place Ect around 0.3 eV.
The question arises: Which magnitudes of Ge(A) and Gh(D) are physically realiz-
able (and realized) in organic solar cells to oppose this nevertheless strong attraction of
the electron-hole pair, in particular in small-molecular systems? To address this, we have
investigated ve dierent donor materials used in combination with C60 as acceptor: pen-
tacene (PEN), sexithiophene (6T), zinc-phthalocyanine (ZnPc), the merocyanine dye EL86
and acceptor-substituted oligothiophene D5M. Model interfaces were assembled from the crys-
tal structures of the respective components: The C60 exposes its fcc [111] surface to the donor,
whose X-ray crystal structures we cleaved to obtain the desired orientation on the C60 sub-
strate. The mismatch between the crystal faces was corrected by equilibration of the C60
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using molecular dynamics.
Due to the orientation dependence, clearly no unique value for G can be assigned to
any given donor-acceptor combination. We have therefore incorporated up to three packing
modes per donor, corresponding to face-on, edge-on and tip-on molecular orientations. A
summary of the computed charge push-out forces is provided in Fig. 6.6a, which illustrates the
expected linear correlation between Gh and Ge. The variation of the G's with orientation
can easily exceed 1 eV, as is observed for the strongly polar donor-acceptor- and acceptor-
donor-acceptor-type materials EL86 and D5M, respectively (see also Sec. 4.3). Strikingly,
the experimentally reported congurations in the respective planar heterojunction solar cell
are all located in the rst quadrant, where Ge;Gh > 0: This condition appears to be a
prerequisite for functional solar cells. As has already been discussed in the context of the
lattice model (Fig. 6.5), there is a clear rationale why cells with negative charge push-out
forces should suer from inecient charge generation and extraction: With Ge;Gh < 0,
charges are pushed out from the interphase in the wrong direction and hence trapped on
minority sites. Correctly poled, the mesoscale elds therefore come with a dual benet - they
assist both charge splitting and minority-carrier detrapping. Of these two eects, the former
is complimentary, the latter essential. Indeed, relating back to Fig. 6.1, the need for minority-
carrier detrapping (and extraction) nally explains why only the tip-on conguration of EL86
on C60 is expected to work well without suering from extensive recombination across the
entire donor-acceptor interface.
The isopolar point, dened by Ge = Gh = 0, hence marks the border point between a
dysfunctional and functional interface. This said, large positive G's appear most desirable,
but they come at the cost of a reduced photovoltaic gap (which linearly correlates with the
CT-state energy and hence Voc): To illustrate this, Fig. 6.6b correlates the sum of Ge and
Gh against the dierence   =     0 in the photovoltaic gap evaluated in gas-phase ( 0)
and in the solid state ( ). The tradeo between   versus Ge + Gh occurs at a rate of
 12 , since the acceptor IE and donor EA can be modied without impacting  . The largest
reduction in   follows for the solar-cell conguration of EL86, in line with a sizeable total
push-out force of almost 1.5 eV. A push-out force on the order of the CT binding energy
should, however, suce to eciently generate free charges. With the CT binding energy
located at 0.3 eV, much of the 1.5 eV are hence wasted - even though a driving force of
this magnitude may still be necessary in the case of strong donor-acceptor intermixing (as
explained in Sec. 6.1.3). Otherwise they result in uncalled-for structural Voc losses. Assuming
perfect morphological control, a compromise between   and charge push-out forces is therefore
obtained for operation just above the isopolar point marked in Fig. 6.6a. It has in fact been
realized for the face-on conguration of D5M, which balances driving forces for charge push-
out and detrapping with moderate gap-related Voc losses. This loss in   (associated with the
position of the mean of the DOS) is furthermore accompanied by a disorder-related impact
on Voc (associated with the tail of the DOS). D5M, for example, achieves an exemplary
compromise for the former, but performs rather poorly regarding the latter, due to sizeable
energetic disorder of 0.1 eV - the largest among all compounds studied here.
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Table 6.1. Spread of CT state energies among dimer congurations. The three
right-hand columns portray ve representative donor-acceptor congurations encountered at
the C60/D5M interface. The CT state energies Uct listed in the left column were computed via
the long-range polarized embedding approach (Chapter 3). In the computation, the molecular
environment (though not shown in the dimer visuals) was explicitly accounted for.
Last, but not least, the tradeos identied above also hold for non-fullerene systems:
A polar acceptor unit would, however, impose stricter orientational constraints, as an un-
favourable acceptor orientation could then pin the interface to a negative G whatever the
orientation of the donor. Independent of the type of acceptor used, molecular orientations
with a negative G and as a result enlarged   may also prevent Frenkel- to CT exciton con-
version - another reason, why solar cells working in that regime may have deciencies. In a
similar way, the need to generate CT states from Frenkel excitons sets an upper limit for how
much the CT-state energy may be raised through intermixing in congurations with G > 0.
6.3 Charge Transfer Energetics and Open-Circuit Voltage
In the nal part of this chapter on charge transfer energetics, we will characterize charge
transfer states in dierent C60/donor systems, previously studied with regard to charge-
carrier level proles (Sec. 4.3) and interface polarity (Sec. 6.2 above). In particular, we will
explore relationships among the densities of states of charge carriers and CT states and the
open-circuit voltage { taking into account charge density and temperature.
When computing the distribution of CT energies, we limit our study to atomistic models
with ideal interfaces. Due to positional disorder that follows from molecular mismatch at the
donor-acceptor interface, these systems already sample more than just one CT state energy.
As an example, Table 6.1 summarizes ve dierent pair congurations encountered at the
C60/D5M interface. The energy of the CT state, Uct, is listed in the left column. These ve
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pairs already display a large spread of CT energies of close to 0.2 eV as a consequence of
the dierent in-plane alignment of the dimers. To adequately sample this type of positional
disorder, we consider up to 100 of the closest pairs per system. The nal set is, however,
subject to the in-plane system dimensions required to obtain an xy-periodic interface within
the crystal patching approach. Hence, in cases where the crystal structures match well, fewer
pairs can be studied due to the smaller simulation cell.
Fig. 6.7 presents a summary of the photovoltaic gap (red bars), Frenkel exciton (FE)
energy (green bars) and charge transfer energies (blue bars) as extracted from simulations.
The FE calculations were performed in gas-phase using GW-DFT (a many-body Green's
function approach) within the Bethe-Salpeter formalism [195]. The stabilization of FEs in
the solid state is typically small, amounting to 0.2 eV for D5M. The experimental open-circuit
voltage is indicated by black bars. Yellow bars denote the mean CT energy, to be interpreted
with care due to the preselection of CT congurations. As before, we take into account
dierent donor orientations on the C60 substrate. The CT levels of the respective higher-
lying conguration are coloured grey for clarity. First, inspection of CT binding energies,
taken as the dierence between photovoltaic gap and mean CT energy, suggests 0.2 eV for
tip-on, 0.3 eV for edge-on and 0.4 eV for face-on orientations as a rule of thumb. These values
are within our estimate for the dielectric-solvation regime in Sec. 6.1.
With regard to exciton levels, it is perhaps not surprising that the energy separation be-
tween the CT band and FE energy is smallest for the world-record material D5M, thought
advantageous in that a smaller CT-FE gap increases the thermodynamic eciency, as long as
FE-to-CT conversion is not hindered. Furthermore, and interestingly, the lower edges of the
CT bands are located 0.4-0.5 eV above the experimental Voc for the low-lying energy cong-
urations. This Ect   Voc gap is remarkably constant across the dierent materials, and con-
solidated by optical measurements, which place the gap at around 0.5-0.6 eV, with the lower
value associated with planar heterojunctions by trend (see the work by K. Vandewal [196]).
The apparent generality of this correlation, here derived with simulated CT energies, can be
related to a generic steady-state charge density at open-circuit conditions, used in Sec. 4.3 to
estimate the open-circuit voltage from microscopic simulations. For the low-energy congu-
rations shown in Fig. 6.7, the dierence between photovoltaic gap and open-circuit voltage
can hence be excellently accounted for through population of the thermally broadened DOS
at a charge-carrier density of 1016 cm 3.
Further insights into the role of charge transfer states can be gained from temperature-
dependent simulations and measurements of the open-circuit voltage. We limit this analysis to
two compounds, D5M and EL86. First, we compute the temperature dependence of the DOS
of charge carriers. To this end, molecular dynamics simulations are performed in the 0-300K
temperature range, starting from larger supercells at 0K, then proceeding with the ther-
malization of the structures (see also Fig. 2.5). Fig. 6.8 reports the temperature-dependent
thermal broadening h(T ) of the DOS of holes (red curves) in D5M (Fig. 6.8a) and EL86
(Fig. 6.8b), computed from the equilibrated morphologies. With the mean of the DOS ex-
tracted from calculations on thin lms (Fig. 6.7), the iso-density open-circuit voltage for these
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Figure 6.7. Jablonski-type device diagram of planar hetero-
junction solar cells. Simulated photovoltaic gap (red bars), charge
transfer state energies (blue bars for lowest-energy congurations, oth-
erwise grey), gas-phase Frenkel exciton energies (green bars) and ex-
perimental open-circuit voltage (black bars) for ve C60/donor com-
binations. The dierent donor orientations on the C60 substrate are
indexed by f (face-on), t (tip-on) and e (edge-on). The inset distance
scales indicate the donor-acceptor separation in the charge transfer
dimers, as marked for each charge transfer state by means of the yel-
low dot. Yellow bars indicate the mean charge transfer state energy
established from the preselected dimers.
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Figure 6.8. Temperature-dependent Voc in D5M and EL86. Simulated (\canonical")
open-circuit voltage Voc(p; T ) with (blue curves with lled circles) and without (blue curves
with open circles) inclusion of the temperature-dependent disorder h(T ) (red curve with
squares) obtained from thermalized supercells in D5M (a) and EL86 (b). For Voc(p; T ), the
upper (light-blue) trace corresponds to a hole occupation fraction p = 10 4, the lower (black)
trace to p = 10 7; for the middle traces, p = 10 5 and p = 10 6. The black bars in the left
columns of either graph mark the CT band as previously shown in Fig. 6.7. In (a), the dashed
line with yellow symbols denotes the experimentally measured (\grand-canonical") voltage
trend Voc(T ) measured for a C60:D5M bulk heterojunction by our collaborator J. Widmer
(University of Dresden).
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systems follows from Eq. 4.8: This voltage, Voc(p; T ), is shown for donor occupation fractions
of p = 10 7 (black curve with solid circles) to p = 10 4 (light blue curve with solid circles) in
decadic steps. The voltage trends intersect at T = 0 at the photovoltaic gap  . Their slope
is linearly dependent on log(p) with a positive prefactor :
Voc(p; T ) =     log(1=p)kBT: (6.7)
We note that this form of Voc(p; T ) is a consequence of the thermal narrowing of the DOS
towards lower temperatures; indeed, for constant h, a rather dierent behaviour results
(black to blue curves with open circles). In the next step, we compare Voc(p; T ) and the
distribution of CT energies (indicated by the black bar in the left panel of Fig. 6.8a) to the
experimentally determined voltage trend Voc(T ) obtained for a C60:D5M bulk heterojunction
(dashed line with yellow circles). In this comparison, we should furthermore consider that for
this system, the open-circuit voltage in a planar heterojunction setup turns out approximately
0.1 eV larger than in the bulk setup. Extrapolating the experimental trend towards T = 0,
we obtain a zero-temperature Voc that coincides well with the lower edge of the computed CT
band at 1.4 eV. In a classical picture, this can be understood in that at zero temperature, i.e.,
in the absence of thermal activation, the open-circuit voltage is pinned by the CT state energy.
Based on these simulated and experimental voltage trends, charge generation at open-circuit
conditions has to follow an activation law, with the iso-density voltage V (p; T ) from Eq. 6.7
and the experimentally measured V (T ),
Voc(T ) = Uct   0kBT: (6.8)
From intersecting the two trends, we can determine the temperature-dependent steady-state
charge density p as
p  exp

  1

(   Uct)
kBT

: (6.9)
In this expression, the prefactor  captures eld-enhancement or -reduction of charge gen-
eration and thus also incorporates morphological features. Eq. 6.9 nally indicates that the
charge separation process even in highly ecient solar cells may still rely on thermal activation
{ and thus involve CT states with a nite positive binding energy.
6.4 Summary: Charge Transfer Energetics
We demonstrated that mesoscale elds provide charge push-out and detrapping forces that can
assist in the initial phase of electron-hole-pair separation. These driving forces result from the
coherent superposition of quadrupolar elds that accompany long-range molecular ordering
in a thin-lm setup. Due to their mesoscopic origin, they are characterized by pronounced in-
plane homogeneity and an out-of-plane discontinuity. In the presence of mild donor-acceptor
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intermixing, they are sharply peaked over a narrow interphase and locally drive the charge-
separation process if dimensioned and poled correctly, pointing to the functional dierence
between chemically and electrostatically generated level osets.
Correct polarity of the driving forces serves as a prerequisite for ecient solar-cell opera-
tion, as is suggested by the comparison of dierent donor materials and interfacial congura-
tions. This observation indicates that the action of homogeneous push-out forces accounts for
a pathway for charge separation that could not be realized with only charge delocalization [197]
or energetic disorder [134]. Presence of these elds rationalizes why cold excitons [186] can
suce to obtain free charges - and, most importantly, why separation can be barrierless [187].
If, however, they only barely compensate the exciton binding energy, hot states [188, 198]
may nevertheless prove helpful. Still, it remains to be seen, to which extent the mechanism
of charge push-out is already built into today's organic solar cells, considering also that the
CT-state energy should not be raised above the energy of a Frenkel exciton.
The link between driving-force polarity and molecular orientation and intermixing suggests
morphological boundary conditions for ecient charge splitting. As a rule, there is a 2:1
tradeo between charge push-out forces versus photovoltaic gap, with operation closely above
an isopolar point providing an energetic compromise. We note, however, that this compromise
only accounts for the structural factors that feature in the open-circuit voltage. Object of
further study is hence to understand how the complex energy landscape for CT states that
is suggested by calculations on interfaces with realistic patterning impacts dynamic factors
that determine the steady-state charge density. Either way, the sensitivity of charge push-out
forces to the degree of nanoscale surface roughness and molecular orientation, as well as the
implied tradeos for cell energetics, further illustrate why material choice and processing are
such a formidable challenge for device fabrication.
Chapter 7
Conclusions & Outlook
I have investigated the diverse ways in which molecular and morphological features on the
microscopic and mesoscopic scale jointly condition the density of states of charge carriers
and charge transfer states in organic semiconductors. Using particle-based descriptions with
atomistic or coarse-grained resolution, the underlying computational framework has enabled
quantitative insight into the energetics of organic heterostructures, grain boundaries, partially
ordered polymeric and amorphous mesophases relevant in organic solar cells, light-emitting
diodes and transistors. Long-range interactions in particular have proven fundamental to the
study of organic semiconductors, relating the energetics on a molecular and supramolecular
level to device-level characteristics. In this nal chapter, I will retrace the derived structure-
property relationships and design rules for organic electronic devices, outlining challenges in
the understanding and modelling of organic semiconductors.
Impact of Mesoscale Order at Organic-Organic Interfaces The functionality of or-
ganic solar cells relies on suitably tailored energy level proles with appropriate interfacial
osets and bending that ideally favour charge generation and prevent recombination. The
qualitative features of the resulting proles were, however, subject of discussion, as compu-
tational studies strived to understand the functionality of highly ecient devices. We could
show how microscopic simulations successfully access these energy proles if mesoscopic order-
ing, probed by long-range electrostatic interactions, is properly accounted for. The resulting
level proles are thus subject to an order criterion: Flat level proles across thin lms { as
a frequent experimental nding { only result for pronounced in-plane structural coherence
over a length scale that well exceeds the thickness of the lm. This link to the mesoscopic
organization in crystalline thin lms is an intriguing consequence of the quadrupolar structure
shared by the vast majority of organic semiconductors. The action of the associated long-
range elds sets this class of materials apart from disordered soft matter on the one hand,
which lacks the structural coherence to generate these elds, and inorganic semiconductors
on the other hand, which exhibit strong screening mechanisms that compensate them.
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Role of Molecular Architecture, Packing and Orientation From a comparative study
of various small-molecular materials, we could show how molecular architecture and orienta-
tion control the energy level alignment across thin lms. The molecular architecture, which
can be of a donor, donor-acceptor, or acceptor-donor-acceptor type, establishes an energy
hierarchy for the face-on, edge-on and tip-on orientations. The computational approach cap-
tures both the absolute and relative change of level positioning upon reorientation of the
molecular crystals with excellent accuracy, as seen from the comparison with photoemission
spectra. Meanwhile, molecular packing into, for example, brickwork vs. herringbone struc-
tures, was found to be less relevant in thin lms, as the energetics are then determined by
the competition between in-plane and out-of-plane interaction directions. The polarity of the
latter is only weakly inuenced by crystalline repacking. Previous studies of bulk energetics,
by contrast, have attributed a stronger role to crystalline packing modes. For bulk (i.e., 3D-
innite) systems, where orientation is of course undened, this should indeed be the case. The
good agreement between thin-lm levels and experimentally determined energies indicates,
however, that a bulk description should by no means be used to assess out-of-plane energy
level alignment. We have nevertheless found molecular packing and architecture to play a
decisive role at in-plain grain boundaries, where they determine which molecular subunits are
exposed at the interface, and hence govern the formation of either energy barriers or energy
traps at the grain boundary. To retain ecient charge transport, energy barriers should be
preferred as the charge migration across the boundary is then limited by barrier gap diusion
rather than by the escape time from energetic traps.
Merits of the Acceptor-Donor-Acceptor Architecture Based on the relationship be-
tween molecular architecture and orientation, we could rationalize the success of the acceptor-
donor-acceptor (ADA) architecture for molecular donor materials, used in the world-record
system C60/D5M. The electrostatic layout of these ADA compounds leads to a destabilization
of hole carriers in the absence of long-range ordering. In the case of long-range coherence
in a thin-lm setup, however, the face-on orientation of the D5M component corresponds
to the lowest-ionization-energy conguration, then characterized by an only slightly (rather
than strongly) negative electrostatic contribution. This face-on mode thus combines a size-
able photovoltaic gap and adequate interface polarity with strong optical absorption (due to
the favourable alignment of the transition dipole moment) and fast out-of-plane transport
(due to the favourable alignment of the --stacking direction) required for ecient charge
separation and extraction. These advantages not only extend to C60/D5M, for which the
face-on conguration has indeed been veried, but to ADA compounds in general. The ADA
paradigm therefore appears a promising approach for the development of new donor materi-
als. Similarly, the DAD pattern, if synthetically realizable, could be used for the synthesis of
new non-fullerene acceptors with strong absorption proles.
Calculation of Open-Circuit Voltages Across Planar Heterojunctions By comput-
ing the densities of states across planar donor-acceptor heterojunctions { with an account
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of both molecular orientation and thermal broadening { we calculated the charge-density-
dependent open-circuit voltage from the quasi Fermi level splitting. The thus obtained volt-
ages prove in excellent agreement with experimental voltages for typical steady-state charge
densities at open-circuit conditions. The dierence between the open-circuit voltage Voc and
mean of the photovoltaic gap   is largely eected by the thermal broadening  of the den-
sities of states [199]. For crystalline organic semiconductors,  ranges between 40meV and
100meV. As a result, we found the dierence between Voc and   to range in between 0.7 eV
and 0.9 eV. This exceeds the voltage gap of around 0.5 eV estimated from photoemission
spectra [152]. It remains to be seen whether this discrepancy might be due to a systematic
underestimation of the photovoltaic gap by photoemission techniques, where the onsets of the
HOMO and LUMO peaks are used: The latter are not only subject to thermal broadening,
but also, due to the measurement process, vibrational broadening and shifts. This way, for in-
stance, energetic disorder strengths of 250meV have been extracted for pentacene { far larger
than what is physically plausible for such a high-mobility system. Meanwhile, the 0.7-0.9 eV
are consistent with the 0.5-0.6 eV dierence between CT energies and Voc reported by optical
measurements [196] when taking into account the CT binding energy. Indeed, our computed
CT energies conrm this empirical relationship, yielding a slightly lower gap of 0.4-0.5 eV.
The microscopic origin of this gap remained, however, impervious to our simulations, as ex-
plicit dynamics of charge-carrier and charge transfer state recombination would have to be
addressed.
Pathway for Charge Splitting and Detrapping We have proposed a mechanism for
electron-hole splitting at donor-acceptor interfaces that harvests mesoscale elds during the
initial steps of charge separation, crucial in organic solar cells. To this end, we have shown how
the in-built interface polarity results from the asymmetric stabilization (or destabilization) of
electrons and holes on either side of the interface, as dictated by molecular architecture and
orientation. Interface roughness then creates a eld gradient that assists charge splitting and
enables minority-carrier detrapping if the interface is poled correctly. Due to their mesoscopic
origin, the charge splitting elds persist both in the case of ne intermixing and domain
interpenetration. The resulting push-out mechanism can in principle be engineered such
that the charge transfer (CT) state becomes isoenergetic with the photovoltaic gap { thus
providing a route for barrier-less electron-hole separation. The molecular orientation and
degree of interface roughness control the amount by which the CT-state energy is increased
or decreased. The largest push-out forces can be realized in low hole- and electron-energy
congurations of the donor and acceptor, respectively { at the cost of a decreased photovoltaic
gap. We have rationalized that operation just above an isopolar point, characterized by at
electrostatic level proles, is most desirable. Realization of such a scenario may however
be challenging, in particular in systems where both the donor and acceptor component are
strongly polar and can thus render charge generation ineective if arrested in a negative-
polarity orientation. Still, this electrostatic charge splitting pathway with its direct link
to interface structuring could explain why some photovoltaic systems display a temperature-
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independent [186, 187, 200] rather than the expected temperature-activated charge generation
behaviour [201].
Vice and Virtue of Low-Energy Congurations We have attributed a key role to
lowest-energy congurations at interfaces: These congurations not only appear to categori-
cally determine the open-circuit voltage in organic solar cells, but also (see above) facilitate
charge splitting and detrapping. Beyond low-energy orientations, low-energy packing modes
are also more likely to promote energy barriers at grain boundaries, preferred over energy
traps. In solar cells, however, they imply a reduced photovoltaic gap, which linearly enters
both the CT-state energy and open-circuit voltage. In many cases the Frenkel exciton energy
still leaves room for increasing the CT-state energy (and hence voltage) without stalling device
functionality nor impeding charge push-out eects. An open question is therefore whether
precise morphological tuning can indeed harvest what energetically resembles a passed-up op-
portunity. Even in bulk heterojunctions, the device characteristics continue to be pinned by
these lowest-energy congurations { despite the \traditional" picture of bulk heterojunctions
suggesting the coexistence of a variety of donor-acceptor interfaces with dierent orientations,
in-plane extensions, degrees of intermixing, and hence dierent energetics [202]. Nevertheless,
the open-circuit voltage of bulk heterojunctions is usually on the order of 0.1 eV smaller than
in the planar setup, and still correlated with a single CT energy extracted from absorption
and electroluminescence. This energetic similarity of bulk and planar heterojunctions remains
enigmatic; to identify its origin, more details would have to be known about the microscopic
structure of these junctions. In particular, the \centro-symmetric" layout of bulk morpholo-
gies may have to be reassessed, as in-situ growth studies [107] and ellipsometric characteri-
zations [62] indicate that donor-acceptor mixtures are not only well phase-separated, but in
fact macroscopically ordered with respect to the substrate. In view of this residual preferen-
tial ordering, future computational studies will hopefully resolve to which degree mesoscopic
interactions persist in both planar and bulk heterojunctions.
The derivation of quantitative structure-property relationships and design principles sum-
marized above were made possible by the development of new computational methods target-
ing the morphological and electronic properties of organic semiconductors with a systematic
link to the molecular structures. Most importantly, the presented long-range polarized em-
bedding technique provided quantitative access to the energetics of charges and CT states.
Built on a perturbative approach, the method is eciently parametrized from rst principles
and applicable to large atomistic models incorporating thousands of molecules at an aordable
computational expense. Beyond organic heterostructures and grain boundaries, it enabled,
for example, the study of the formation of low-energy states and spatial energetic correlations
in large models of polymeric mesophases incorporating long-range conformational disorder.
The method as applied here is, however, not yet suited to investigate the energetics of
states with a strongly quantum-mechanical character, such as non-integer CT states. An
extension of the scheme to incorporate a quantum-mechanical description of the embedded
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state is currently under development. On the quantum level, many-body Green's functions
approaches are the method of choice due to their accuracy and computational eciency: The
GW-BSE formalism, for example, signicantly improves on time-dependent density functional
theory by accounting for a dynamically screened Coulomb interaction in the self-energy opera-
tor (GW) and an excitonic electron-hole interaction described by the Bethe-Salpeter equation
(BSE) [195].
Highly relevant for the modelling of devices, a further extension of the embedding approach
should target the description of metal-organic interfaces, notably injection barriers: The
eect of image charges on contact potentials can be modelled directly [203], whereas charge
equilibration across the interface probably has to be addressed by coupling the particle-based
description to a Poisson-Fermi solver [127].
An additional challenge lies in how accurate energy calculations can be integrated e-
ciently into explicit simulations of charge-carrier and exciton dynamics using kinetic Monte-
Carlo techniques. Encoding long-range interactions into the single-particle energy landscapes
already implies a possibly inappropriate approximation to many-body polarization eects,
since these result both in an eectively reduced attraction between charge carriers of the
same polarity and reduced repulsion of charge carriers of opposite polarity not captured by
the single-particle approximation. Within monodisperse systems, the associated charge con-
centration eects could be modelled using an eective distance-dependent dielectric function.
However, whether a similar approach would hold for more complex polydisperse systems
and heterostructures is uncertain. Yet more complicated is the incorporation of long-range
electrostatics and polarization into systems with partially delocalized carriers, where explicit
propagation of the wave functions via surface hopping techniques becomes necessary [204].
Such an extension is highly relevant as the degree to which polarization leads to an additional
localization of charge carriers is still unresolved.
Meanwhile, morphology simulations continue to present one of the greatest challenges in
the modelling of organic semiconductors due to the inherent large length and time scales
that even in experiments occasionally result in kinetically arrested non-equilibrium struc-
tures [107]. Obtained using diverse approaches, the morphologies studied in this work re-
tained their strictly model-like character, hence limiting the range of studies for which they
are suited: Many relied on preassembled and experimentally determined input structures,
others only provide a phenomenological description of complex morphological features such
as grain boundaries or rough interfaces. Finally, those that do provide atomistic details are
prone to nite-size eects that may impact the energy landscape of electronic states, here
identied even for amorphous mesophases of dipolar molecules.
Predictive modelling of at least local structuring should, however, be possible. Crystal-
structure prediction techniques could, for example, be applied to organic-organic interfaces
to resolve molecular packing and orientation. For non-local structuring, particularly relevant
in the complex organization of bulk heterojunctions, strictly predictive approaches remain
elusive. The most promising simulation strategies thus combine bottom-up with top-down
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modelling protocols: The former provide the link to the molecular detail, whereas the latter
capture supramolecular features such as lamellar ordering or domain formation. On the
mesoscopic, top-down level, both eld- [205] and particle-based approaches [72] coupled to
an atomistic, bottom-up description are conceivable. The polymeric mesophases studied in
this work [74] give an impression of what can be achieved with such approaches, hopefully
providing a baseline for future method development.
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